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A Call to Battle

"Seize the day, seize the hour." These words oI Mao

A Challenge to Dare
Tselung sum up and conclude the new Dralt Pro;
gramme ol the Revolutionary Com-
munist Party, USA. Together with
a new Dralt Constitution these doc-
uments hit the streets on March 8,,
1980. They hit in a time o{ growing
turmoil, a time ol Afghanistan, Iran, ol
growing crisis and preparations for
world war.

Piercing through all this is a declar-
ation oI war-revolutionary war-a
battle plan Ior destroying the old and
creating the new. This is the Programme
and Constitution oI a Party that has ana-
Iysed today's situation and the underly-
ing Iorces and come to the conclusion
that the time when things ripen may well
be very close-within the next decade.
Our Party is now preparing-preparing to
seize the time when the time is ripe to smash
this rack ol capitalism belore it makes
another torturing round. We do not intend to
miss the opportunity.

Nor are we preparing simply to light and
then lose. Revolution does not come out ol no-
where. Today we are battling out the possibility
oI winning in the future. That is not only the
signilicance behind this programme and consti-
tution, but behind why they are appearing now

-as May Day Brigades take to the streets and
the battle shapes up that will result in thousands
ol workers and others across the country on the
streets on May lst-International Workers Day.
This May Day battle, the study and use oI the Pro-
gramme and Constitution, and all the actions ol the advanc-
ed, will in no small part determine how Iar along we are and
whether we are able to break through all the way when condi-

lr..;:.tr,, 
ripen and the opportunity lor revolution is there to

In this light, the purpose and nature ol this new Dralt Pro-
gramme stands out starkly. It urgently calls attention to and
analyzes the immediate situation Iacing the working class and
masses in this country, in lhe context o{ the world situation
and world struggle. It sharply indicates the only road forward
out oI this-proletarian revolution-by making a clear and
concrete summation o{ what such a revolution will mean. The
programme spells out how the proletarian revolution, upon
achieving success and winning power, will deal with the
needs and demands o{ the masses of people and with the
world situation we Iace.

OI course communists are not lortune tellers, and this Pro-
gramme cannot and does not say precisely whal immediote
problems will have to-be addressed, in what order and rela-
tion to each other, and every concrete and specilic step that
will be required to bring about a revolutionary resolution ol a
revolutionary crisis.

But it can-and does-address the basic questions that we
can already see shaping up. How will unemployment be
eliminated? Discrimination and national oppression? The

oppression ol women? How will agriculture
be dealt with? How will industry be organiz-
ed? Given the likelihood ol world war, how
will the revolutionary government get out
of it? What will be the policies toward
education, culture, the rights ol the peo-
ple? AII these urgent questions are ad-
dressed-their solutions are indicated.

The constitution deals with the basic
line ol the Party, its principles, the tasks
and duties oI the Party and Party mem-
bers in relation to the historical task of
revolution and communism and to the
masses ol people who must carry out
that new task.

This new Programme and Consti-
tion are themselves the product ol a
revolutionary process. They are not
the first, but the second, pro-
gramme and constitution ol our
Party in the 5 years of its exist-
ence. The previous ones, we can
now see, had many shortcomings.
but the need to change these doc-
uments should not be seen main-
Iy negatively. Instead it is a real
advance, breaking with not on-
ly our own past errors, but even
more importantly with ten-
dencies which have existed

throughout the history ol the com-
unist movement internationally-a movement

which, in many parts, has been caked with a thick layer ol
crusty relormism. These tendencies, more like a gross disease
in the case oI the old C.P. in the USA, have prevented any
serious preparation Ior revolution in this country.

There have also been big changes in the world. Most impor-
tantly the world situation has sharpened greatly, underlining
lhe urgency oI a thoroughly revolutionary line and pro-
gramme, one that will stand up through the storms.

Another oI the great changes has been o{ the reversal ol the
revolution in China with the reactionary coup after the death
of Mao Tsetung. This was a major setback, but it also put
revolutionaries worldwide to the test-to go down the drain
with the revisionists or to advance in another wave. As with
all such tests, the revolutionary movement internationally and
in this country has split-with part going each road. But our
party in particular, alter much struggle, has emerged much
stronger, more united around the revolutionary leadership of
its Chairman, Bob Avakian, and much broader in its revolu-
tionary inlluence. This is as it must be, because we must all
race lrom behind to catch up.

These documents are dralts, weapons in preparation. We
are spreading them widely and deeply so that many among
the working class and others oppressed by this monster, im-
perialism, will seriously study them, take up and help sharpen
them. By the beginning oI April, the Spanish language dralts
will be ready and the process of circulating these dralts will
go on Ior a short time alter May First.

Study these drafts, write us, meet with us to criticize and
strengthen them-and unite with us to carry them out.

Centrcl Committee Revolutionqry Communist Porty, USA



I{otes on lIlE ItOlfrEIrlEI{T AGAIIIST
NUclEfin

In the spring of 1,977, when 1414 peo-
ple were arresbed in a probesL at the
Seabrook, New Hampshire nuclear
power plant, the anbi-nuke movement
in bhis counbry took on a mass charac-
ter unparalleled by any other during
the labe 1970s. For a whole section of
people, lhe anti-nuke movement
became the social movement, atlracL-
ing lens of bhousands to demonsLra-
tions, beach-ins and sit-ins, nob only
because bhese people were concerned
abouL the danger of nuclear power in
ibs own right, but also because this was
the mosb powerful protesb movement
around. In this sense the anti-nuke
movement became a lightning rod.

With 72 nuclear power plants al-
ready in operabion in bhis country and
92 more under construction, from one
corner of the country to the olher, in
bhe late '70s bhe issue of nukes came bo
fbcus many people's concern over and
opposition to "putting properby before
life," to quobe one anti-nuke group
pamphleb. From Barnwell, South
Carolina, where 2000 people demon-
strated and 300 were arresbed in May
1978, to Rocky Flats, Colorado, where
bhousands demonstrated and some
blocked Lrain tracks for five days in a
cold pouring rain thab same spring;
from lhe rally of 25,000 in San Fran-
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cisco afler Three Mile Island, bo the
26-mile march of 4000 in the Black
Hills of Soubh Dakota-the anli-nuke
movement has succeeded in unibing
broad numbers of people to strike bac[
at a glaring example of the criminal
workings of capibalism.

But while the anti-nuke movemenb
has united tens of bhousands in hitting
the capibalists on this imporbant and

exposing outrage, including many who
themselves had at one poinl or anobher
even helped in bhe development of
nuclear technology (such as the 2000
scientisbs who signed a leLter of proLest
around nukes in 1975), still bhere have
always been many divergenI views
wi[hin the anli-nuke movemenb as bo
bhe nature, causes and solubion of
nukes. These differences have come

' ruil



out over quesbions relaLed Lo Lhe move-
menb itself, such as the kind of
organizaLion thaL would be needed Lo
build the anbi-nuke movement (espe-
cially cenbering on Lhe question of local
vs. national organizalion) and bhe me-
thods of struggle thaL should be used.
And they come oub around broader
questions as well, on the links between
the question of nuclear power and
obher issues in society, and bhe naLure
of society ilself.

A demonstration ab bhe Wall Slreet
Stock Exchange last fall was signifi-
canL in this light, for as one activist
wrobe afterward, "For the firsb bime on
a Iarge scale the larget was the 'power
behind [he power,' bhe corporabions in
bhe nuclear business and bhe financial
insbiIutions that bankroll them. All
oubreach work preceding bhe aclion em-
phasized the connecLions between
nuclear bechnology and bhe exploita-
tion of Native Americans, Black South
Africans, and poor and working people
everywhere. " 

'

In contrasL bo this was [he view pub
forward in an article summing up
where lhe anLi-nuke movement musL
head (and in a so-called "socialist"
magazine, no less) which, after declar-
ing that "sbopping nuclear power wibh-
oub challenging bhe economic system
Lhat bred it would leave Lhe underlying
problem to create new 'irrational'
sympboms," issues the sLirring babLle
cry, "Ib would be a limited vicbory if il
failed to help establish the organiza-
tional framework that could also
challenge liquified natural gas, solar
satellites, and similar bechnologies
lhat represent the same trend."= There
are, of course, many other less disguis-
ed appeals to the anli-nuke movemenb
calling for it bo focus narrowly and
forever on narrow "energy issues."

But the worsb-and mosL danger-
ous-trend is lhat represented by the
bourgeois polibicians, so well exempli-
fied by Tom Hayden, who lasL Septem-
ber at the MUSE anbi-nuke rally in
lower Manhatban looked oub over Lhe
crowd of 200,000 people and called
upon Lhem Lo take Lhe anti-nuke move-
menl "inbo Lhe mainstream"-Lhereby
spibting on the very dissatisfaction
and oubrage that had moved so many
of the protesLors oul of the polilical
"mainsLream" and inLo action in Lhe
firsb place.

These are bhe questions and bhe very
different paths that have been posed in
the anti-nuke movemenb.

The purpose of bhis article is to ex-
amine bhe nature, make-up and impact
of the ant,i-nuke movement and bhe
diverse trends within it. While Iran,
Afghanistan and draft regisbration
have already begun to overshadow the

anti-nuke movemenL, the issue has
animabed a vast number of people and
it is far from dead. More importanbly,
bhose who awoke to political life
bhrough the anti-nuke movemenb-and
bhe social sbrata bhal formed its
base-will conbinue Lo play a very im-
porbant role in the even greater mass
struggles which are brewing. Many of
bhe same political and ideological ques-
tions posed by this movemenb will con-
tinue to be key ones for bhe revolu-
Lionary working class and its Parly to
deal wibh if bhey are Lo unite and strug-
gle with broad secbions of lhe people to
build a unibed fronb [o overthrow U.S.
imperialism.

Who Is the AntiNuke
Movement?

MosL of those acLive in bhe anti-nuke
movement today are youbh from the
petty bourgeoisie, especially college
and high school sbudents, who usually
are bhe main force at demonstraLions.
Most-both those who jusb come to
demonstrations and the smaller
number of "organizers"-have never
been involved in any oth6r political ac-
biviby. Contrary bo what some people
have said, [he anli-nuke movement is
not just a hold-over or a rejuvena[ion
of the anti-Vietnam war movement,
albhough bhere are some forces within

il who were acbive bhen, including
pacifi s Ls (who ha ve been ac tive
fighting nukes in some form or anobher
since the late 1950s), as well as various
CP-style revisionists and Trobskyibes
who see bhe anti-nuke movement as
their big chance to regain the influence
and opportunity to spread their poison
that they enjoyed during the anti-war
movement of the 1960s. In addition Lo
the studenbs and sbudent-aged youth,
bhere are many others from college
communities and urban areas with
high concentrations of inbellectuals,
such as Bosbon and San Francisco, in-
cluding teachers and other profes-
sionals, scien[ists, arbisbs and obhers
from this straba. Even though bhe main
struggle in New England, for example,
has been around the Seabrook plant in
New Hampshire, the main base of this
activiby is in Boston.

While the anbi-nuke movement is
mostly white, one imporlant excepbion
bo this is the parbicipabion of Na[ive
Americans in many areas. Fifty-five
percent of all U.S. uranium reserves
are under Indian reservation land, and
Nalive Americans make up a large
percentage of all uranium miners in bhe
U.S. today, suffering extremely high
cancer rates because of the conditions
lhey work under. In the Black Hills of
Soubh Dakota, for example, home of
the Lakoba Nabion, the governmenb,
especially the Bureau of Indian Af-

Anti-Trident Demonsirqtion, Bongor, Wcshington.
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fairs, has been ruthlessly trying to
crush Indian resistance to attempbs bo
[ake from them the land promised the
Indians in an 1868 treaty. For the rul-
ing class, as former Energy/Defense
Secrebary James Schlesinger put it, the
huge uranium reserves in the Black
Hills are "America's energy ace-in-the-
hole." These atbacks on Indian land
and the Indian movement have led to
an imporbant battle linking the anti-
nuke forces and the Nabive American
sbruggle against national oppression.
The same has happened in bhe
Southwest and elsewhere.

In addition, in some rural areas like
Minnesota, small farmers have played
a role in the movement, usually in con-
junction with antinuke organizers.
These farmers have come up with some
new tactics for the antinuke move-
ment, like dumping giant manure piles
at appropriate spots to stop construc-
tion.

Finally, scientists and others who
have played a significant role in expos-
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ing the dangers of capitalist nuclear
bechnology are widely respected in bhe
anti-nuke movement of boday. People
like Dr. Helen Caldicotb, a pediatrician
and specialist in the biological effects
of radiation; Dr. John Gofman, co-
discoverer of uranium-233 and one of
the first people working under the
Atomic Energy Commission who turn-
ed in research exposing the hell out of
the nuke industry and the governmenb,
which led to his dismissal as head of
the Lawrence Radiabion Lab in 1969;
Sam Lovejoy, who toppled a weather
observation tower needed to build a
nearby nuke in 1974(and, then proceed-
ed to burn himself in); and Karen
Silkwood, the best known outside bhe
anti-nuke movement, who was
murdered by Kerr-McGee in 1974 for
planning to expose the company's
death-trap plutonium plant.

A very large number of the local
coalitions sprang up after ihe first ma-
jor civil disobedience antinuke acbion
in the U.S., the atbempt to nonviolent-

ly shut down the Seabrook plant in
1977. There are some national organi-
zations which relate heavily to the anti-
nuke movement, like Nader's "Public
Interest Research Group" (PIRG),
which was the main organizalional
force behind last May's demonstration
of 100,000 in Washington, D.C., and
Mobilization for Survival (MfS) out of
Philadelphia: but at this point there is
no national organizaLion just dealing
with nukes. The "grassroots" form of
organization which is dominanb in the
movement is a reflection of the outlook
which predominabes within it (more on
this later).

Imperialism and Nukes

Before turning bo the various poliii-
cal tendencies wilhin the anti-nuke
movement, it's necessary to go inbo
one central fact that has turned a
movement which in many cases has
been a conscious demand for a simple
reform into a head-on collision-the



fact thab bhe capitalisb ruling class in
this country cannot and will not give
up their nukes.

From bhe firsi, nuclear weapons have
been both a symbol of U.S. hegemony
and a means bo mainbain it. It was in
large part U.S. imperialism's economic
might, unhurt by world war, that
allowed the U.S. to be bhe firsb to
develop the atomic bomb. Although
the U.S. ruling class used the excuse
[hat the A-bomb was needed to win the
war in order bo win over many scien-
tists and others io the necessiby of
figuring oub how lo actually make such
a ghastly weapon (German scienbisls
were also exploring bhis avenue), bhe
first use of this bomb, againsb Japan,
was not directed primarily at winning
the war (whose oubcome had already
been determined on bhe babblefields of
Europe, Asia and the Pacific), but at
bringing it to a conclusion on terms
mosb favorable to U.S. domination in
the post-war world. The American im-
perialists waved around the A-bomb to
threaten the then-socialist USSR and
the liberabion movemenLs alreadv
developing in Asia, and as part of their
efforts to dominale their lesser im-
perialisb allies as well.

So-called "peaceful" nuclear energy
came into use in the U.S. to serve ex-
actly bhe same masters and same in-
teresbs as nuclear weapons-the main-
tenance and expansion of bhe U.S. mo-
nopoly capitalists' empire of profits.

At first, nuclear power reactors were
developed bo provide a good propagan-
da cover for lhe developmenb of
nuclear weapons, as much as anybhing
else. In 1953, Eisenhower launched his
"Aboms for Peace" slogan, which was
really a glorified name for government-
funded research and production in
nuclear science. At the same bime,
however, some sections of the ruling
class began looking into lhe construc-
bion of nuclear reacbors as a means to
"cheap, clean and inexhausbible
energy"-and big bucks. The Price-
Anderson Indemniby Act of 19b2, in
which the government agreed bo insure
the power companies for liability in the
even[ of a massive nuclear disaster,
cleared the way for commercial nuclear
power planbs.

Slill, as labe as 1969, there were onlv
16 nuclear power plants licensed bt
operate-and many of them were not
yet in actual operation. Bul b4 more
were under construction and anobher
35 were on order.

This sudden appearance of nuclear
planls on a broad scale across bhe U.S.
during the years 1970-75 was nob main-
ly due to some technological break-
through that made bhis possible. Start-
ing towards the end of the 1960s, the
oil industry was hib by a falling rabe of
profit, parbly as a result of worldwide
overproducbion of oil. (For more on bhe
"energy crisis," see Reuolution, Yol. 4,
No. 4; on OPEC, see Vol. 4, No 5.) This

made nuclear power an abLracLive
economic proposition bo Lhe oil com-
panies, who were bhe main ones to in-
vesL in nuclear power.

More significantly, bhe question of
energy increasingly became a polibical
question. U.S. dependence on Mideast
oil was becoming dangerous, and bhe
huge balance of payments deficit the
U.S. was running (oil imports alone
jumped from $5 billion in 1972 Lo $45
billion in 1977).was a very serious prob-- lem in terms of holding bhe U.S.'s im-
perialist bloc together-and all this in
the face of growing economic and
political crisis and moves boward war
wibh the Soviet Union. As Defense
Secrebary Harold Brown said before a
congressional committee in May 1977,
" In fact bhere is no more serious threab
to the long-term securiby of the U.S.
and its allies than bhab which sLems
from the growing deficiency of secure
and assured energy resources." Of
course, there is a bigger threat-the
Soviet Union-but without bhose
"secure and assured energy resources"
the U.S. could hardly hope bo deal with
it. Carter put it even more sbrongly bwo
years later, when he said, "Our na-
tional security is dangerously depend-
ent on a thin line of oil tankers stretch-
ing half way around bhe earth."

The simple bruth is bhab it's too late
to do much aboub it. However much
the U.S. imperialists mighb wish that
they and lheir allies in Western Europe
and Japan were less dependent on
Mideast oil, there's nob much bhey can
do except defend thab thin line of
tankers and the land from which the oil
was sbolen in the first place. Nuclear
power now supplies only l27o of elec-
tricity in the U.S. and a somewhat
higher figure in Europe, and ib takes 10
years to build a new plant from the
ground up. The virbual lack of new
nuclear power planbs built during the
last five years is due to two bhings.
Firsb, that rising capital costs have
made nuclear power no more profitable
bhan conventional power, and require
tremendous ouilays of capital (gl-92
billion each), wibh many years between
bhe firsb outlays and the day when they
could even hope bo make a profit, al a
bime when that kind of capital has been
tight for all American indusbry.
Second, Lhe anLi-nuke movement has
bhrown some real, if bemporary,
obstacles in the way of nuclear con-
struction, by exposing the criminal
dangers of these proposed power
plants.

But exacbly because the world is
heading where it is heading, the U.S.
imperialists cannot give up bhe nukes
[hey already have, and bhey may build
some new ones. Following the disaster
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Four thousond onti-nuke prot the
dusty ronchlqnd ol the Blcrck tion to
the plcns by ihe government into o
glowing lunqr lqndscape by ripping oll <rnd ripping up Indicrn lcrnd lor
urcrnium mining,
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and near catastrophe ab Three Mile
Island, Jimmy Carter appoinbed a blue-
ribbon panel headed by Darbmouth
College Presidenl John Kemeny,
whose task was, Carter openly
declared, "to make nuclear power even
safer." The ruling class was not about
to back off an inch. As expected, bhe
Kemeny Commission came up wiLh a
report combining bhe most "serious in-
vestigabion" with the conclusion that
nukes are just fine. Afber the Three
Mile Island furor died down, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission on
February 6 licensed anobher new nuke
plant in Tennessee and reopened lwo
more ihat had been temporarily shut
down for safety violations-one in the
New York Ciby area and the other, with
one of bhe worst safety records in the
country, near Chicago.

Then, of course, [here's the nukes
that were meant bo explode, des[roy
cibies and kill people these are bhe
nukes fhe imperialists are counting on.
Give up t,heir nukes? Over bheir dead
bodies.

l. The Forerunners

Two brends emerged in the struggle
against nuclear weapons in the 1950s
and early '60s. Revolutionaries oppos-
ed the U.S.'s nuclear weapons, de-
manded bheir destruction, but at the
same time refused to be intimidabed by
bhe U.S. imperialisbs' nuclear
blackmail (this stand was most clearly
put forward by the Chinese Com-
munist Party under the leadership of
Mao Tsetung). In contrast, there arose
liberal and pacifisb opposition (in-
cluding within the U.S.), which book
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positions against nuclear weapons not
because they opposed U.S. imperialism
but because these weapons lhreatened
"lhe end of bhe world."

This liberal (such as Lhe explicitly
anti-communist Commibtee for a Sane
Nuclear Policy-SANE) and pacifist
(such as the American Friends Service
Commibtee) currenL also opposed the
development of nuclear weapons by
the USSR and China, weapons which
were aL thab Lime (in the case of the
USSR, unlil bhe mid-1950s) of an anti-
imperialisb and not imperialisb
character. With the signing of bhe

above-ground nuclear besb ban treaiy
by the U.S. and ihe Soviet revisionisbs
in 1963 (which China refused to sign,
pointing oub lhis represenbed capitula-
tion to U.S. imperialism), and the rise
of other issues and mass movemenls in
the U.S., this first anti-nuke movemenL
faded out. At the same iime, some
claimed it had won. These same forces
(including Lhe two above-mentioned
organizations) are active in the anti-
nuke movement of boday-and more
imporbantly, fhe polibical questions
raised bhen are still extremely relevanl
and likely io become even more so in
the near future. Principally, lhis means
whether lo take the stand of
pacificism, which sees all violence as
Lhe same and refuses to dislinguish be-
tween revolubionary violence and
counberrevolubionary violence, or to
see [hal the answer to imperialism's
violence must be revolutionary
violence to overthrow imperialism.

2. "Survival"

Initially much of Lhe impetus for the

present anLi-nuke movemenL came
from incredulity and indignation over
the exisbence "right next door" of
nuclear reactors. In facL, no matter
where you lived, they utere righL next
door-few places in the U.S. are very
far from some kind of nuclear inslalla-
tion.

At the hearL of a lot of anli-nuke
movement literabure boday is the
bottom-line problem which frighbens
and angers many: the potential danger
a nuclear power reacbor disaster
presents to people's lives, their health,
and lheir children. And the whole lhing
seems so out of conbrol, beyond reach.
There is an ominous feeling on Lhe parL
of many [hab there are larger forces in
society controlling, or al least greally
affecting, people's lives. One of bhe
principal reasons that this issue is
sharpesb among the petty bourgeoisie,
and that this class makes up bhe base
of the anli-nuke movement, is lhat the
awareness of the existence of nukes
has hit some important illusions which
are held by large secLions of bhe petty
bourgeoisie who, because of their role
and position in society, bend bo see
themselves as "free agents" able trr
conLrol their own desbiny far more bhan
mosb workers do. The existence of
nukes on a widespread scale
throughoub bhe counlry "threalening
mass genocide at any moment" has
had the effecb of jarring bhese illusions
with a heavy dose of realily.

The working class has been con-
spicuous by ibs absence in bhis move-
ment, principally due Lo the generally
low level of polilical consciousness and
mobion among bhe workers. The
bourgeoisie has repeatedly bried to
take advantage of Lhat facb, in relation
bo the anti-nuke movement, bY whiP-
ping up some union hacks and backward
workers (especially in Ihe construction
trades) around bhe grobesque slogan
lhat nukes mean jobs-a ridiculous
caricalure of Lhe interests of Lhe pro-
lebariat. At the same time, however, for
a greab many workers life is already a
horror. There is Iess of a feeling on the
par[ of even the mosb backward
workers that each individual in this
socieby is able [o debermine his own
destiny, to "do his own thing." Thus
parb of the reason workers have noL
become involved in ihe anLi-nuke
movemenb in a big way is that the
nukes question has not astonished lhe
workers as much as iL has [he peltY
bourgeoisie, nor has ib concentrated
their anger for this society bo the same
degree. Ib is significant, Lhough, ihat
some advanced members of bhe work-
ing class have been spontaneouslY
drawn to the anti-nuke movemenL, nol
so much because of bhe issue itself, but



because they are drawn bo this large
political movement out of a desire to
strike back at the system.

This is also true of the majoriby of
youth who marched in Washington,
D.C. last May 6, as well as the other
large mobilizations against nukes-
people came only in part out of concern
around the nukes issue. The urge to
jusb geb down and demonstrate against
something and to learn more about the
world was a big motivating factor for
tens of thousands. At the May 6 rally
it was not at all unusual to hear youth
say, "I came to the rally because I'm
brying bo figure out whab to do wibh my
life and I figured there would be people
here who could help me decide." In the
late 1970s ihe anti-nuke movement
captured the imagination of millions of
youbh, boih because the issue itself
concentrated disgust for a society run
by the quesb for personal profit, bub
also because afber a certain point, if
you were looking for a way lo strike
back at [he stabus quo-[his was where
it was at.

There is another seciion of socieby
active in bhe anii-nuke movement since
bhe early 1970s which shares a disgus[
for and frustration over capitalist
society in general: the relatively large
number of "ex-students" who live and
work in university towns and major
cities, and for whom political activity
of one kind or another is the most im-
portant thing in their lives. This sec-
tion of society was deeply affecbed by
the mass movements of the 1960s, al-
though not necessarily deeply involved
in those movements. In the condibions
of ebb of the 1970s, many have pub the
idea of radical change on bhe back
burner and become acbive particularly
in various local reform movements.
While many of these forces consciously
rejecb the most blalant goals thab
capitalism holds out to the pebty bour-
geoisie-a profession, home in bhe
suburbs, etc.-they are nonebheless
spontaneously pulled into various
forms of reformism, from local rent
conlrol sbruggles, to co-op schemes, to
ihe anti-nuke movement. In many
ways they are typical of some impor-
iant aspects of the entire decade of the
1970s, caught in limbo to some extent,
rejecting certain bourgeois values, bub
more ofben than not replacing them
with more subtle ones because they
have not understood the essence of
capitalist socieby and the road out of it.

Certainly the anti-nuke movement is
far from the first, social movement to
be based in the petty bourgeoisie. The
same can be said for the anti-Vietnam
war movement and several other of the
mass storms that shook America in the
1960s. But unlike these movements,

Whot the well-dressed corpse
will wecrr. LeIt, workers ond
techniciqns prepore to enter lhe
qir lock oI the shut-down Bqncho
Seco nuhe, sister plont to Three
Mile Islcrnd. The sign over the
door reqds, "Nucleqr Power-
SoIe, Cleon, Economiccrl." At
right, speciol Air Force helmet
ond goggles Ior pilots who drop
nukes. This clothing demon-
strctes very well the grecrt
lengths to which the ruling closs
hos gone to moke sure thoi
nuhes never huri onybody.

the anti-nuke movement has not baken
on a broader character. In part, of
course, this is due to bhe nature of bhe
issue itself. But it also has quite a bit
to do with the nalure of the period in
which this movement developed, which
conditioned its development.

The fact bhat the anti-nuke move-
ment developed around 1976-78, aL a
time when bhe bourgeoisie was brying
to catch i[s breath during bhe lowesb
ebb of mass struggle in this country in
nearly two decades, accounbs a great
deal for the kind of movement it be-
came-a movement whose resurgence
is testimony to the fact that the basic
contradiction of capitalism constanbly
gives rise to struggle and rebellion

among all strata of people, but at the
same bime, a movemenb marked by
isolation from both more broad and
fundamental social issues and from lhe
broader masses of people.

The very fact that "survival"
became the watchword for so much of
the anti-nuke movement demonsbrabes
both its class outlook (trying to con-
serve an endangered posi[ion in socie-
ty) and bhe ebb period in which it
developed.

That survival often becomes in and
of itself the primary objecbive of the
anti-nuke movemenb is indicated by
the names of more [han one anti-nuke
group ("Alliance for Survival" and
"Mobilization for Survival," for exam-
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Nukes
ple). The view is often offered that, "If
we don't deal wibh the issue of nuclear
power plants there won'l be a nabural
world left io house ihe obher problems
we wanL to solve." This senLimenb is
dominant in rnosL of lhe anti-nuke
groups, slemming both from a rabher
rigid concepCion of what constitutes
"the problems and the solutions bo the
problems," but also [ied in with bhis a
sense of desperation because of lhe
potential horrors hanging over the
world.

3. Nukes and Classes

There is tremendous uncertainby in
the anti-nuke movement over "who's
to blame" for unsafe nukes. Many
chalk the whole situation up to indivi-
dual madmen and individual careless-
ness on the part, of those in conbrol, or
io the facl that bhose "on a power trip"
are in power. Again, this is an analysis
which sees the individual as cenbral to
the whole set-up, and specifically re-
jects and/or neglects an analysis which
shows how [he capitalisl class is
responsible for unsafe nukes. There is a
dist,inct desire expressed in bhe anbi-
nuke movement to "raise" the nukes
issue "above classes."

For example, a spokesman for the
Mobilization for Survival made bhe
following siatement: "Key constituen-
cies we need to work on in this effort
(to dismanble all nukes) are of course
labor and minoribies, although bhere
are successes happening in those areas.
We don't want to leave out the middle
and upper classes either. We think that
this is an all peoples' movemenb and
that rational, just beings anywhere
and everywhere will agree with us
when they have the information and
they can free themselves of their pre-
judices."'r Or as a local anti-nuke group
in Wisconsin put it in summing up
bheir coalition, "People of all political,
religious, social, and economic posi-
tions have learned io work together.
The issue Cranscends all differences."l

While some sections of the anti-nuke
movement have been much clearer in
idenbifying the monopoly capibalists as
the source of at least the nukes prob-
lem, still running through much of the
movement literature is a deep sense
bhat America cannot afford bo be divid-
ed over this one, that "if ihe big one
goes, we all go." A group of people
marched from Louisville, Kentucky bo

Washington, D.C., to protest nukes in
1977, and they issued a stabement
which included this: " . we wanb [lhe
marchl to further symbolize the sincere
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desire to avoid the type of confronta-
tion tha[ in the pasl has divided the
counbry. Prosperity and harmony for
our counbry and world can only be
achieved through a united effort of
cibizenry and government."' The
above quobes-which illustrate the
more backward brends in the anti-nuke
movement-indicate bobh a deep desire
to do something about the nukes, and
at the same [ime a compleLely upside
down view of society. Ib is a view which
doesn't see America fundamentally
divided by social classes (or if there are
differenl classes, lhey are of liblle con-
sequence when ib comes Lo nukes), and
seeks bo work things out so that, ab

leasb on bhis quesbion, everyone is
pleased. The solution to the nukes pro'
blem is made biological insbead of
social: "We're all human beings."

At rock botbom bhe question comes
down bo lhis for many: does the facb
thaL nuclear bechnology exisLs indicate
that bhis basically seaworthy ship has
a few leaks, some "impuri-
ties," "malfunctions," and so on-or
are nukes just a slice of capitalism, a
piece of a thoroughly robben puzzle?

Still, many in the movement have a
guL feeling thal somebhing is prebty
wrong with this counLry. AfLer all,
many of them are youth of the
"Wabergate generaLion," as some
bourgeois analysLs nervously put it,
people with little political experience
(because they grew up during an ebb)
who have seen enough to know ihat
they don't like it.

Among some of the relatively more
advanced in the anti-nuke movement,
lhere is a general desire bo do away
with all monopolies, do away wibh a

cenLral government which plays a

dominant role, etc., and bo creabe a
"decenbralized" society. This is felt Lo

be bhe best "solution" io the problem
of individual freedoms getting en-
croached on under capitalism: break
everything up into libtle pieces, then in-
dividuals will automaLically get more
of a say. The stress in Lhe anii-nuke
movement on "democratic" decision'
making, where "responsibilities are
shared, with no elecied 'officers' or
designated leadership," and where
"somelimes a meeting will decide thaL
everyone presenb must have a chance
to speak on an issue before anyone can
speak for the second lime"" cannot be
overestimated.

This understanding of democracy
seeks to go backwards Lo a day when
people mainly lived in rural areas and
nol cibies, where, it is felt (incorrectly)
bhat individual freedoms could be exer-
cised by all through town meebings,
etc. (A statement once made by Albert
Einstein-known today in the anti-

nuke movemenL as one of the mosl
vociferous opponenbs of nukes "once
he realized the monsber he'd
creaLed"-is often quobed in the move-
ment boday: "To the village square we
musL carry bhe facls of at,omic
energy from there must come
America's voice.") But it also seeks to
go forward to the day when socieLy can
and will be organized cooperaLively,
when there will not be a shortage of
material needs for some while others
are filthy rich, and where all can play
an ac[ive role noL only in production,
but even more imporlanbly in running
bhe affairs of sociely. In Lerms of an
organized political theory, much of Lhis
thinking consists of anarchism; buL in
the anti-nuke movemenL ib exisLs large'
ly as a kind of spontaneous anarchism
on the part of those who dream of a bet-
Ler world, but end up wiLh various (un-
workable) ubopian schemes bo realize
thaL belter world. This anarchism is
not in conscious consolidated opposi-
tion bo Marxism-Leninism. IL is a spon-
laneous resisbance bo bhe effects of
capi[alism and the dominaLion of Lhe

bourgeoisie, a resisbance which reflects
lhe outlook and social base of much of
[he anLi-nuke movemenL.

4. A "Praetical" Cause

Because radiation does not discrimi-
nabe be[ween the cold and warm-
blooded, bhen unibing all secbions of
socieLy to destroy nukes seems like an
idea whose time has come, an idea
eminenbly capable of succeeding. The
battle against nukes is Lherefore not
only jusi, bub it's winnable-so goes
the logic of much of the anbi-nuke
movement. This "practicaliLy" is real-
ly very utopian and subjecbive, of
course-as is all pragmatism-because
it loses sighL of the bigger piclure.
However "pracbical" getting rid of
nukes may seem, bhere are far more
pressing reasons why, for bhe im-
perialists, there is nobhing ai all prac-
tical about this idea.

Two examples are ofben raised as
"proof positive" of prac[ical resulLs
achieved in the batble against nukes.
First, a vote in Missouri in November
1976, involving the passage of an ini-
biative barring ubiliby companies from
charging bhe public for CWIP (Con-

sbruction Work in Progress). (In most
s[ates utility companies jack up utility
bills to cover costs from nuclear reac-
bors being consLrucled.)

The second is when a group of 250
sat in ab the offices of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in Washing-
ton, D.C. demanding [hat all construc-
tion be halted at the Seabrook plant in
New Hampshire. The NRC hurriedly
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met and announced a complebe and im-
mediate cessation of construcbion ab

Seabrook. (Then, bhree weeks laber,
after the victory celebraLions were
finished and the summation of this
"vicbory" had been spread through lhe
country by nob only the anLi-nuke
movemenb but also the bourgeois
media, the NRC burned around and
reversed ibs decision.)

But bhe final Iine of defense for many
in the anti-nuke movement who are
convinced of bhe capacity for this
movement bo succeed in its goal of
dismanbling all nuclear power planbs
and preventing [he conslruciion of new
ones is the argumenl thab nukes are no
longer profitable.

"Rising capital costs have now
become the dominant factor in the
price of nuclear power; because these
cosbs are increasing much faster lhan
the capital costs of coal-fired plants,
sometime in lhe next ten to fifteen
years nuclear power will become more
expensive than coal-fueled power. The
entire nuclear-power program will then
lose ibs only reason for exisLing-ils
preseni cosl advantage over coal-fired
power-and is then (or sooner) likely to
collapse. "'

And: "The dilemma facing the nu-
clear indusiry is clearly one of safeby
vs. costs. Safety hazards are an
unavoidable by-producb of bhe nuclear

bechnology. If lhese hazards are
brought to light and modifications are
required, capital costs can onlY go
up."*

As meniioned earlier, parb of bhe ex-
planabion for ihe 1975-80 moratorium
on consLrucbion of new nuclear planbs
is the decreasing profitability to the
monopoly capilalists involved in lhe
energy indusbry. But this quesiion can-
nob be looked at in a narrow or shori'
ierm sense. Very similar apparenb
roadblocks to the develoPment of
nuclear power planls have arisen
before. 'fhis is why in 1957 Congress
passed Lhe Price-Anderson AcL: the
energy companies like General Elec-
tric, Westinghouse, elc. couldn't
themselves make a profit on nukes (in

lhis case because Lhey couldn'b prof-
itably cover insurance cosbs) so they
weren't going io build bhem. The
government, acling for the ruling class
as a whole, stepPed in [o do whai was
needed-giving them $500 million
worih of free insurance!

In 1970, just as certain malters Iike
whai to do with spent fuel with a life
expectancy of 250,000 Years were
becoming more immediate problems'
the U.S. governmenb took over control
of "waste storage" for all nuclear
power reactors in the countrY.

All this on top of the bebter known
fact thab the U.S. government serves

For three doys losi October, severtrl
thousond demonstrqtors tried lo cqrry
out q non-violent occupction oI the
Seobrook nuclecrr plont construction
site in New Hompshire, Ior severql
yeors one oI the mqin torgets ol the
qnli-nuke movement. Moving through
the mcrrshes qnd creeks surrounding
the qreq on home-mqde portoble pon-
toon bridges, ihe mqrchers rqn uP
ogqinst hordes oI cops who were Pro
tecting q fence trround the site. The
cops used mqce <rnd clubs in o series
ol brutol ottqcks to move bcck the
demonstrqtors, pcying no qttention io
their ottempts to keeP things non-
violent, Yet the demonstrotors moved
in cgoin in severcrl woves, <rnd Nq-
iionol Gucrrdsmen hcd to be used to
beef up the police lorce <rnd hqul the
demonstrqtors oIl.

today as it has for 35 years as lhe chief
researcher, producer and purchaser of
nuclear weapons.

What's at the heart of the incorrecL
analysis about bhe nukes fight being
practical is one main bhing: a lack of
runderstanding of the desperabion of
the bourgeoisie, specifically how their
energy problems are directly relaled to
t heir overall drive towards world war.
And coupled with this, in bhe case of the
argument about profitability being
down for nukes lhese days, is a mechan-
ical understanding of bhe role of profil in
bhe economics of capilalism, and of
what's at sbake for the ruling class to-
day.

While the question of profits overall
is central to the capitalists, and while
each capiialist is mosl certainly out to
save his chubby neck, when there are
overriding needs of the capibalisi class
as a whole, then policies will be under-
taken which may in a narrow sense be
unprofibable, but in Lhe long run, [he
capitalisbs hope, will serve to increase
their wealth, power, and profiis. We
can see this by looking at the military
budget, which, while it reaPs large
amounts for the arms industry, etc., is
overall a bremendous drain on the
economy in the short run, bu[ in the
long run is meant to guarantee con-
tinued world domina[ion.
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A-bomb qir roid drill in the 1950s. The nuns crnd the bowed heqds qre suppos-
ed to protect these school children-or at least recssure them. Todoy theiul-
ing clcss is using only slightly more sophisticqted methods lo try to convince
the people thqt nucleor wqr is not reclly mcrdriess,

5. Methods of Struggle

A major debate wibhin bhe anbi-nuke
movement for several years has been
over the mebhods of struggle to employ
in trying bo shut down the nukes.
While non-violence is up to this point
very much bhe password throughout
the movement, over the years there
have been significanb political
developments within the movement.

In [he early 1970s the main form for
stopping nukes was called "inlerven-
ing," and consisied of a legal process
aimed at, aI the least, postponing con-
strucbion of a particular plant. It was,
and still is, a process built into the
legal books, and as much as anything
else played mainly a role as a steam
valve on bhe newly emerging anti-nuke
movement. Tied in with this basic ap-
proach to "solving" the nukes problem
was a whole sbring of electoral schemes
at[empted in the mid-?0s, from coast
[o coast. As in all questions over what
forms of struggle were correct, bhere
was great, controversy over how to sum
up the resulting defeabs on these initia-
tives and propositions. Some said that
the issue was "boo radical," and that
the only road forward was one of more
compromise and Less "hard-line"
polibics, while o[hers mainly learned
from these defeats-in the face of
multi-million dollar pro-nuke cam-
paigns-that the elec[ora] road was a
waste of time, and LhaL action of some
sort was whab was needed.

In bhe winber of 1975, 28,000 stu-
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dents, farmers, and obhers occupied a
nuclear planb site in Wyhl, West Ger-
many. For those who were then in the
anti-nuke movement, in this country as
well as in Japan and in other parts of
Europe, Wyhl had a big impac[. While
Ralph Nader the year before had called
a mass meebing to plan lobbying tac-
tics called "Cri[ical Mass '74," over in
Germany thousands were taking mat-
bers into bheir hands [o a greaber
degree. The spring of 1977 broughb the
occupation ab Seabrook.

But still bhere was sharp slruggle
over bacbics, especially be[ween some
in the movement who soughl civil
disobedience with pre-planned busts,
and others who sought bo go back to
lobbying, and still others who soughb
nuke site occupabions without busts.
In bhe summer of 1978, after Lhe
Seabrook occupabion, a deal was struck
between the Clamshell Alliance-albeit
after much internal sbruggle-and bhe
New Hampshire authorities bo prevent
any similar occupation. A rally was
held far away from the nuke on land
provided by the state, so that "the
demonstralors could make their poinl,
but bhere would be no repelition of
before." This shows lhat even after the
acbion which sparked bhe real growth
of the anti-nuke movemenb nationally,
there was deep vacillation within bhe
movement-leading in this case bo
oubright capitulation-over the road
forward.

This pasb fall, after another failed oc-
cupation atbempt at Seabrook on Oct.
6 and bhe "Wall Streeb Acbion" a few

weeks later designed bo shut down the
power brokers, the anbi-nuke move-
ment cautiously advanced what was
for [he movement itself a "new" form
of struggle: "non-violenb direci
action." According Lo the handbook for
the Oct. 6 acbion: "Ten years of fight-
ing the nuke bhrough the system and
three years of rallies and civil disobe-
dience have accomplished a greab deal
in terms of education and raising
public sentiment against nuclear
power, but have not succeeded in stop-
ping construction of the plant., . The
goal of this action is not to provoke a
fighi, nor is it t6 get arrested . Oc-
tober 6 will be a departure from civil
disobedience. Our success will not be
measured in terms of symbolic value,
nor media impact, nor numbers arresb-
ed. Our success depends on our effec-
tiveness in directly blocking further
construction, and our ability to do so in
a collective and non-violent way.""

The anti-nuke movement up to this
point has never broken in any way, in-
cluding in its methods of struggle, wi[h
its basic line of "We're all human be-
ings," and in its advocacy of non-
violence has consistenbly preached a
line of "Do no harm to our fellow
humans." A few points are worth
noting ab this time, however. In an
historical sense things have been
developing in a forward direc[ion,
although slowly. Every single insight
inbo bhe workings of capitalism-from
the move on ihe par[ of some away
from bhe courbrooms and elecboral
arena to demonslrabions, and on down
the line-has been realized only
through greai struggle among these
forces, who had to combal both their
own inexperience and ignorance and
also the conscious attempts on the part
of the bourgeoisie and its agents to
steer the movemenb in bhe most in-
nocuous direction possible.

In fact the group which sponsored
the Oct. 6 aclion represented a parbial
split-off from the long esbablished
Clamshell Alliance. The split came
down primarily over tactical dif-
ferences, although ihe official terms of
[he debate put it more like the question
was one of biming: direct action (non-

violent) soon vs. waibing a while and
finding other things to do. Also of
some significance is anobher line from
the pamphlet put out by the "Coalition
for Direct Action at Seabrook," this
one on the police. "While we respect
bhose opposing us as human beings, we
will steadfastly resist them in their in-
stitutional roles as agenbs of an imper-
sonal repressive structure. Though in
one sense police forces senb against us
may only 'be doing their jobs,' they
have also, by showing up that day for



duty chosen sides on Lhe nuclear ques-
tion before bhe world." Again, lhis
siatemenL is sLill in bhe same ballpark
as before ( that " theY too are
human")-buL it does show signs of
breaking with some of bhe pasl lhink-
ing by the expliciL stabement that if
police play the role of pigs, then bhey
shall be (non-violently) treated as being
"on bhe other side."

These developmenbs in bhe tacLics
used by the anti-nuke movemenL have
in a certain sense been forced on iL. For
insLance, at the mosl recenb occupabion
abLempt ab Seabrook, there was a

viciously organized and ruLhlessly car-
ried out police abback on bhe demon-
strators who nob only Preached but
practiced non-violence. SLories of this
atback are now circulabing bhroughoul
the counbry, and imporbant lessons are
being summed up. For the bourgeoisie
had decided thab even with non-
violence, a point had been reached
where enough was enough, and iheY
soughb to iniimidabe and bruialize bhe

youbh who showed up to bhe demon-
sbraLion. For the demonsLrabors, more
bhan a few feel very differenbly today
abouL lhe question of non-violence, in-
cluding many who have been involved
in lhe movement for a while.

6. Solar "Solutions"

For bhe pasb five years or more a ma-
jor leneb of Lhe anli-nuke movemenL
has been tha[ "you can'l criticize if you
don'b have a better idea," a solubion Lo

the energy problem which can replace
nuclear power. Solar power has been
the main solution proposed by those
active in the anti-nuke movement.
Various research studies have been
done on solar power, both bY the
energy indusLry and more broadly (and

probably more scienbifically) by people
involved in the anti-nuke movement.
Companies have bought up paienls to
solar power ideas, and JimmY Carier
himself even has a few solar panels in-
stalled on lhe roof of lris house'

The bourgeoisie has chosen a two'
pronged approach bo the question of
solar power. First, because at bhis
point the bourgeoisie has neibher
figured out how to make sizable
enough profibs from solar power, nor
how lhere mighb feasibly be any
milibary applicaLion for ib, bhey have
done practically nolhing to bring solar
power into being. If they could make a
buck off it, or if solar power could help
create explosives, no doubt ihe bour-
geoisie would be on lhe front lines in
the solar energy movement.

Second, the bourgeoisie has actively
promoted Lhe idea of solar power
wibhin the anti-nuke movement. While

various referendums used lo be their
besL bel in trying to sbeer Lhe move-
menL down a dead end a few years ago,
today solar power serves jusb such a

funcbion. Wibh thousands acbively and
genuinely seeking to solve Lhe energy
crisis, here comes respecbed scientisl
(and closel "Marxist") Barry Com'
moner, promobing the sun as the only
way oub. Then there was "Sun DaY
'78." And along bhe way there have
been other efforts like the joinb
elecboral-solar campaign ringmastered
by Tom Hayden called "Solar-Cal,"
which sought to have California "go
solar" bhrough a series of energy bills
in bhe slabe legislabure. There is not the
slighbest accidenb bo the facb bhat those
figures mosL associabed with pro-
moting solar power as an "alternabive"
bo nuclear power are exacbly the same
forces most associaled wiLh electoral
polibics within the anti-nuke movemenb
and mosb opposed to direct action.

The fact that for many people, oppos-
ing nukes Loday is synonymous wibh
being pro-solar is mainly a Lestament
bo the facb that the ques[ion of nuclear
power is sLill seen hy many in the anti-
nuke movemenb in isolation from
whab's happening overall in socieLy.
Not thab bhose local coaliLions which
consciously and actively oppose bolh
nuclear weapons and power auLomabi-
cally have a clear understanding of
how nuclear technology overall iies in-
bo bhe question of U.S. domination
around the world and the prospecLs for
war in the near future. But generally,
bhose groups who do take up both have
not gobten as hung up in convincing
the ruling class to "go solar" as have
some of Lhe other coalibions.

7. Nuclear Weapons

For most in bhe anbi-nuke movement,
the prospect of world war is noL

somebhing that, unlil recenbly aI leasL,
has been sbaring them in bhe face.
There has been a marked tendencY
within the anti-nuke movement na-
tionally bo prelend that either nuclear
weapons don't exisb, or at least Lhal
they are "a separate problem." In lhe
main ii has been the pacifisb groups
and a few Iocal coalitions such as ab the
Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Facility
in Colorado, where components for
H-bombs are made, which have paid
any atLenbion aL all to nuclear
weapons, in many ways the heart of
the bourgeoisie's nuclear program.

Sbill, many anti-nuke forces have
started bo pay attention io this ques-
tion. The rebirth of the August
"Hiroshima Day" activities in 1977 in
commemoration of bhe first mass
nuclear murder committed by the U.S.

imperialisbs in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in 1945 sbands in stark con'
Lrast to the solar power nonsense. The
facL is, though, thab some of these
same people who do see nuclear
weapons and nuclear war as a far more
importanb issue still see anti-nuclear
power planis as the thing to focus
on-because of the "practicality" of
this issue-in order to build the kind of
movemenL bhey envision, even though
lhey hope it will one day actuallY
challenge "the system" which pro-
duces both.

A view promobed by the bourgeois
forces is tha[ since nuclear weapons are
used for bhe "defense of bhe country,"
and since we can never [ell what bhe

Russians will do, [hen nuclear weapons
are an unforbunate necessity. And
besides, "defense of bhe nation" is a
touchy subjecb and quesLioning it
might cub down on anti-nuclear power
support. The direcior of Ralph Nader's
Cribical Mass Energy Projecb spoke bo

this quesbion in an interview: "With
the nuclear weapons side of things, you
get inlo such issues as the MX missile,
ihe Backfire bomber and the Cruise
missile, and I think bheY [nuclear
power and nuclear weaPons] are two
enbirely separate issues, although they
share similar features." And then
speaking to what Nader himself said
aboui how opposing nukes is "the
highest expression of patriobism for
Americans," the direcbor of Critical
Mass conLinued, "If you're going to
talk bo bhe general public aboub these
matters, it is very difficult to expect
thal people are going bo have full
awareness of both issues, let alone
just one.""' Given Nader's comment
about opposing nukes and patriotism,
ib is clear bhat [here are those in the
anti-nuke movemen[ who nob onlY
push ihe above nonsense aboub "one
issue at a bime" for pragmatic reasons'
but also do so because they bhink that
whereas opposing nuclear Power is
pa[riotic, supporting nuclear weapons
is also patriotic.

While many in the antinuke move-
menl raise the question of nuclear
weapons bo expose the imperialists'
war drive, some who raise this question
do more bo confuse the issue at best,
and promo[e national chauvinism at
worsb. The principles of uniby of two
groups on opposi[e ends of the coun'
lry-the Abalone Alliance in California
and the Potomac Alliance based in the
Virginia, Maryland & Washinglon
D.C. area-contain very similar sec-

tions on the questions of nuclear
weapons. To choose one, in its
"Declaration of Resistance to Nuclear
Power," the Abalone Alliance states'
"There is a direct relationship between
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Nukes
nuclear powerplants and nuclear
weapons. The export of nuclear reac-
tors makes possible the spread of
nuclear bombs to na[ions all over the
world. The theft of nuclear materials

-and the sabotage of nuclear facilities
pose furbher bhreats to our lives and
our civil liberties."

This line of thinking, whaL Lhe Chica-
go Tribune called "The Ultimate Fear"
in a front-page article on nuclear ter-
rorism, is very prominent in the anbi-
nuke movement. Boiled down to bhe
bare bones, it comes down to: "We
don't like nuclear weapons, but we feel
safer knowing that the U.S. has got
bhem than a crazy in some foreign
Iand." (The main example used in the
anti-nuke movement a couple of years
ago to show how dangerous ib could be
if nuclear weapons got into "other peo-
ple's" hands was Idi Amin.)

Regardless of the fact that some who
oppose nuclear weapons for the same
reasons as the Abalone Alliance also
carry out exposure of nuclear weapons
production and planned use by the
U.S., still the reasons given for oppos-
ing these weapons amount, to wiping
the blood off the hands of the U.S. im-
perialists for bhem. By raising the spec-
tre of "berrorisbs" from foreign lands
who get their hands on a nuclear reac-
tor, and alluding to home-grown "ber-
rorists," they let the biggesI berrorists
and gangsters in the history of bhe
world just walk right out bhe front door
while everyone is watching.

IV. Conclusion

The generally sbagnant polibical life
for masses of people in the 1970s has
already been bursI apart wibh [he
evenbs shaking the world in the last
few months. Iran, Afghanistan, the
draft, the Carter Docbrine, boycott of
Lhe Summer Olympics-even bhe lies of
"debente" which were only a propagan-
da cover for more subtle imperiilist
war preparations anyway have now
been replaced wibh open jingoism,
chauvinism and pabriobism- The
masses of people have been drawn into
political life more in the pasb three
months than bhey have in years, both
by events themselves and by bhe bour-
geoisie's open calls to arms which
millions are coming to see are anybhing
but empby words. In retrospeci, look--
ing back over bhe last four years or so,
it is clear that the anti-nuke movement
has represented a political harbinger of
this gabhering s[orm.

Where the anti-nuke movement is
headed a[ this point and in bhe period
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bo come will be grea[ly determined by
the larger and more significanl events
in the world, not necessarily unrelated
Lo the question of nukes, but most cer-
bainly nob bo be reduced to this ques-
bion. Ib is becoming clearer to millions
who have grown to habe nukes bhat for
the bourgeoisie, nuclear technology is
jusb part of their larger scramble to
mainlain and expand their position in
the world.

The anti-nuke issue has brought lens
of [housands inbo mobion, objec[ively
and in many cases subjectively,
against the capitalists and their
government. With the rapidly ac-
celerating war drive of the imperialisbs,
many of those involved in the anbi-
nuke movement as well as millions of
others will no doubb [ake a sland op-
posed to these war moves. But bhe
stakes will be higher in bhe movemenb
against imperialist war because the
stakes for t he bourgeoisie are
higher-their whole empire is on bhe
line, nob just whether bhey face ex-
posure around one particular outrage
like nukes. A movemenb against im-
perialist war will go much more
straight up against bhe capitalist
system and the stale.

Both because sbuden[s as a strala
come into motion quickly around many
social questions, and because youth are
of course the first to gel drafted, after
Carier's announced plans for "registra-
bion" for lhe draft many sbudents who
had been active in the antinuke move-
ment quickly began lo get involved in
demonstrations and rallies opposed to
lhe draft and war moves generally.

The threab of a reacbor accidenI wip-
ing oub bhe population of whole cibies is
something that has propelled many in-
lo the anti-nuke movemenb. Today
much of bhe sentiment against bhe
draft is couched in similar terms, ex-
cept more urgenb because in the event
of World War 3 there won'b just be bhe
threat of mass slaught,er-it will
become a reality.

While the anti-nuke movement as a
movemenb in its own right will no
doubt continue for a period of bime, ibs
characber, role, and politics in the face
of worldwide developments toward war
cannot and will not continue to be the
same for long. The issue of nukes (bobh
power and weapons) directly relates to
war for bhe imperialisbs. So lo the ex-
tent that the issue of nukes is made a
componenb part of an overall move-
menb againsb imperialist war prepara-
tions, to bhat exbent the nukes ques-
tion will be relevant to the overall
events in society and the direction
things are headed. No doubt there will
be those who try to perpetuate [he nar-
row focus of much of the anti-nuke

movement, simply againsb nuclear
power plants-or Lo drop the whole
issue in the higher inberests of
patriotism, confining bhemselves to
criticizing the nukes in Russia. Clearly
a parting of the ways between the
backward and the advanced forces is
somebhing bhab even[s themselves will
requlre.

How should communists relate bo

bhe anlinuke movement? There are
lwo slriking negabive examples which
help on this point. Firsb is the Pro-
gressive Labor Parby (an excellent
beacher by negabive example on many
questions), who, in a recenl issue of
bheir magazine, made the startling "ex-
posure" that the anti-nuke rnovemenb
is reformist and nob very working-
class. They ended up calling it "a reac-
tionary movement, organized by the
bosses for their purposes. By diverting
the masses from revolulion, lhey have
helped engage millions in a futile exer-
cise." Finally they conclude, "It is
wrong, a serious mistake io become in-
volved in bhis reactionary movement.
We call upon all the participants in the
anti-nuclear movement bo wilhdraw." "

This classic Trotskyite call for
revolutionary "purity" misses a few
small facts-that the anti-nuke move-
ment is a real response bo a real crime
of capibalism, a crime which needs to
be relabed to bhe basic contradicbions
of capitalism which can only be resolv-
ed through proletarian revolution. For
PLP, the reason bhey miss this is that
despite their "left" nonsense, what
they are really interested in building is
bhe economic struggle of the working
class. They cannot undersband how the
emancipation of bhe working class
could involve broader questions which
affecl much more bhan bhe workers
alone. Second, they miss bhe fact bhat
under the actual condibions in bhis
country in the mid bo late 1970s, the
rise of this movement signified a
posibive developmenb, a sign of stirr-
ings against the system, and in bhat
sense a forebasie of much more serious
sborms.

The opposite error has been most
amply illustrated by the Socialist
Workers Parby, anobher Trotskyite
outfit, which has tried to adopt (and
take over) ihe anti-nuke movement
wholesale, painting it as a movement
bha[ in and of itself is "challenging
capitalism and ibs government." They
even call for building the anti-nuke
movement into "a political force bhat
can prevent wars and shut down all
nuclear abominabions once and for all."
This is also very rightist, for it
amounts to lailing the anti-nuke move-
ment. It misses something qui[e
big-that bhe only way to "prevenb



wars and shut down all nuclear
abominations once and for all" '' is pro-
letarian revolubion, revolution that can
only be built by diverting bhe sponta-
neous sbruggle among all sbrata (in-
cluding bobh the working class and the
pebty bourgeoisie) so as to build a con-
scious revolubionary movement. (The
pro-China revisionist CPML goes this
opportunism one better-or worse.
They've promoLed bhe call for solar
power as the solution, thereby tailing
the worst aspec[s of the anbi-nuclear
movement.)

A lot of light is shed on this question
by an arLicle Lenin wrobe in 1908, dur-
ing bhe period of ebb of bhe revolu-
tionary movement in Russia following
the bloody defeat of the 1905 uprising.
A movemeni arose on the campuses
demanding university autonomy from
the government. Some social democrats
(as communists were called ab the bime)
active among studenbs wrote that they
opposed this movement, because it was
merely academic, and not "co-ordinated
with general political action" bo over-
Lhrow the Czar.

Lenin criticized this view, calling it
"a lifeless dogma":

"One musb be able to agitate for
political action, mahing ase of all
possibilities, all conditions and, first
and foremost, all mass conflicts be-
tween advanced elements, whatever
they are, and the aubocracy. Ib is no[ of
course a quesLion of us dividing every
student movement beforehand into
compulsory 'sbages,' and making sure
bhat each stage is properly gone
through, out of fear of switching over
bo 'untimely' political actions, etc.
Such a view would be bhe most harmful
pedantry, and would lead only to an
opportunisb policy. But j usb as harmful
is bhe opposite misbake, when people
refuse to reckon with bhe actual situa-
tion that has arisen and the actual
conditions of lhe particular mass
movement

"Condi[ions are possible when an
academic movement lowers bhe level of
a political movement, or divides it, or
distracts from it-and in bhat case
Social-Democrabic students' groups
would of course be bound to concen-
trate their agitation againsb such a
movement. But anyone can see bhab
the objective political conditions at the
present time are differen[. The
academic movement is expressing the
beginning of a movement among the
new 'generation' of studenbs, who have
more or less become accustomed to a
narrow measure of autonomy; and this
movement is beginning when obher
forms of mass struggle are lacking at
the present time, when a lull has set in,

and the broad mass of the people, sbill
silently, concenbratedly and slowly are
continuing Lo digest bhe experience of
the [hree years of revoluiion.

" The student youth who have
eniered the universibies during the last
two years have lived a life almosl com-
pletely detached from politics of
course it is not for us socialists lo
guarantee bhe success of any bourgeois
movement [this is the] beginning of a
political conflict, whether those engag-
ed in the fight realise it or nob. Our job
is to explain to bhe mass of 'academic'
probesters the objective meaning of the
conflict, to iry and make it consciously
polibical, bo mulbiply lenfold the agita-
tion carried on by the Social-
Democratic groups of students, and ,o
direct all lhis activity in such a way
that revolubionary conclusions will be
drawn from bhe history of the lasb
three years, that the inevibability of a
new revolutionary struggle is
undersbood, and that our old-and still
quite timely-slogans calling for the
overthrow of the aubocracy and bhe
convocation of a consbibuent assembly
should once again become a subject of
discussion and the touchstone of
political concentrabion, for fresh
generations of democrats. " "t

Lenin is balking aboub a democratic
movement in a bime and Place where
the democrabic revolution to overthrow
ihe Czar is sbill on the order of the day,
a prerequisite for the socialist revolu-
tion. Further, this movement for
university autonomy is a movemenb
far more direcbly aimed ab the govern-
ment and its despotism than bhe anti-
nuke movement could ever be, which is
why Lenin's emphasis here on com-
munists iaking part in and leading the
movemenI he is speaking about is nob

directly applicable bo the anti-nuke
movement. But as for uniting with this
fresh outburst against ihe sysbem and
conducting broad political agitation in
conjunction with it, so that those who
fight only for university autonomy in a
narrow way come to see bhe necessity
and inevitability of revolulion and take
up bhat slogan and acLiviby-this is ex-
ac0ly the point with things like the
anti-nuke movement. This is how bhe

working class and ibs Party builds the
united fronl against imperialism, not
by tailing or taking over the spon-
taneous movements, but by bringing
out-through bhem and in conjunction
with them as well as through agibation
in general-the issue of proletarian
revolution, and by building for this
goal as the apple of its eye.

The lessons drawn by different sec-

tions of people in the anbi-nuke move-
ment will have some effect on their role
initially in the turbulent times ahead.

For bhose who hold dast,ardlY in-
dividuals in regulatory commissions,
ebc., responsible for [he existence of
dangerous nuclear power planbs' who-

supporb the existence and use of
nuclear weapons, and who firmlY
believe thab America is a fine and free
land wibh a few kinks bo work oul-for
these people the recent developments
represent mainly a call to Pluck uP

one's patrio[ic spirit and march down
to get fibted in khaki.

Large sections of ihe anli'nuke
movement, in particular those who
form ihe nuclei of manY of the local
coali[ions, share polibics that are heavi-
ly influenced by pacifism and the belief
thaL all humans share common in-
teresbs, and a commiiment to non-
violence bhat is as strong as their
abhorrence of nukes. These people may
well provide the initial bulwark of a

significant pacifist wing of an anti-war
movemenb, opposing all wars in
general, regardless of wheiher lhey are
iought to liberate or to enslave-bub
theie is definitely a dislincbion be-

bween die-hard pacifists (like those who
opposed the U.S. and ihe Viebnamese
e(ually during the war) and bhose for
whom this posilion is somelhing in mo-

tion.
Still others-ab t,his lime the

smallest section of bhe anti-nuke move-
menb, but an extremely significant one
nevertheless-will bake an importanb
leap coming off the recent events in the
world. For them ib won'l simply be a
question of learning some new bhings
abou[ the role of the U.S. imperialists
around bhe world, and adding these to
what they already know about the role
of the monopolies and the government
with nuclear technology. For [hese
forces the potential exists Lo take a

qualitative leap beyond bhe knowledge
of a mere sbring of facbs exposing the
imperialists-a leap which brings
everything inbo much clearer focus, in-
cluding the ntrkes question.

For as the bourgeoisie heads towards
war ib raises basic questions and
issues: "The masses of American peo-
ple can make no greater sacrifice and
contribution to humanity than to give
themselves fully over to the service of
the nation, the greabest on earth." So
we are told. The bloodthirsty nature of
the imperialist ruling class becomes
easier to distinguish if your eyes are
not clouded with a patrio[ic film. All
these aspects of the developing situa-
tion will no[ be losb on those in the anbi'
nuke movement for whom the nukes
question may have been bhe first
political cause [hey became involved
in, but who are determined not to geb

sbuck there while the hurricane of war
and revolution encircles [he earbh. I
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Crisis andlrUarl

The following is a slightly edited section of a chapter from
an extraordinary new 6ooA, AMERICA IN DECLINE
-Imperialism's Greatest Crisis: An Analysis of the
Developments Towards War and Revolution, in the U.S.
and Worldwide, in the 1980s, to be published soon by
Banner Press. This pathbreaking effort, written under the
leadership of the RCP Central Committee and its Chairman
Bob Auahian, analyzes the deuelopment and direction of
the cisis of U.S. imperialism. It represents an important
aduance both in its thorough and all-sided application of
Marxism-Leninism to the concrete conditions of the U.S.
and in its theoretical deuelopment of the Marxist under-
standing of cisis and war. It will be inualuable for anyone
who wants to know where this country is headed. and to
understand the context for our Party's line that a reuolu-
tionary situation may arise in the U.S. in the coming few
years. This particular chapter deals with the present condi-
tion of the ttasses in the U.5., its relation to their mood, and
how this objectiue situation will deuelop in the future.

At the present time, the majority of bhe working class
does not find itself in circumstances corresponding to a
revolutionary situation, nor is it in a revolutionary mood.
F or that to happen, the income and conditions of work, the
stability of employment and other basic conditions must
have deteriorated and, along with social relations and life in
general, become intolerable in the context of a deep'going
crisis, with all the social and political turmoil and upheaval
that characterizes a revolutionary situation. But, the pre'
sent crisis, which has not yet approached such dimensions,
may well do so in the coming period, providing the objec'
tive basis for not only the minority of class-conscious
workers, but tens of millions more, representing the majori-
ty, to act in a revolubionary way, at least out of the recogni-
tion that their immediate conditions will not change for the
beiter except through the overthrow of the capitalist
system.

How are we to understand the development and unfold-
ing of such a situation? And what effect has the economic
crisis of the past period had on the consciousness of the
working class, broadly speaking? There are two sides to
this question. The continuing strength of the bourgeoisie
shows up mainly in the form of its political and ideological
domination over the masses-in the general backwardness
of the working class as a whole, in the strong influence of
backward ideas among the masses of workers and the
relative influence of backward forces in the working class.
To put it another way, it has not mainly been the recourse
to force and suppression by the bourgeoisie that accounts
for the relabive inactivity of and confusion within the work-
ing class, though this is obviously a factor of growing im'
portance.

On the other hand, the material basis for this backward-
ness and passivity-the ability of the bourgeoisie to deliver
the goods, so to speak-is being rapidly undercut. As we

AMERICA IN DECLINE

The Mood and Conditions
of the Masses

will see, even this has its contradictory consequences in the
willingness and capacity of the working class to raise its
head and act as a class with its own interests. Yet there are
some sections of the population whose backs are already to
the wall, whose conditions of life are intolerable and whose
potential for revolutionary activity right now is very great.
There is, then, a process at work in which the
bourgeoisification of the U.S. working class is breaking
down-this is connected with the international situation
and crisis of the past decade-and bhis in itself will give rise
to another leap, in the form of a depression or war
(whichever comes first) which will thrust people into an
even more charged and radically different situation bhan
has been faced in the last 10 years. The contradictory
trends must be examined more closely.

The 1950s and 1960s were a period of rising expectations
and rising living standards for the majority of the working
class. This could only be a temporary phenomenon and had
to give way eventually to a period characterized by
sharpening attacks-economic as well as political-on the
working class in ibs majority. But this bribery was real
enough, since real income rose and stabilized into the early
1970s. Nevertheless, though this bourgeoisificaiion was
temporarily dominant, poverty and misery were ac'
cumulating during the 1950s and 1960s right along with ib.

Mass rebellions among sections of the masses-especial-
ly the oppressed minority nationalities-shook the United
States during bhe 1960s. The character of that movement
and the relationship of the working class to it was rooted in
the specific developments of the post-war period' The lives
of Black people had changed enormously: they had come
North, off the farms and into the cities, as the capitalists

world-io the civil rights and then Black liberation strug-
gles.

At the same time, the universities had opened up to large
numbers of youth in the 1950s and 1960s, due to the
technical changes in the U.S. economy and the potential
danger posed by "sputnik," A whole generation of young
people was affected by the experience of coming on to cam'
puses and breathing the stench and hypocrisy of a society
which promised them careers and rewarding lives; what
they got was a demeaning and deadening education and the
prospect of perhaps finding a slot in a man-eating and
stultifying society. These were Chings being felt against the
backdrop of the rebellions of Black people and the war be-
ing waged in Vietnam-and so there was rebellion among
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the youth as well against the depredation of the
"abundant" society.

Yet, by and large, the working class remained on the side-
lines of these struggles. As summarized in an analysis of
this period by the Revolutionary Communist Party, "while
millions of workers hated the war, and many took part in
activities against it, this took piace almost entirely on an in-
dividual basis, and the banner of the working class was
mostly absent from that struggle."' So, while workers did
come into this struggle, it was mainly students, young peo-
ple and sections of the petty bourgeoisie bhat took up this
fight in an organized way. And, by the same token, the
Black liberation struggle-while it involved a much larger
number of workers, especially young Black workers-was
not marked by the organized and class conscious participa-
tion of the working class. This lack of a working class
presence meant that petty bourgeois ideology and other
harmful tendencies would be more difficult to combat in
both these movements. But the overriding question is not so
much the inherent limitations of these movements and
struggles, but rather, what was it that relegated the work-
ing class to an indifferent or, at times, even hostile reaction
to these upsurges? The answer runs bhrough most of what
has been said already. Apart, of course, from the treachery
of the "Communisrt" Party, USA and, consequently the
fact that there was no political vanguard to articulate the
interests of the working class and galvanize it in revolu-
bionary activity around these interests, it was the objective
position of the U.S. imperialists that enabled them to muz-
zle bhe working class.

These mass movements, it is true, reached their heights
during the late 1960s when the United States' uncontested
power in the world was coming to an end. However, the
U.S. imperialists were not powerless. They still had'
reserves, the remaining strength to maintain social peace,
as far as the working class in its great majority was con-
cerned. The ruling class-and not without a conscious
awareness-was able to keep the one force, the working
class, that could truly alter the character of these
movements from coming into its own, from coming to the
fore of these movements, from playing the central and
decisive role it must historically play. In short, it was not
the intrinsic backwardness of American workers that led to
this situation, but the objective conditions bhat prevailed
during the time. The fact is that the working class did not
endure great hardships; things were not so bad that they
were forced into action. The ruling class was able to make
concessions, to throw some crurnbs to the workers precisely
at a time that U.S. socieby was in the midst of extraor-
dinary political and social convulsions.

To sum up, these upsurges came at the end of a phase of
U.S. imperialist strength and unprecedented prosperity
that did trickle down to the working class. This was dialec-
tically the beginning, or the harbinger, of a new period of
crisis and war preparations, but the objective situation was
one in which the U.S. imperialists could still maneuver,
even to the extent of withdrawing from Vietnam and mak-
ing these concessions at home. The ruling class could not
only prevent the radicalization of the working class (which
it certainly feared like the plague), but could also use its
agents to organize the backward sections of the working
class around reactionary positions and into reactionary ac-
tivities exactly to demoralize others.

None of this denies the tremendously positive impact of
these movements-they aroused the revolutionary sen-
timents of millions and did, in fact, penetrate into the work-
ing class, but they were not taken up and transformed by
the working class. There were, however, some interesting
signs of the times. It became increasingly common for
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workers to seek out students; if only in a somewhat narrow
sense of enlisting support on picket lines in economic slrug-
gles. There was a perceived identity of interests. Too much
should not be made of this, because it was far less common
for these workers to come out to anti-war marches,
although this, too, began to happen by the early 1970s. Yet,
coming at the same time as reactionary "hard hat" attacks
on antiwar protesters, this indicated that the ice was being
broken. The Richmond, California oil strike in 1969 and the
national GE strike of 1969-70 saw this activity reach more
organized and politically advanced dimensions. Statements
in support of each others' struggles were drawn up in some
cases, mass meetings in which bhe bigger questions of the
day got discussed were held and there was a curiosity and
almost grudging respect among many of these workers for
the students.

The decade of the 1970s taken as a whole was one in
which the optimism that many workers had in the future
was shattered, especially by the middle of the decade. Up
until then there was the increasing standard of living that
has been mentioned and the conviction that children would
have more opportunities than their parents did, and that
even for the current generation of workers things would im-
prove from one year to the next. But then, a definite stagna-
tion in people's living standards set in. The average real
take home pay of manufacturing workers with 3
dependents rose a meager 0.3Vo per year during the period
of 1966-76 and this increase was virtually wiped out by
higher local and state income taxes through the early
1970s.2 Spendable earnings after taxes actually showed a
decline in 1979 over the previous year. What is called
discretionary income (this is money income left over after
expenditures on food, shelter and other necessities) per
worker has been falling since 1973. By the end of the
decade, the average American was spending 36Vo of his
disposable income for housing, about twice as much as 10
years prior.:] In fact, according to federal surveys, only lSVo
of potential home buyers could meet typical monthly
payments. The New Yorh Times in its decadeend review of
the 1970s could sum up that "virtually overnight, the
American dream of owning a home became a mere fanbasy
for many."o

Expectations were changing along with-and on account
of-changes in living habits. Consumption patterns began

water. But, and this is very important, if the decade of the
19?0s was marked by these real changes in living standards
and by declining expectations, this was still largely within
the framework of continuing secuity and stability, at least
for he working class' It was a
fra on getting further entangl'
ed than one job, where it was
possible, and having more than one wage-earner in the fami'
ly. Table 2 shows 11.5 million families of production
workers with both husband and wife working, and 8.5
million with only one worker.

The sledding was tougher, people were struggling to hold
on, more desperately trying to maintain certain living stan'
dards, while some were losing out. The opportunities to get
ahead were severely restricted. The children of workers
could still go to college, though they were, in increasing
numbers, shunted off to community colleges, many of these
no more than high schools with ash trays. The majority of
these students were programed for "failure"-tested and
counselled right back into the working class-and the



lifetime income advantage of these students over high
school graduates was hardly consequential.

The early 1970s witnessed a dramatic increase in strike
activity. Postal workers struck for the first time and the
federal government called out the National Guard.
Longshoremen on the West Coast effectively shub down
port activity there. A wave of public employees sbrikes
paralyzed several cities. The strikes were of longer duration
in succeeding years and reached their peak, in terms of the
number of stoppages, in 1974, This was the high water
mark in post-war strike activity. What brought this on was
the interaction of the first real deterioration in living stan-
dards, particularly with bhe onset of inflation, and the spill-
over effects of the turbulent social movements of the late
1960s and early '70s. This was registered in the infusion of
oppressed minorities, youbh and Vietnam veterans into the
work force who brought with t,hem a broader experience
and hatred for the system and a general rebelliousness. (See
Table 3) There was a more insurgent mood in the coun-
try-again not approaching that of a revolutionary situa-
bion, but the dislocations of the 1960s did shake things up a
bit throughout society.

The situation was defined by increasing economic attacks
by the capitalists; in sbronger language than had been
heard in decades, workers were being told that the pie was
not getting any bigger. Productivity drives, various at-
tacks on work rules, the beginnings of "take-aways," where
certain cusbomary benefits or conditions of work were sub-
jected bo renegotiation or withdrawal, became more fre-
quent. Within the auto indusbry, some plans for reorganiza-
tion and forced overtime bouched off local strikes. Public
workers-who through the decade of the 1960s had achiev-
ed unionization, in many cases, and made wage
gains-were now being squeezed as the urban crisis (as part
of the developing overall crisis) dictated layoffs and

changes in work rules.
These were the early warning signs of the impending

downturn as the capitalists sought to compensate for fall-
ing profits. Following an extended period of real wage
gains, this tapering off of real incomes coupled with produc-
tivity attacks (like forced overbime) propelled a militant
reaction. Older workers responded along the lines of "how
dare they" or "I've never seen things this bad before," For
many younger workers and veterans it was more an angry
and defiant "fuck this shit." In fact, it was in the early
1970s that the bourgeoisie took note of the phenomenon of
the "new breed worker" in the coal fields or the auto plants,
hateful and mistrusting of authority. There was something
to it. At GM's Lordstown (a highly touted modern
assembly plant), it book several years to impose labor
discipline on the youthful work force. In Detroit, the pro-
blem of absenteeism and sabotage was commented upon
widely. Young Black workers were regarded as a source of
restiveness on the job. Foreman-employee relations, the

Table 1 WEEKLY WAGES-PRODUCTION WORKERS
All non.government, non.supervisory workers

Gross Weekly Wages Spendable Weekly Wages
(in 1967 dollars)

Worker with Worker with
0 dependents 3 dependents

Currenl
dollars

1 967
dollars

1 950
1 960
1 965
1 970
1 975

53.13
80.67
95.06

1 19.46
1 63.89

73.69
90.95

1 00.59
102.72
101.67

63.83
73.95
83.59
82.49
82.34

72.18
82.25
91.32
89.95
90.53

Production workers in Manulacturing

'rgso
1 960
1 965
1 970
1 975

58.32
89.72

107.52
1 33.73
1 90.51

80.89
101.1 5
1 13.79
'I 14.99
1 17.56

69.71
81.82
94.26
91.86
93.49

78.17
90.32

102.4'l
99.66

1 02.56

fable I source: Handbook ol Labor Statistics, 1979. pD 325.28, Table 98

Tab|e 2 MEDIAN AFTER.TAX EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION WORKERS 1973.77
Number
(millions) 1973 1977

% Change in
real earnings

-'1.30k

.1.5"/o

3.1"/"
.3.30/o

o.oo/"

Couples
Both working

Couples
Husband working

Female lamily heads
Male lamily heads
Unrelated lndividuals

'I 1.5 s1 0,805 $1 4,538

s1 1.7938.5 $8.780

3.1 $3,813 $5,363
.7 $6,840 $9,020

7.8 $4,430 $5,998

Table 2 source: Monlhly Labor Review, August 1979, pp 43-44, Tables 1-3
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"blue-collar blues," etc. occupied the attention of some sec-
tors of the bourgeoisie.

This was a bransitional situation. Workers' hands were
being forced, but they regarded their current condition of
holding down a job and making ends meet-even if this
meant working overtime or a second job-as the principal
aspect of their lives. It was strike activity, therefore, that
was predicated on the experiences ofthe 1960s-that it was
possible to secure more in the way of benefits and, at the
very least, hold the line against lhese attacks. You could
almost afford to be defiant-for the great majority of jobs
could still be gotten (actually, it was not uncommon for
young workers in auto plants to be fired one day and get
hired on ab another plant the next). To some degtee the
old-line union leadership was losing credibility. Within the
mass unionized industries, these strikes resulted in some
wage gains and expanded fringe benefits.

There were some struggles which went beyond the
conventional bounds of strike roubine. The miners had
engaged in a powerful strike movement beginning in the
late 1960s, which persisted through much of the '70s. While
they were subject to the same influences that have been
described, particularly the introduction of Vietnam
veterans into the work force, there were also some special
condibions faced by miners. The '50s were not a period of
boom for the coal industry. Thousands of jobs had been
wiped out by mechanization, while pensioners, widows and
disabled miners were living at barely subsistence levels.
Black lung disease and unsafe working conditions grew
worse with the spread of mechanization, and when the in-
dustry picked up in the 1960s the kettle boiled over-a
strike and wildcat movement which cut deeply into coal
operators' profits and became an inspiration to workers
throughout the country, Yet and still, this was conducted
within a trade unionist framework ("we miners vs. the coal
bosses"). By the middle 1970s it began to run up against
the limits of spontaneity that marked it from bhe begin-
ning: knee-jerk resistance to economic attacks by the coal
operators which, though powerful and significant in the
militancy of the rank and file, could not susiain a move-
ment as workers saw that what was won was being snatched
back in other ways. This struggle, in itself, was not adequate
to train and educate workers to their larger and more long-
term interests in taking on oppression in all its forms, in
making revolution.

As the crisis deepened and the capitalist class was more
deeply torn by conflicting interests, a severe recession hit
the coalfields, which had been sheltered somewhat from the
mass unemployment of the downturn of 1974-75. There
rvere a number of mine-closings and shutdowns;
unemployment in the coalfields increased markedly, while
the coal operators seized on the situation to tighten the
clamps on those still working and intensify attempts to
"boost productivity." The given orientation of fighting

from on the job and with the prospect of wage increases
was even less able to sustain a movement.

Nevertheless, the experiences and the limitations of the
miners' struggle were object lessons for the whole working
class. The early 1970s also saw bhe upsurge of the farm'
workers movement, which was conditioned by the savage
exploitation in the fields and the general oppression of the
Chicano people. This struggle, too, in ibs intensity and some
of the broader'questions it threw up about what was going
on in society took on greater significance.

lhe downturn of L974-75 hit the working class like a
I tornado. Specifically, the ranks of the industrial

reserve army swelled to proportions unseen in the United
States since the Great Depression of the 1930s. And while
there was some recovery from the depths of bhe contradic-
tion which hit in the early part of 1975, and some reduction
in unemployment for some sections of the working class,
there was no recovery at all for the masses of Black people
and other oppressed nationalities. And overall the course of
the crisis since 1974-75 has left its mark on the shifting
mood of the masses.

By the first quarter of 1975, 2.3 million fewer persons
were employed than in the third quarter of 197 4.8.2 million
workers by mid-1975 were officially counted as unemploy-
ed, compared to 4.3 million workers during 1973. The
unemployment rate shot up to a posb-war high of 8.9Vo dur'
ing the second quarter of 1975, and 8.5Vo for the year's
average." The massive layoffs spread across all industries
as the crisis deepened, especially the manufacturing and
goods-producing industries. Construction workers were the
hardest hit. At one point, more than 1 out of 5 construction
workers were on the unemployment lines-or at least out of
a job. Manufacturing unemployment rose to a posb-war
high of l2.2Vo in the second quarter of. 1975. By March,
13.27o of durable goods industrial workers were
unemployed. "Blue collar" unemployment (manufacturing,
construction, mining and transportation) more than
doubled-from its 5.37o level in 1973 to l2.9Vo by the sec-
ond quarter of 1975."

It was the tremendous magnitude of unemployment,
more than anything else, that unsettled people's lives
dramatically, 21,1 million workers who either worked or
Iooked for work in 1975 experienced some unemployment
during that year. In other words, more than one out of
euery fiue worhers experienced a spelL of unemployment
in 1975.7 Of those who had worked during 1975, over
7.7 million were out of work for more bhan 15 weeks, while
3.4 million were on the unemployment lines for over half the
year." For the first bime since 1957-58-and even that
period pales in significance beside the 1974-75
downturn-the more stably employed, high seniority
workers were facing unemployment. Nearly 2AVo of the7.83
million unemployed in 1975 ("officially listed") were adult

Table 3 VIETNAM.ERA MALE VETS, 20.34 YEARS OLD, lN THE WORKING CLASS

.Number. . whire t'Xil"l"' 
,dr1';":i 3iL,

It!o!::.41_ minoritiesr in this occuparion
Operatives and

Laborers
Cralt
Seryice
Clerical and Sales
Farmworkers

1,486.0 1,297 .2

1,231.5 1,144.4
157.8 't29.7

1 90.1

83.4
28.3

28.7o/o

33.60h
19.5%

549.6 486.5 62.0 32.20/"
81.4 78.8 3.2 15-90/"

Total Working Class 3,506.3 3,136.3 367.0 29.syo

Table 3 source: Monthly Labor Review, August 1974, pp 23, Table 5
'According to the Bureau ol Labor Slatistics, the calegory "Black and other minorities" includes 9070 Blacks,
lhe other 107. being Nalive Americans and Asian Americans "Spanish surname" persons are included in the
category "while "
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men in the prime working ages of 25 to 44 years old-this
was the highest percentage in the period since the Second
World War.' At certain points virtually entire industries
were at a standstill. Workers with 3, 5, 10 years seniority
were given indefinite layoff slips, and as the crisis deepened
through 1975, bankruptcies multiplied, leaving workers
with 20, 30 years on the job completely jobless and often
without pensions.

Cities like Detroit, where the pivobal automobile industry
is concentrated, book the brunt of the swelling of the ranks
of the unemployed, The level of unemployment in Detroit
soared from a low poinb of 101,600 (or 5.4Vol in November
1973, during the boom in car production, to 315,300, or over
L57o,by March 1975, as inventories piled up and factories
shut down. "' The unemployed lined up inside and often out-
side the unemployment offices in numbers reminiscent of
the Depression of the 1930s. In bhe inner cities, the rate of
unemployment reached Depression levels.

These statistics indicate the two-fold impact of the crisis'
On the one hand, many workers who thought they had "job
security" and were counting on their seniority to carry
them through thick and thin found it ripped out from under
them. It was, it might be accurately said, a traumatic ex-

buses ferried workers-among whom were many of the
older workers wibh more time-from the East Coast and
Midwest. The hacks had orchestrated the event both to
cool out the workers and parade their favorite Democratic
saviors and hopefuls along with their gtab'bag of
legislative reforms. They were met, however, by
pandemonium and near-riot conditions from the crowd; the
old "liberal-labor" warhorse himself, Hubert Humphrey,
was shouted and booed down. In New York City, around
bhe same time, 10,000 construciion workers shut down city
streets and bridges in protest over the loss of jobs. This
scene would be repeated several bimes in obher cities during
this period. trn short, bhe immediate response of those
workers in the more highly paid and highly socialized in-
dusbries (bhis latter condition in particular obviously
doesn't apply to the construction workers) was an indig'
nant and, occasionally, active one-or at Ieast a receptivity
to collective action.

At the same time, the situation worsened gravely for
minorities and youth. The crisis of 197 4-7 5 compounded the
longer-term trends. The labor market prospects of many
young Black men were so bleak by then that many per'
manently dropped out of the conventionally measured
labor force. Government data reveals that the proportion of
Black male teenagers wiih work experience over any given
year fell from 67 .37o in 1966 to 47 .2Vo in 1977.r ' The trend
was just as pronounced for those in the 20'24 age bracket.
Many of those people who were working part'time jobs,
who were coming in and out of the work force irregularly,
mothers on welfare, disabled older workers, and the youth,
were pressed hard. Widespread incidents of people fteezing
to death, of starvation, the further spread of prostitution
and dope and so-called "survival crimes" were accom-
paniments to the downturn. This was mosb pronounced
among bhe bottom layer of the unemployed, the urban poor
who were concentrated in the ghettos. From among many
of these people came the 30,000 persons who applied for
many fewer jobs at the Plaza Hotel in the new Renaissance
Center in Detroit, lining up by the thousands for several
days running. Again in Detroit, 5000 unemployed showed
up at a Cadillac plant one morning on the rumor that ap-
plications would be given out. Hundreds had slept there

Doors," etc.

T\espiie the jolts experienced by tens of millions of
Ll workers in the years 1974 urrd tgZe and the initial
reactions of rage, there was no gathering storm of
resistance to speak of. If anything
set in, especially among some of th
This was nob across the board
characterized the ensuing years was a settling in, an adjust-
ment to a new situation, There was not a sense among the
basic sections of the proletariat that they had nothing to
lose-although for some in fact this was quite immediately
and materially the condition of their lives and bhey tended
to look at things somewhat differently. Rather, among
Iarge sections of the working class it became a question of
how to hold on to what you have, how to scramble through'
how [o put off paying bills, how to bend and gyrate to pro-
tect the little security and comfort that was left.

There were real things going on throughout society which
reinforced this, First, bhere was the partial recovery' The
nature of this recovery has been analyzed in the preceding
chapter, but for now a few things must be said. Many of
these laid-off workers in basic industry were cushioned by
unemployment and supplementary unemployment
benefits. 75Vo of the unemployed in 1975 claimed
unemployment insurance-this reflected the'higher propor-

bourgeoisie. By 1977 1.6 million jobs had been recovered
since the high point of the downturn-but still there were
more bhan 500,000 more unemployed than in 1973. Due to a
spurt
ed by
the m
fewer
period preceding the downturn.ts In other words, there was
iecovery, but not so much of a recovery. Between June
1977 and June 19?8 the rate of unemployment decreased
from about 7Vo to 6Vo and from then to the end of 1979' the
rate has fluctuated between 5.7 and 5.9Vo.'a Also, quite
clearly in response to the initial outrage over unemploy'
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ment and the political danger it posed, the bourgeoisie had
embarked on an inflationary stimulus program which in-
cluded the creation of federally funded jobs. These pro-
grams were employing upwards of 750,000 people.ti

What was going on, then, was thab people in basic in-
dustry were being recalled, but the continuing existence of
fairly high unemployment acted as a reminder in effect to
many that things could be worse. Some of the phenomena
of the early 1970s that have been described were temporari-
ly turned into their opposite. For example, where new hires
came into basic industry (there was some stepped up hiring
in auto and steel during the recovery years 1975-78) many
of the young among them were practically grateful for a
job. Overtime was something that people looked for-and
quite obviously had no other choice if they were going to
get by. Since there had been no large-scale social movement
erupting out of the contraction of 1974-75 and since there
were still some props left, some life rafts to cling to, there
was a tendency to seek out "practical" and individual solu-
tions to problems. This was reinforced by the general tack
of the bourgeoisie, which was not to launch a full-scale
assault on the living standards of the working class. There
were the jobs programs, but also the credit expansion that
underwrote the recovery. 1976 and 1977 were banner years
for auto production. And people, including workers, con-
tinued to buy cars. Overall lhe rate of savings fell Lo abotLSVo
of disposable incorne as the 1980s opened, and installment
debt as a percent of disposable income rose to an un-
precedented l8.4Vott Since the downturn, consumer debt
has been growing at a rate 50Vo f.aster than the growth in
personal income.tT And so, while repossessions were more
the order of the day, it was still possible to open new lines of
credit. How tenuous all this is and where it may lead will be
discussed later,

The bourgeoisie did not launch a new wage-price program
in the wake of the downturn-in part summing up the reac-
tion to the wageprice controls of 1971, which were a factor
in the strike wave of L973-74, but also because the effec-
tiveness of these and other measures was questionable
given the depths of the crisis. There were some heavy at-
tacks levelled on workers, but they tended to be selective:
in the rubber industry, construction, meatpacking. These
did touch off some militant battles. It is not the case that
things were peaches and cream elsewhere; accident rates
showed an increase in many industries in these years of so-
called recovery, for instance. But there was no concerted of-
fensive to depress wages and working conditions. The par-
tial recovery had the effect of increasing the stratification
within the working class-between those who continued to
work and eke out an existence and those on the marg'ins of
the labor force-the burgeoning welfare or "underclass"-
and there were the differences in attitudes among sections
of the young workers, trying to get started, and the older
workers, trying to hang on.

Perhaps a microcosm of the degree to which the condi-
tions of life of the more socialized and highly paid sections
of the working class have been jostled and upended by the
crisis, but where some margin-and an increasingly slim
one at that-of readjustment remains, can be found in the
situation of steelworkers in Youngstown, Ohio. Here is a
city that has been devastated by two major shutdowns, the
first costing some 4000 jobs in 1977 and the second an addi
tional 3500 jobs. A steelworker after five years on the job
might be earning more than $16,000, depending on his or
her position and amount of overtime. In addition, there
were fringe benefits like life insurance, pension, denbal plan,
discount on prescription drugs and scholarships for part-
time atbendance at college. These were the things that at
once made up for the dirty and dangerous work that was
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life for a steelworker (not to mention the rotating shifts)
and afforded workers a measure of security. In cities like
Youngstown it was literally the case that generation upon
generation would organize their lives around the mills-
just about everybody who lived in the area worked there or
had a relative who did. When the announcement of the first
shutdown came down, a group of open-hearth workers who
had only recently been awarded jackets for setting new ton-
nage records went out to the river bhat was oozing with the
pollubants the mills dumped into it and threw their jackets
in. It was a metaphor of how people felt: cheated and
robbed, Iied to and deceived. There was an inibial flurry of
activity-demonstrations and a few job actions. Much of
this was channeled inbo dead-end and bogus schemes to buy
the mill. Those still working in the other mills were equally
sbunned, and the question bhat hung over people's heads
was, "Will it or will it not happen here?" The sense of per-
manence, that there would be a future in these steel mills,
was shatiered.

But what became of those who lost their jobs? Many in-
itially qualified for federal import relief pay. Most creditors
in the city temporarily extended and renegotiated various
credit arrangements. A Youngstown State University
study showed that among the former Sheet & Tube
employees 1000 took early retirement, 1500 found jobs in
obher industries, services and trades in t'he district' 800
moved away, while another 800 or so were unemployed or in
training for other jobs (which basically amounted to being
unemployed).'* While perhaps 30Vo of. those laid off found
other work, for mosb of them the change meant being
underemployed and earning considerably less; for those
who were working at all, the average pay was more in the
range of $10,000. The effects were different for different
aged workers. Those with 20 or 30 years seniority, maybe in
their mid-40s or early 50s and some with children still at
home, would have a harder time picking up and leaving or
getting another job. At the same time, not all of them were
able to go onto social security or collect pensions. For many
of the younger men it meant seeing wives go off to work'
and it was mainly among these workers that houses were
losb or sold. But selling a house was no easy matter, given
the conditions in the area. Actually the loss of tax revenues
from the mills forced cuts and belt-tightening in the schools
in the small towns in which the mills were located. What
principally characterized the experiences and reaction of
those who lost their jobs was a recycling into lower-paying
jobs, a kind of fateful resignation among the older
workers-which prompted early retiremeni where

fact that a second major shutdown took place and unem-
ployment in the area was approaching l|Vo made this less

of an option at the beginning of 1980. This occurred as the
economy was eniering another recession and the room to
maneuver and get by wa ven these ex-
pectations were dashed probably ac-

counted for bhe more mili as evidenced
in several demonstrations and job actions.

Averall in the U.S. 1974-75 was a watershed. It was
Ll possible bo discern the outlines of a major social crisis
in the massive layoffs and the shocks felt throughout socie-
ty. For a brief period, routine and convention in the masses'
lives, especially the more strategically situated in the work'
ing class, was no longer so certain or desirable. To many it
became more dangerous not io act than to sit back and let
things take their own course. That no real upsurge materia-



lized does not detract from the significance of what was
happening to people and how they began to perceive things
differently. No doubt many within the working class felt
and feel that they have a lot of things, more than their
parents, certainly more than people in other countries. But
people also realized just how wobbly and fragile it all was.

Which brings us back to the question of impoverishment,
People have not in their tens of millions been crushed and
ground down. What really exists are ropes around people's
necks, Iike credit, and if there is a real collapse-which, as
explained in this book, is a distinct possibility-then the ef-
fect on people's lives could be more devastating than the
Depression, since Iiving standards in this country are an-
chored in credit, fringe benefits, government programs and
assistance. Everything bhat has enabled people to hang on
can become the hangman's rope. It becomes apparent how
precarious it all is whenever workers go on strike and in a
few months' time face the prospect of losing their homes. It
becomes apparent when a job is Iost and with it health in-
surance. It becomes a vicious cycle: a person may be
overextended due to easy credit only to find himself
or herself wibhoub any incorne bo retire these debts, due to
illness or Ioss of job. Or, reversing the situation, a person
may begin to over-depend on easy credit after suffering a
real hardship. One account of a typical bankrupbcy in bhis
period is worLh reproducing:

"She hung her head and spoke so softly that her voice
was barely audible in the dingy bankruptcy courtroom. . ..
Yes she was still working as a telephone operabor and earn-
ed $ 13,000 a year . No, she had nobhing of value aside from a
few articles of clothing. The plumbing backup that flooded
her apartment with sewage had left all her possessions un-
fit for use. Even before the accident, Estelle was Iiving
perilously beyond her means. Despite her modest salary,
she owed a total of $10,352 to 12 creditors, mostly depart-
ment store and bank credit card accounts. . . She owed
more than $4500 on just one of her Visa cards . . and was
behind on her rent and telephone bill. Nonetheless, Estelle
had managed to stay one step ahead of the collection agen-
cy by nimbly juggling her meager resources, But her house
of credit cards collapsed after the apartment flood. Her
salary was attached by a creditor and-as have hundreds of
thousands of other over-burdened consumers-Estelle filed
for bankruptcy."rt'

By no means exceptional. This is New York. In Youngs-
town, a parking lot attendant says that before the mill
shutdolvns, ihe lot was always filled up. Now this is bhe
case only on Mondays-when bankruptcy court is in ses-
sion. It should be pointed out that new bankruptcy stabutes
allow for repayment over time as opposed to outright li
quidation. This is the product of the continuing pyramiding
of credit. But with consumers unable to pay their debts and
lending institutions impaled bebween delinquent accounts
and very thin profit margins (the difference between what
they pay for money and charge for its use), this can only go
on for so long. While there has been and will continue to be
a gradual erosion of the living standards of the U,S. work-
ing class, it is the prospect of a collapse that will send
things reeling. The various means by which the masses
have been able to "hold on" are being pressed to the limit.
As of 1977, more than 40Vo of. all homebuyers were families
in which a second wage owner contributed anywhere from
20Vo to 50Vo of. total family income.'" The ability of wives,
however, to supplement the incomes of two-spouse families
has more or less reached a plateau: earnings are not rising
and these jobs, themselves, are quite insecure, Teen-age
children can be sent into the work force, but that is another
story in itself, what with unemployment rates among youth

at extraordinary levels
The rising ,oir-" of credit obligations (bank credit card

volume was triple what it was in 1974 by late 1979) puts
tremendous pressures on consumers whose wage and
salary increments are less than the credit they have taken
on. The result has not only been a rise in delinquencies, the
sort of thing described in the account of ihe yourrg wou*rEn,
but a tightening up: financial subsidiaries have begun to
pare down the number of stores and purchases they
finance, many department stores have raised minimum
monthly paymenbs, and savings banks and credit unions
have periodically experienced disturbances such as big
withdrawals, new cash reserve requirements, and an
outflow of funds to other markets, all of which limits their
lending capacity. The point is that already the debt which
has propped up consumer spending is stretched thin, and
tighter money supply policies and attempts by lending in-
stitubions to minimize losses have put a crimp on such
spending and resulted in a tremendous increase in personal
bankruptcies. But this, again, is nothing compared to what
will happen when bhere is another precipitous down-
turn-with more thrown out of work than in 1974-75. There
is an increasing vulnerability and sensitivity of the masses
of people in this country to any radical change in the condi-
tions in which they get by-tenuous as they are. Millions
will be pushed into bankruptcy-and, yes, impoverishment.

Take the case of housing, again. If some international
evenb, political or otherwise, touches off a round of banking
failures and a massive scramble on the part of banks for
cash and liquid assets, what will the average homeowner be
faced with? \{ith a demand to pay a higher rate of interest?
Not likely. Rabher, homeowners who default on payments
(which is bound to become more frequent) will be con-
fronted with demands for repayment of their entire mortga-
ges. But housing prices will probably decline, and quite
violently at that. So people who have been making $400
monthly payments for years will find their home invest-
ment wiped out. It is a situation which has been prepared
exactly by the artificial stimulation of home purchases
through the extension of government-backed credit.

The very things that have enabled people to hold on and
which were in some respects expanded during lhe'74:75
decline will no longer provide the cushion they once did. It
is an open secret that the Supplemental Unemployment
Benefit funds for auto workers will not be able to sustain a
large number of laid-off workers for any extended time-
these funds are vastly inadequate. Exercising the option of
early retirempnt when a plant shuts down will be less feasi-
ble when the investments into which these pension funds
have _collapsed. As it is, and this was pointed out in the
section on banking, pension funds (which are managed by a
relative handful of banks) now own between 20Vo and257o
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of all stocks, and about 4OVo of. corporate bonds, hardly a
low-risk preserve for what are supposr,d to be deferred
wages. And, anyway, the Department oI Labor estimates
that less than half of those covered by these plans will ever
see these benefits, because of certain stringent stipula-
tions.2' In addition, the financial foundation of the social
security system is already quite unsteady. The mounting
deficits of the government and the pressures on the dollar
internationally, which had their origins partly in the
stimulus of the last few years, will act to constrain the
bourgeoisie from undertaking another such stimulus. Un-
employment and welfare benefits cannot be maintained on
the same scale, much less extended to provide for millions
thrown out of work, when ballooning debt and inflation are
pushing the economy inexorably toward such a breakdown.
In other words, what the future holds out is not a mere con-
traction of credit, i.e., that it will be more difficult to
finance or refinance purchases, but a disintegration and
wrenching of the entire structure. The house of cards image
is an apt one. Things don't just get progressively worse,
they undergo qualitative change.

Being entangled and enmeshed in this debt cannot be
reduced to the number of bad debts or the shrinking or ex-
panding of the merchant-customer base. It takes a toll on
how people scrape to live, on social relations. The truth of
the matter is that people realize not only how precarious
what they have is, but also how nightmarish and pressure
ridden it is to keep it. A woman's husband loses his job at
an auto plant; they are up to their necks in debh she drives
her car, with her children inside, into a river-they are dead
on arrival at a city hospital. It happened in Cleveland, but
it is not unique. What happens to people? David Caplovitz
in his highly original study'2 describes the daily degrada-
tion. Wages and salaries are garnished. Often employers
put pressure on employees to settle their debts or face the
imminent loss of their job. Job insecurity grows. In case
studies of three cilies,207o of the employed lost at least one
day of work because of the debt problem-absenteeism to
resolve the accumulation of debt-related difficulties. Those
who lose their jobs because of debt burdens must then
weave their way through the unemployment and welfare
bureaucracies-first of all, just in the attempt to qualify.
And quite clearly the constant scrambling and jockeying
has an impact on people's mental and physical health.
Caplovitz conducted interviews concerning psychosomatic
ailments like insomnia, stomach upsets, headaches, ner-
vousness, and loss of appetite. Over half of the debtors in-
terviewed acknowledged having at least two of these symp-
toms in the past month. One of those interviewed ex-
plained, and this is by no means exceptional:

"You know I live alone and I've been separated from my
husband for 20 years and it's lonely so you buy something

here or there on credit. You have to brighten up your life a
bit. There was one point there when all the bills and debts
seemed to be closing in on me. I had no one to turn to, and I
had a nervous breakdown."'''

The threat to income that debt represents impairs not only
health, bub marriage and personal stability as well. Count-
less surveys show that debt troubles lead to marital quar-
rels and stress, and they have become a major factor in
divorce:

"I've had debt problems with him ever since I married him.
He never wanted to pay his bills. We fought like cabs and
dogs, day and night. I'd have bo call him at work to tell him
the lights were turned off. I'm so glad he's gone."'a

The maze of debt obligations people enter into-monthly
payments, late payment fees, hidden fees-all this presses
against people's financial capabilities, and bheie is an
undeniable cutting back: denbal or medical care is put off,
recreabional activities (perhaps one of the few bright spots
in someone's life) are curtailed, and even food expendibures
are roped in,

In general, the quality of life deteriorates with the
development of capitalism into its final stage-decadent,
moribund imperialism. Vital activity gives way to stag:na-
tion and degeneracy. The experience of the "growth" in-
dustries cited in the chapter on accumulation are testament
to this. But so are some of the more sub rosa enterprises:
the booming child pornography industry, in addition to
other similar degtadation of adults, multibillion dollar
drug trafficking and widespread beenage prosbitution.

f\ertain aspects of social life stand out in this period. The
\-r, search for security in the face of economic uncertain-
ty, frustrated aspirations, and social degradation has led to
a discernible rise in religious activity. This is quite pro-
nounced and takes more fanatical forms among sections of
the petty bourgeoisie, with various cults, gurus and other
assorted "saviors" who make a careei out of turning many,
especially the youth, into mindless zealots and robots. But
within the working class, including those whose conditions
of life are extremely desperate, religion has been sought out
as an escape as well. This is not necessarily reflected in
regular church attendance or affiliabion wiih organized
religious denominations, but in more widespread accep-
tance of "fate," attempts to explain current events by
recourse to Biblical "prophesies," e.9., "the end of the
world is near and has been pre-ordained," and the spread of
mysticism, astrology and metaphysics in general. In the
ghettos, storefront churches continue to proliferate, in the
factories self-styled ministers and messengers distribute bi-
ble tracts, and on TV religious programming has grown as

Table 4

1960 1970 1975

ffi 2.2 3.s 4.8

Families headed by women (millions)

Black and other mino.ity (excluding
Hispanic ) lemale head (7o)

Births lo unwed mothers (1000s)

Public expendilure for law
entorcement ($ billions)

"police proteclion" ($ billions)
crimes ('1000)

crimes per 100 people
homicides (1000)
police employees (1000)

4.5

22.4

224
3.3

2.0
3,384

1.9
9.1

303.8

8.6

5.1

8,098
4.0

16.0
449.7

7.2

32.4

448

17.2

9.8
1 0,253

5.3
20.5

556.8

5.6

26.7

399
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slick as it is pervasive. This points to the hand of the bour-
geoisie, but the flight to religion, while definitely promoted
by the bourgeoisie, is also a barometer of the conservative
trend that set in during the 1970s.

Anobher trend, is the splitting up of the family delineated
in Table 4. More than twice as many adults are divorced to-
day as in 1960. Today there are 7.5 million female heads of
households compared with 4.5 million in 1960. A full one-
third of Black families are headed by women today. Twice
as many births to unwed women take place today as com-
pared with 1960. Among Black people this is related to the
situation that drove them into the cities in the post-war
period to face chronic unemployment and squalid living
conditions which destabilized people's lives, a sibuation
hardly mitigated by a welfare system that would make
payments only if it could be established that there was no
gainfully employed head of household.

A second marked trend which can be discerned from this

The rise of crime is also a reflection of these conditions.

the masses are the chief victims as an excuse to send their
marauding armies of police into the communities. At the

cra5 cgg."2r>

he masses, then, is that the majori-
s living, as it were, on the precipice:
by the skin of their teeth. Illusions

are-stripped away as the opportunities to get ahead dry up
and the effectiveness of seeking out individual solutions
diminishes with the deepening of the crisis. This is what
can be True enough,
some c ang loose for awhile. tinual ,,shake-
o grab
u long
P d,ash itha

is why the experience of. 1974-7b,
tections, like seniority, no longer af-
e of security, was a bellwetier. To

put it bluntly, the present existence of the masses is really
quite untenable, based as it is on this partial recovery and
the cushions, like debt. Moreover, the conditions for some
are highly volatile right now, with intense and grinding
poverty and very little in the way of temporary band'aids.
For all, the quality of life is rapidly deteriorating, even if
there is some tinsel and lace to cover it up. In a certain
sense, just as the bourgeoisie is juggling to keep their
system afloat, so too are people forced to do many things at
once-holding down a job, putting off creditors, borrowing
here and there, maybe selling a house, etc.-to stay afloat.

ut ib is not just an economic collapse which is on the
horizon. It is not just a financial debacle that will

make it impossible for the federal government to fund jobs
programs and more decisively burst the credit balloon and
result in far more serious material losses for the masses.
Something else is looming on the horizon-and that is
world war. The forces propelling war are gathering quickly.
The superpowers can scarcely conceal it, and they less fre
quently make the pretense-beneath their pious talk of
detente or human rights. Soviet airlifts make their way to
Afghanistan, U.S. naval squadrons steam up the Persian
Gulf. The preliminary moves can be seen, bhe opening shots
can be heard. And the tempo is picking up daily. The super-
powers do not go to war because they want to; it is not that
they are driven by malevolence. They are driven by necessi'
ty. Who strikes firsi and where is of secondary importance,
even to them-to the proletariat it is of no importance at
all. But that there will be a first strike within the next few
years is what lends urgency to the situation.

The ruling class in nurturing war fever presents people
with the lesser-evil ultimatum: "sure things are messed up
here, we have our slums and unemployment, but at least
you have your freedom to travel around, to go out to eat, to
have your own car and color TV and enjoy a high standard
of living." Naturally, in the Soviet Union, the social-im-
perialists make a similar case: "sure we have our problems,
shortages of some consumer goods and private housing,
but at least people can retire with dignity, not worry about
medical care and be more assured that their children will
have a job and education." Such demagoguery has un-
limited potential. It iu the tired old refrain of slavemasters
throughout history-"things could be a lob worse for you on
some other plantation." But to accept this framework-dnd
here it is no longer simply a matter of putting up with op-
pression, but fighting and dying for the furtherance of
slavery-of whether workers in the United States get more
crumbs off the table than do workers in the Soviet Union or
whether Blacks are more or less oppressed than central
Asian peoples in the Soviet Union is pure poison. It is the
pathetic reasoning of a slave who will remain a slave. And,
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beyond this, whether the case is made for the relative ad-
vantages on the Soviet or U.S. side, it is completely
chauvinist because, in fact, these crumbs and bribes, b'e
bhey higher wages or "socialized medicine," have been bled
from the people of the world. ap-
proach things this way then uld
nob be the unmitigated dis our
rulers. After all, extending the argument of higher living
standards to its logical conclusion, the Soviets might get
enough productive forces and conquer enough of the world
to bhrow a few more bones (in the way of social benefits) to
American workers and, who knows, even allow them to
shoob their mouths off. The point of this is not thab the
Soviet social-imperialists are any better-or worse-than
the U.S. imperialists, but that both are intolerable and
must be overthrown.

There is a great deal of confusion, much of which is sown
by ihe bourgeoisie, among the masses on the question of
war. Mosi people in this country have only experienced war
indirectly-through a relative or friend who has served
abroad or through those from abroad who have settled in
this country. Several million, of course, have been in the
armed forces and altogether have the direct experiences of
two world wars, Korea and Vietnam. But these wars have
always been fought somewhere else. The chauvinist song
"O,irer There, the Yanks are Coming," at least has the merit
of expressing bhe objective position of U.S. imperialism
bhrough the past two world wars: it was the U.S. armed
forces thai were going "over there" to clean up or bo defend
the spoils of wars fought abroad. The hardships suffered by
people in the United States during these wars were real
enough, but scarcely comparable to those who lived in
countries which were turned into bloody battlegrounds or
even testing grounds by the imperialists. World War 2 in
this country was synonymous with rationing, victory
gardens, Ionger working hours and, of course, reports from
the battle lines; it was more an inconvenience than the
dislocabion and terror of war. The caskebs came back, but
the streets were not piled high wibh corpses from the
ravages of war. Total U.S. casualties during World War 2
were just over one million, Iess than half of which were
deaths.2'r In absolute and percentage terms this was a small
fraction compared to the casualties in Europe and Asia.

The fact, that these wars have been fought elsewhere, and
that the United States had gained from bhem in its
strength and posibion without suffering material damage,
fuels the idea held by many among the masses that, maybe,
a war is jusb what is needed to revive the economy. This
divides into two. There is a recog'nition bhat wars and the
economic system are interlocked, and that when things get
bad the capitalists prepare for war. (However, of course, the
capitalists do not go bo war simply to rev up the economy:
wars of aggression are launched to put down challenges to
an empire, such as in Vietnam, and world wars are caused
by inter-imperialist rivalry and the need to re-divide the
world.) On the other hand, there is the illusion that things
will necessarily get better for people with the economic
stimulus of war. In the past there has been truth to this;
but things will not be the same bhis time around. The kind
of war shaping up will directly affect the lives of tens of
millions in this country and it won't just be in the higher
casualty figures.

A poinb which is made throughoub this book is that the
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[ion. And now, wibh a rival in the Soviet Union challenging
ib bhroughout bhe world, the U.S. musb play the decisive
role in organizing and preparing ils bloc for war. It cannob
scubtle the preliminary skirmishes or leb obhers do ihe
fighting and wear themselves out; bhe reason is quibe sim-
ple: ib is U.S. imperialisb interests which are directly ab
stake and which are threabened. And because it has built up
a far-flung empire, losses tend to reverberabe. The Soviebs,
if they are bo build up an empire, musi collide with bhe U.S.
imperialists-which is whab has been happening. If bhey are
to succeed, they must thoroughly vanquish the U.S. im-
perialists, and bhis will require, ultimately, that the U.S. im-
perialists be defeated in their own backyard, even if the war
begins and is foughi elsewhere for a period.

The U.S. imperialisbs are no less compelled lo brounce
their rival in order to probect and expand their empire of
plunder. The megabonnage is there, Lhe monstrously ac-
curate bechnologies have been developed, and the targets
are pre-planned. The scenarios and contingency operations
on bobh sides bake as their point of departure destrucbion
and atbacks on each other's soil. The Department of
Defense has undertaken several studies which coolly
calculate how many millions of lives in lhe Unibed Sba[es
can be spared, how many can be evacua[ed, and in whaL
space of bime-for purposes of winning [he war.

What will ib mean for a third world war to bake place and
how will it affecb the lives of the masses? Firsl there is the
question of the preparations for war-politically and
economically. The ruling class will not be in as strong a
position economically going inlo bhis war as in the previous
two world wars (because of bheir international en-
tanglements). The main reason for this is the high degree of
integrabion of the U.S. economy wibh the resb of lhe bloc
that it conbrols and the burden the U.S. has of shoring it up
to avoid collapse. It is a two-way street: the UniLed SLaies
is neither insulated from the disturbances bhat are
multiplying throughoub its bloc nor in a position to
destabilize ib further with expansive and inflationary
policies. Concrebely, this means that it will be harder for the
U.S. ruling class to make concessions and accommodations
to lhe working class as parb of ibs drive to seal some sort of
national unity.

To be sure, crumbs will still be thrown to a number of
workers, but lhis will be in bhe conbext of a much tighber
squeeze on bhe living and working conditions of the masses;
these crumbs will be offered up much more direcbly and ex-
plicitly as rewards for loyalty and productivity. In addi-
bion, laying the economic foundations to prosecuie a war of
[he dimensions that is shaping up requires more centralized
control over labor and resources, and while there may noi
be a return in form bo the wage/price boards and panels of
bhe early 1970s, workers will be subject bo control and coer-
cion on a scale that will mos[ cerbainly exceed that of bhe
previous bwo world wars. The gas shortages of [he last few
years are but a faint prefiguring of what will be happening.
Working and driving hours will only be one aspect of peo-
ple's lives that will be s[rictly regulated. A war economy in
a country which is not only in the grips of a major crisis but
very much at center stage of bhe internabional conbradic-
tions propelling this war will force a rather sharp turn in
the kind of life people have been accustomed to: from the
further restric[ions in availability and distribuiion of basic
necessities to an imposed labor discipline which few have
experienced.

Politically, the ruling class has already revealed the
lengths to which it must go to rally public opinion and in-
timidate opposition to its war plans. The hysteria whipped
up around Iran and the Soviet invasion of Afghanisban
were merely the opening shobs. If people are to be press-



ganged into lhe mosb devastating war in hisbory, bhen it is
absolutely essential that the right climate be creabed. The
imperatives of the ruling class were spelled out candidly in
the somewhat infamous "Eisenstad[ Memo" of 197g. This
was the sage advice from an advisor [o Presiden[ Carter bo
quickly find some oubleb for the frusbrabion and anger of lhe
masses, to seek out some scapegoab which was named and
laber invoked-bhe oil-producing countries. Here again, bhe
enormity of the crimes bo be commibbed by the U.S. im-
perialists in launching and attempting io win this war will
require a stable home front-something which will be more
difficult to secure both because of Lhe experiences of bhe
masses through the 1960s (of which more will be shorlly
said) and the hardships that millions will face, sooner and
later. The level of class struggle so far preceding ihe out-
break of this war is lower bhan thal which raged before bhe
last bwo world wars. However, the pobgnbial for this is very
great-and the ruling class is well aware of lhis and deter-
mined to snuff i[ out.

Despibe bhe cloudbursl of national chauvinism around
Iran, Afghanistan and the 1980 Olympics, [he ruling class
was still skittish. The American people had to be primed fur-
t,her and one Marine commandant described the reaction to
draft plans as "underwhelming." While the political strug-
gle and consciousness of the working class, in parlicular,
was nob highly developed, the country was noL "united" in
a durable way. With so much on bhe line in [his war for the
imperialists, and wibh the American people having Lo
sacrifice in fighting and directly experiencing this war, the
political "work" of the bourgeoisie becomes very impor-
tant. The level of repression directed al revolubionary
forces began to pick up markedly as bhe 1980s opened-nol
so much because of bhe existing level of struggle buL on ac-
counI of whaL could happen.

By the same token, bhe ruling class is going inbo bhis war
following a period of discord within ibs ranks-from
Watergabe and other scandals to the abbreviated political
lives of presidents. This bended to undermine Lhe
cohesiveness of the U.S.-led bloc in the l970s. The pap
about how "America lacked resolve" bo carry ihrough on
her commibments abroad and stand firm againsb the Rus-
sians, though mainly a crude attempb to stir up chauvinism
and serve as a pretext for expanded defense expenditures
and military aciivities abroad, did reflect reality: the U.S.
imperialists had taken a drubbing in Vietnam, bhe ruling
class was wracked with scandal, and bhe American people
had indeed become cynical and distrustful of aubhority.
Politically, the ruling class musb close its ranks more firmly
(this is not bo suggesl bhat bhere are any fundamenbal
disagreements within the ruling class over the need to go to
war-only over how to pull it off in bhe strongest possible
posibion), bobh to weld the U.S. bloc togeiher as firmly as
possible and increase the initiative of the U.S. ruling class
and to exact the submission of bhe American people. This is
a war which will be accompanied by more savage repression
than any before ib in this country's his[ory.

"Suppose the USSR invaded Western Europe, and bhat t,he

U.S. conventional and tactical nuclear forces cannot sbop
bhem. At that point we should be prepared bo use a strategic
Limibed Nuclear Option (LNO) by evacuating our cities.
Hopefully the Soviets would be deLerred by this action; but
if they are not, the relocabion would have made us ready to
execule the LNO."'7

With an equanimity that is as amazing as it is spooky,
these planners are matber-of-facbly balking about blowing
away several Soviet cities. And in this scenario millions of
people in this country would be gathered up and dispatched
to this or that hide-out, for who knows how long, in order to
strengthen the bargaining and logistical posibion of the
U.S. imperialists-bhey could care less about people's lives.
It is the old shell game. Come see if you can find usl Instead
of taking your enemy's populace as hosbage you turn large
chunks of your own civilian population into poker chips.
The obher side can'b kill enough of them lo make it worth-
while; in Lhe meantime the nuclear warheads are being
readied. The Soviets have their own variations on bhe same
theme: their "civil defense" sysiem is more highly
developed. How quickly cibies can be evacuabed and
whether it is even feasible is no[ bhe point-what is, is the
means that will be employed to proteci and reinforce
systems of exploitation in the United Stabes and bhe Soviet
Union. No technology and no fall-back plan is beyond adop-
bion Lo win such a war. But all of this is couched in terms of
protecting the country; in other words, cibies are "pro'
tected" by anti-ballistic missile systems, a "counter'force
strategy" (in which your adversary's potenlial bo slrike
back is knocked out) is developed to "proteci" againsl a

lethal attack.
Now the actual effecbs of a nuclear war have been

documented (Hiroshima and Nagasaki) and anbicipated by
bhe sysbems-planners. There are bhe prompt effects-blasl
damage and fire storms-and lhe delayed effecbs of radia-
bion, disease, the despoliaiion of waber, air, and soil.-^ But
the imperialists have never predicated their thinking on the
absolute end of the world. The Pentagon has commissioned
the think banks lo "think through" possible nuclear ex-
changes. Two recent studies have considered targeting
strategies which would be aimed at wiping oub the SovieL
leadership group and unleashing secessionisl movements
in the Soviet Union to effectively dismember the couniry.
Said one Defense official in reference bo [hese studies (and
preparations), "We are trying io see in bhe ulbimate nuclear
exchange what should we be trying to do other bhan jusL
flatten their industry." A consultant chimed in, " It's bhink-
ing bhe unthinkable. We don't want [o bomb them into the
stone age. We should have real objecbives Lhat make
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sense."2!)
The new technology of war does not override bhe

decisiveness of the human factor; even the imperialists
recognize this. They need people in their armies and occupa-
tion hordes, they need their factories staffed. This would be
a war to de[ermine in the final analysis which of [he great,
powers will enjoy the lion's share of territories, raw
materials, markets-and labor power. Other systems-plan-
ners are busy at work figuring out what percenbage of the
industrial capacily will be destroyed, how quickly it can be
rebuilt or salvaged-for the holy cause of profit, il goes
wiChoub saying. In [heir worst-case prognostications, some
75 million Americans might die; how they approach all bhis
is illustrabed in [heir notion of "'city-trading" wiih the
other side-upping lhe ante in terms of retaliaiion for
destroying bhis or that city. With the urban areas largely
destroyed and the indusbrial base shatiered (in both the
United States and bhe Soviet Union production of key com-
modiiies is concentrated in a relatively limited number of
facilities), the planners foresee a shif[ of the populalion to
the couniryside-as agricultural production will necessari-
ly absorb a larger share of social labor, given the destruc-
tion of agricultural equipmenl and the factories that pro-
duce it along with support indusbries like feriilizer. And so
the experts blithely conclude society will begin Lo recover
starting at a level of developmeni that, approximates whab
existed in maybe 1890.

There is one basic elemenb thaC is conveniently omitted
from these calculations-the masses of people who have to
endure all of this. Yes, there are bhe illusions thai "things
will eventually geb better" and it is quiie conceivable that
some lift will be given the economy by expanded mili0ary
expenditures-though even this possibility should not be
exaggerated, because of the level from which things are
starting, i.e. a persistent inflation and monetary instability.
Doubtless, many will be swept up by the inibial war
hysteria, the specber of Russian hordes taking over, and
standards of living going down ihe drain. But the fever and
emotion, the flag-waving and demagogy canno[ change Che
naiure of imperialist war and the enormous suffering bhat it
will lead to. The perorations about the American siandard
of living are going to wear thin with bhe economy lurching
through crisis, even grinding bo a siandstill, with physical
destruction being inflicted extensively.

Consider how some of this might play itself out. Follow-
ing the destruction of key miliLary and industrial centers in
boLh counLries, Sovieb forces seize portions of the Wesl
Coast, Alaska and maybe parts of California. The U.S. im-
perialists retaliabe and launch an invasion of Lithuania or
Latvia (though the order of this entire chain of evenbs could
jusl as well be the reverse). But, wheiher you live in "oc-
cupied" Alaska or "free" New York, life is hell. In fact,
bhose from "free" New York will be press-ganged io even
the score-by invading Lit,huania. Everywhere, people fed
in[o the meat grinder, everywhere bhe equivalent of martial
law, whether it be under Sovie[ or U.S. imperialist
bayonets. The misery engendered by war will increase and
with this a growing sense of unrest among the masses and
an increasing capaciby io put, the blame where it belongs.
The U.S. imperialists strike Moscow and level it to the
ground. In response New York is reduced to rubble. Whose
fault is it? The imperialists never cared about ihe ghetbos
and slums before-they created them, and they created the
situa[ion in which humanity is tossed inbo an incineraior.

While conventional armies will mainly be locking horns in
oiher parts of the world, and even if the U.S. is noi invaded
(though there is scant possibility that the United States
will be spared extensive material deslruction), bhe lives of
millions in ihis country are going [o be compleLely and
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totally disrupted. There will be no "individual solutions,"
not when whole cibies are being evacualed or decimaled.
(Canada's actions in smuggling a few U.S. spies and
flunkies out of Iran during bhe embassy crisis is a forewarn-
ing of this, as is the Canadian government's recent an-
nouncement that the country is "off limits" to would-be
draft dodgers.) What will such a war do? Some, iI is true,
will be demoralized and ground down by bhe unprecedented
horrors and misery. But millions of oLhers will be roused Lo

act, to put an end to lhis barbarity as a resul[ of lhese in-
bense experiences. Even one of lhese logistical experts
must acknowledge the possibility:

"My concern is over the disruption to U.S. society and
possible adverse impacl on our governmenL's decision mak-
ing process. . crisis relocaLion would cause a bremendous,
serious domestic upheaval."""

That is just the poinl. Such a war, even if not immediate-
ly, will lead to a situation of unprecedented social chaos and
tremendous upheaval, exactly because it will cause a sharp
turn in the daily existence of the masses. The fact of bhe
mabber is bhat the economic crisis so far has not broken
habii and routine, has not fundamen[ally left people with
no choice but to act,, noi oui of blind desperation, bui out of
the recognition thab only bhe overthrow of the sysLem can
resolve [he suffering and contradiciions of their lives. 'fhe
possibility exists that with crisis deepening and the out-
break of war, the social ferment and changing mood of the
masses brought on by this carnage may well occur in con-
juncbion with a severe weakening of the bourgeoisie's abili-
ty io rule and maintain order. It spells trouble for the
capilalist class and opportunity for the working class.

On a small scale the experience of war and the impact
that it can have on people was highlighted in Vietnam. Peo-
ple's eyes were opened. Hundreds of [housands who had
swallowed bhe American dream and bhe glory of the stars
and slripes coughed it, up and threw it up on the batllefields
in Vietnam and at home. Nob only was there a process of a
rude awakening-a lifetime of lies and deceit exploding in
people's faces-there was a wholesale disinbegralion of the
U.S. armed forces in Vietnam. InsLances of fragging, at-
tacks on officers, of refusal to go into the field and even con-
sorting wit,h "the enemy" grew. The mosi modern weapons
could not stop it. This was a rage which was propelled by
and transported back io burgeoning anger and protest in
the U.S.

The kind of rapid changes that have been described and
what t,his does to the consciousness of the broad masses,
how their sentimenis can just as rapidly and radically
change-these are lessons of hisLory which have been em-
phasized by Bob Avakian in his writings, building on Lhe
legacy of Lenin. As he wrote as early as 1976:

" . . . the development of the situation must nob be viewed
simply in quantitatiue terms-a series of small changes' ad-
ded togebher over time, will somehow lead to a revolu-
tionary mood among the masses. At a certain point, there
must be and will be a qualitatiue leap, in the objective situa-
tion, in bhe mood, and,-if we do our worh right-in ihe con-
sciousness of ihe masses. . We cannot say now what will
cause a similar qualibative leap in the development of our
situation, whether a "crash" and major depression like the
'30s, the outbreak of WW3, or a combination of severe
economic crisis and war-a war which, over time ab least,
would add to the strains and hardships on the masses. Nor
can we say when this will happen. But we do know just as
surely as there is not now a revolutionary situation, one will
jusb as certainly develop in the future.""'



Is ii possible thai bhe same masses who would so eagerly
give their blood for iheir imperialist masters would sudden-
ly demand blood instead, would demand an end to the rule
of a class of parasites? Again the lessons of history are rele-
van[. In a shor[ span of bime during World War 1 large sec-
tions of bhe Russian workers, peasants and soldiers of all
nationalibies who had been swept up by chauvinist war
fever turned against lhe war and the ruling governments.
In the Czarisb and German armies rebellious and mutinous
troops inspired and ignibed by the mass movement in socie-
ty, parbicularly among bhe workers, in turn played a leading
role in revoluLionary upsurges. These were qualitative
developments brought on by the agony of the first world
war. In the case of Russia, bhe Bolshevik Party was able bo

influence bhese sentiments and organize these oubpourings
of resistance and habred inbo a successful revolutionary
assault on stabe power.

fllhere was a period of inbense political turmoil in
I this country in the 1960s; ib provided a glimpse of ihe

social ferment that can grip millions. There was a period in
bhe immediate wake of the 1974-75 downturn when secbions
of [he more stably employed workers found the rug pulled
out from under their previous condi[ions and illusions. The
peribd we are entering into will much more dramatically af-
fect people's lives. The system is much weaker economical-
ly, bordering on collapse, and a war of almost unimaginable
proporbions threatens to engulf the globe-unless it is
prevented by revolution. Where today the question is still
one of "getting by," tomorrow ib will be survival. The
bourgeoisie will initially pose this question in terms of kill
or be killed-fight the Russians or be overrun by them. But
the quesbion that will ulbimately be posed to the masses
will be-how to escape this madness-and the answer can
only be one of collective sbruggle against the forces respon-
sible. There will be no successful strabegy of individual sur-
vival under bhese circumstances, because to live and bo die
will have become very immediately and direc[ly social ques-
t,ions. This, of course, is always true in so far as people live
within a society with specific social relations, but now the
question of how people are living and have been living
(since war and its attendant suffering are bub the concen-
tration of exisbence under regimes of exploitation) and what
is worth dying for-bo perpetuaLe the rule and dead hand of
capital or get rid of ib-comes into sharp relief. Revolution
becomes no longer a perhaps abtractive, buI dangerous and
impractical, alternative to gribting your teeth and living
with exploibation. It becomes a practical necessity.

"It can't happen here." It is a senbiment of many, in-
cluding many who wish it could happen here. But one does
nob have to search too far for the ingredients of a revolu-
tionary challenge, for bhe potential fracturing of a society
which has by and large been stable for 30* years. There is
the economic crisis which will continue to propel secbions of
people into motion-from diverse quarters: small farmers,
truckers, those cooped up in the ghettos and living right
now under the gun (Soviet occupying troops will not make
things all that much worse for those facing the onslaught of
killer cops and the National Guard). Social movements
erupt: in a matter of weeks hundreds of thousands take to
the streets in protest of nuclear power. The same kinds of
bolts of outrage bo the draft. Even where the bourgeoisie
can geb over with a "hate Iran" crusade for a time, it is cer-
tainly not without its contradictions. Millions are dragged
into polibical life and discussion, the atmosphere is more
highly charged, as world events and people's futures are
now bopics for consideration. Yes, these social movements
are still dominated by ideologies which are not revolu-

tionary and yes, bhere are reactionary currents among the
masses, but the turbulence in society is growing-of which
all this is a reflection-and ib can only force a more pro-
found questioning and awakening among millions. Nothing
bhe bourgeoisie and its agenis can say or do can reverse the
trend of deeper crisis; bheir bellowings aboul Soviet ag-
gressors will not make Lheir war plans and what people will
be forced bo go bhrough any less gruesome. And, in
escalating fashion, the monstrous developments lowards
war will fill more with hatred for bhe system and a burning
desire to acb. The increasing hardships, along wibh a deeper
understanding of what the imperialists have in store for
people, will put the question before millions: why wait to do
something about bhe situabion unLil after they have
launched such a war of desbruction and terror? Only revolu-
bion can prevent the imperialists from carrying ouL their
war plans, and it is by no means a settled issue that a

revolution can only await the ouibreak of World War 3. The
imperialisbs will not have an easy time preparing for this
war, and their preparations may very well precipibate, in
conjunction with the economic crisis, a deep-going political
and social crisis in lhis country which opens up oppor-
tunities bo challenge their rule decisively.

Beneath the surface of calm lies this underlying instabili-
ty. It is like a geological faull which in its imperceptible
movement evenbually jars bhings loose. This is nob bhe

1960s. The struggle is nob on as high a level. But bhese

rivulels of struggle, lhese pockets of resisbance, exisb
within a different context. And jusl as the [empo of world
events leading [o war is rapidly accelerating, so boo wi]l
there be rapid shifts in the mood of the masses and Lhe

scope of t,heir ac[ivity. Where there is oppression there is
resisbance. This is a basic law of history. But hislory does
nob mechanically repeab itself. For example, as a major
component of bhis mass struggle in bhe period ahead, bhere
will continue to be major sbruggles by Black people and
other oppressed minorities againsb their national oppres-
sion, and no doubt they will intensify. But lhese and other
struggles will not assume the same forms and pass through
the same stages of developmenL as they did in the 1950s
and 1960s. Yes, many of bhe same lessons will have bo be
learned over again, but it will nob be a replay, i.e., firsb a
sbage of civil rights and then breaking beyond bhese

bounds. Experiences have been accumulabed, the ruling
class cannot make the same kind of concessions, and lhings

ated by outbursbs and
Il be largely scabbered,

T"::H"i:,n"J.il*T::
higher for boih the ruling class and the masses' And what
of the working class? When will ib enter the fray? Actually,
in the annals of revolution it is more [he rule than Lhe ex-

ception bhat the working class, particularly its beiLer paid
and socialized sections, tends to move later rather than
sooner. The Iranian revolubion sbands as tesbimony to [his.
Ib was the youth, the intelligentsia and sections of the pet-
ty bourgeoisie bhat were engaged in bhe early and pitched
babbles with the Shah's regime. That one of the Shah's lasb

desperation maneuvers was bo offer striking oil workers a
L\OVo wage increase was an indication of the fear the ruling
class had of the working class entering the s[ruggle as a
political force and also lhe facb that up until then secbions

of the working class were mainly preoccupied with more
narrow concerns. But bhe workers threw this bribe back in
the Shah's face, they struck and paralyzed bhe oil fields in
support of the revolubionary demands of the struggle and
in dbing so transformed bhe character of that siruggle.

Today, as analyzed, bhere are real reasons that the U.S.
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working class is mainly a sleeping giant. The backward
elemenbs put a lot of pressure on the more advanced. For
many in the working class there has not been the ex-
perience of sustained and militanC political struggle like
bhat which others wenb through in the 1960s, and there are
still some crumbs to grab hold of and protect, some straws
[o graso at. This, however. is nob the botal picture, even to-
day. There are tens, even hundreds of thousands right now
within the working class, who not only wish for a drastic
change in their lives but are convinced that this system has
got to go; tens, hundreds of bhousands who are open to lhe
idea of revolution and who can be welded into a potent force
which can activate the resb of the working class as the con-
ditions ripen and can influence untold masses beyond bheir
numbers. This is not the same working class of the 1gb0s.
Ib conbains significant elements wit,h broader experiences:
Vietnam veterans whose eyes were opened by a war of
plunder, [hose among the youth who rebelled against the
system, women who have arisen against their restricted
and oppressed condition, and mosb of all large numbers of
revolutionary-minded people from among the oppressed na-
tionalities.

The ingredients of a mass movement in t,his country are
these stirrings in bhe working class, the other movemenbs
and sbruggles which are like tributaries inbo the working
class, and bhe convulsions thab will rock this sysbem with
the aggravation of the economic crisis and the moves
bowards war. There is something else. That is the existence
of a revolutionary vanguard, of a party which is armed wiih
a correct understanding of the internabional and domesbic
situation and where developments are heading, which is
capable of summing up the experiences of the masses and
organizing and leading the armed onslaught against the
bourgeoisie. A party cannot create a revolubionary situa-
tion; yei preparing for and utilizing the opportunities
presented by such a situabion requires this political leader-
ship. When the contradictions accumulating reach such a
point, then even the most minor flare-ups form part of a
larger struggle. They [ake on an added significance when
the system is vulnerable to a frontal assaulb, and because of
this, and in conjunction with the leadership of the working
class's vanguard, many such struggles will go over io the
political realm-this is what happened in Iran among bhe oil
workers.

But it would be wrong and naive to suppose that lhere
will be a smooth developmenl of bhings such thab [he work-
ing class and its vanguard will neatly gather bhe strength
to bake on the bourgeoisie as everything else falls in place.
As the authority of the bourgeoisie breaks down, powerful
forces will be unleashed throughout society. Uprisings and
borrenbs of resistance involving different seciions of the
population and with dynamics of their own will be more the
order of the day. Movements and slruggles concentrated,
perhaps, among some of the oppressed nationalities or in
various regions of bhe country and in which other organized
forces, with programs of their own, command the respect
and allegiance of substantial numbers of people, will, no
doubt, arise. Under these complicated conditions the work-
ing class and its vanguard must seek a basis of unity wiih
such forces while maintaining its independence and
without ceasing to fight resolubely for leadership in the
overall sbruggle and without compromising the basic in-
berests of the masses.

The decisive question for the future is whether the work-
ing class can raise its head above the petty and mundane
and grasp ibs historic role. Thab bhere will be turmoil in
society is undeniable; where it will go depends in large
measure on bhe capacity of the working class to bake in-
dependent action in the broadest interests of society, that
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is, revolutionary action. The dialectic that has been etched
oub here is that already the conditions faced by people
along with the social and political strains in society have
sparked sbruggle and raised big quesbions in people's
minds. Yet, what has been experienced is nobhing compared
with what lies ahead: war and a more cabaclysmic decline in
bhe economy. Is the situation, then, one of a waiting game?
No, because the actions of ihe advanced sections of bhe
working class can acb as a lightning rod, as it were, to the
rest of the working class and point the way forward to the
diverse strata whose rumblings can be felt. The actions and
stand baken by the advanced will right now call into ques-

tion and sharpen bhe sbruggle within the ranks of the work-
ing class around the illusions and, yes, the rot and reaction
which some still cling to. The class-conscious minority can
accelerate-under the leadership of bhe Party

-the tempo of development which will see millions awaken
and bhirst for change when a sharp and sudden turn in daily
existence takes place. To go into the maelstrom of con-
broversy and emotion around Iran, for example, to uphold
the revolubionary interests of the inbernational working
class in support of that struggle, is not only to help make it
possible for those who are confused and misled to break
with such reaction and unleash ihose whom the ruling class
would wanb to intimidate and demoralize, but bo temper
and train bhe advanced for a time when society will be rent
by far more intense social conflicb-and even lhen [he ma-
jority may initially be "on the wrong side."

The possibility of revolubion in the United States cannoL
be ascertained from the existing level of struggle in bhis
country-or bhe existing objective sibuabion. It is based on
what is developing bhroughout the world. The fragility of
lhe imperialisb bloc headed up by the United Stabes and the
exbraordinary attempts bo induce a war hysleria are an
economic and political barometer of the objective weakness
of the ruling class; i[ is far from being down and oul, but il
is extremely desperate. There are seeds of the fubure in ihe
current battles of the working class and other sections of
the people; more imporLant is what the fuiure holds in store
and how to prepare bhrough these battles for it.

The particular posi[ion of U.S. imperialism in the world, a
source of unprecedented strength in the past, is now, in
dialecbical relation, pressing in on it. Here in the United
States we are dealing with the prospecb of mass unemploy'
ment, ihe possibility of territory being "seized" by the
"enemy," of lhe terror of war and bhe ruling class which
must resort bo vastly repressive means here at home to pro-
secute it. The ruling class must [ake a differenb road wilh
respect bo bhe masses than what it has taken in bhe post-
war period and even since the downturn of 1974-75. All
those things which were taken for granted, that there
would be gas at a pump, that schools would be open to send
children to-bhey are nol so ceriain any more, and so there
are riots and near-riobs over such things as the gas short-
age. The spreading insecurity of life, bhe botbom falling oub
for millions, wibh a shutdown here, a credit squeeze there,
such that bhere is no longer even a job for millions (a lousy
job, but a job nonetheless, and maybe a Superbowl as enLer-
tainment); the dislocations of war-all this will wrench peo-
ple's lives and inbensify the disorder in society. Right here
in bhe United States. The ruling class has on more than one
occasion referred to the cibies with their huge concenbra-
tions of poor as "bime bombs" ready to go off; not a few of-
ficials have worried just abou[ what would happen if for
some reason welfare checks were cut off. The same ruling
class bent every effort to beab back and smooth over the
contagion of anger among the more strategic secbions of the
industrial prole[ariat in 1974-75. They have expressed
great concern over the response of bhe youth to the draft



and bhe influence of Vietnam-era veterans.
The Uniied States may well turn oui to be a place where

ihe chain snaps in bhe coming conflagrabion, given the ac-

cumulabion of all bhese contradicbions. Whebher it actually

turns out io be ihe case or no[' it is bhis possibility which

[he class-conscious section of the working class and revolu-

tionary fighbers must prepare for. It is to prepare to scale

bhe heights of hisiorY.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Augusb 1928-On the campaign
brail, HerberL Hoover pompously an-
nounced, "We in America boday are
nearer Lo the final triumph over pover-
ty lhan ever before in the hisbory of
any land. The poor house is vanishing
from among us We shall soon, with
the help of God, be in sight of bhe day
when poverLy will be banished from bhis
naiion."' 'Ihere were many who actual-
ly believed him. These were bhe heady
days of a "chicken in every pot." U.S.
imperialism had come out of World
War 1 as bhe only genuine vicbor. It gob
fatter and cockier as it elbowed older
rivals ouL of the way and gorged ibself
on Lhe peoples of Lhe world. For ihe
firsb bime whole nabions were in debb io
[he finance capitalisLs of Wall Streel.
The American economy revved its way
through the 1920's in explosive specu-
lation and expansion. Politically
American capitalism seemed invincible.

Despite exploitation, oppression and
bhe fact bhai even during the boom
years many millions Iived in despera-
lion, despite resurgent lynch berror
meant to preserve the sharecropper
system in the South and fierce repres-
sion against Black people in the North,
no one could deny that capibalism was,
at leasb, providing steady employment
and allowing most people lo put food
on their tables. For a small upper crus[
of skilled workers, bhe expanding em-
pire acLually meanb thaL bhey could win
more privileges over [he masses of
workers. And their reactionary
grabitude toward " Americanism "
poisoned the political climate in the
whole working class, especially the sec-

tion organized inlo bhe craft unions.
Professors solemnly declared, "Ford
has defeabed Marx."

Never before had illusions pene-
iraled so deeply into lhe American
working class.

Ocbober 1929-in a blinding flash,
the bloaied slock markel collapsed,
and world capitalism quickly sank inLo
a chaobic depression unprecedented in
its scope and severity. In bhree years of
sbraighl downward slide, whole bran-
ches of industry collapsed. 5,761 banks
failed. By 1933, industrial producLion
was cut in half.

For bhe millions of wage-slaves, the
inability of capilalism [o profiiably ex'
ploit them meanI bhat slarvabion ibself
stared bhem in t,he face. One t,hird of
the working class was turned ouL
wiihoub hope of finding a job. Wages
for those still working were slashed as
each capiLalisl fought the gruesome
batble to cui costs to survive. In bhe

scramble for cheap production, work
inbensiiy climbed. In lhe cot[on mills
of lhe Carolinas, even young workers
sbarted dropping dead on the mill
floors from overwork and hearl failure.

This caiastrophe was nob confined bo

the indusirial working class. Huge
numbers of white collar workers found
[hemselves with their hands bhrusL
deep in[o their suit pockels in the soup
kilchen lines. Hundreds of thousands
of farmers went bankrupt and were
driven from their land, migrating in
great waves across ihe country (a pro-
cess that actually began before ihe
Depression hit the cities). Small
businesses fell like dominoes. Studenbs
prolonged their schooling (especially in
Ihe free universibies) because there
were no jobs waiting at ihe end of it.

Black people were driven oul of Lhe

firsL boeholds they had established in
Norbhern industry. In Chicago, where
Black people were I lqo ol Lhe popula-
Lion, Lhey made up a quarter of bhose on
relief. In bhe Wesl, Mexicans and
suspected Mexicans were shipped ouI
of Lhe counlry in boxcars.

A river of men flowed ihrough Lhe

railroad yards, the hobo jungles and
along the endless rails, looking for
work, looking for a way out, jusL look-
ing. Every major ciby had its "Hoover-
villes," colonies of lhe displaced,
driven to living in barpaper and tin can
shacks. Nothing seemed Permanenl
any more, nob for anyone. All of socie-
ly, from top to bollom, had been hi[ bY
an earthquake.

The illusions builb over decades were
deeply shaken.

In the firsL years of the Depression
the capibalisLs simply urged patience
and faibh. "Prosperity is right around
the corner." They made a hiL song out of
the ditty "Hrppy DaYs Are Here
Again!" BuL now fewer and fewer be'

lieved them. Anger and desperalion fill-
ed the workers. Never before had lhe
religion of "Americanism" seemed so

hollow and deceitful. Millions were
looking for answers and radical ideas
won a tremendous and growing au-
dience.

Two years into Lhe DePression, the
bourgeoisie nervously sensed the
polibical danger bhe crisis posed for
iheir whole established order. Presi-
dent Hoover whined lo Congress on
Dec. 8, 1931, "Within bwo years, bhere
have been revolutions or acute social
disorders in 19 counbries, embracing
more than half the population of the
world."'
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TUUL
In 1932, two distinguished guesbs at

Franklin D. Roosevelt's inauguraLion
were overheard discussing bheir grow-
ing fears:

"GenLlemen," one of them began,
"[l's revolution. I'm telling you I
can see 'em now, howling up Fifth
Avenue with blood in Lheir eye, howl-
ing up Market Street and Beacon
Street and Michigan Avenue! "

"Who?"
"Why, the birds thaL get hungry,

Lhat's who!""

ln lhe crisis, the stench of capibalism
became overpowering. There was no
place Lo hide from bhe major ques[ions
of socieLy and the future. Self-
proclaimed "armies" of jobless
workers converged on WashingLon,
D.C. looking for help and relief.
Populist "share-Lhe-wealth" move-
ments sprang up everywhere. In 1932,
Lhe Communis[ Party wroLe, "'f he
masses are beginning rightly Lo sense
that Communism has an importanl
message for the human race and bhey
wanb bo know whai it is."l

The CPUSA rushed inbo Lhe 1930s
de[ermined Lo creale a revoluLionary
movement. tt declared "the Com-
munist Parly must raise before Lhe
toilers in the United Sbates Lhe revolu-
[ionary way ouL of the crisis," "only
the destruction of the capitalisL
system, the eslablishment of the dic-
Latorship of the prole[ariat, of Soviet
power, can free lhe millions of
toilers. " "

In the decade [hal followed, millions
took up Lhe struggle againsl the effecLs
of lhe crisis. Hundreds of thousands
passed through the ranks of the Com-
munist Pariy, and the whole working
class-in faci the whole counLry-was
influenced by ils work.

When lhe smoke of the decade
cleared, there ruas no trace of a mass
reuolutktnary mouement among the
American people!

This article will dig into the roots of
how bhis happened. And for that rea-
son, il will most definitely nob be a nos-
talgic irip through the past bat,bles of
the CPUSA's "better days." In fact,
the lessons of the thirties are
overwhelmingly negatiue lessons for
revolutionaries today. Even in the per-
iod of 1929-1935, when the CP was
clearly a revolutionary organization
bhat upheld the goal of proletarian rev-
olution, the line it held on how bo do po-
litical work in the working class helped
set the stage for the laber move into
open revisionism. Here we are not at-
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tempting an overall summation of the
CPUSA, its work in other major fields
and all lhe factors that contributed lo
the rise of revisionism. We are focusing
on the line, "left" economism, that led
the work of the CP in the early Depres-
sion, and especially the way that line
got carried out in the trade union work
of the Pariy, the building of bhe Trade
Union Unity League.

For years, the revolutionary move-
ment that grew out of the lg60s has
been plagued by the tendency to resur-
rect the lines of bhe thirties uncribical-
ly. Xerox machines and old documents
have kept dogmatists busy all through
bhe last decade. New and old revision-
ist parties promote now one, now
another, of bhe "old" CPUSA's polibi-
cal lines and organizational plans. At
times it seems like we are waiching a
competition over which group can
most quickly re-enact the CP's slide
down the road to hell.

Even among genuine revolutionar-
ies, there still exists a tendency lo
swallow uncritically ihe revisionisb
CP's his[orical summabion of its own
past.

In the last years there have been a
whole series of books published by bhe

CP and its admirers bo establish ibs or-
ganizational "lineage" [o bhe "glory"
of the pasb, and to spread its summa-
[ion of the ihirties: The works of
William Z. Fosier (American Trade
Unionism, History of the CPUSA,
Pages From a Worher's Lifel; John
Williamson's Dangerous Scot; and
Labor's Untold Srory, by Morais &
Boyer, among others. In addition there
is a collection of memoirs by social'
democrats formerly in lhe CP: Peggy
Dennis' The Autobiography of an
American Communist; Al Richmond's
Long View from the Left, eLc. Add to
this Black Bolsheuih, by ex-CP (and
present CPML) figure Harry Hay-
wood, who manages to uphold every
wrong line the CP ever had on trade
unionism, even when some of lhese
conflict with each other. In all bhese
upside-down accounbs, lhe economic
struggle the workers waged before
World War 2 was the greatest heights
the class could aspire io, and bhe CP's
role in organizing bhat sbruggle the pin-
nacle of communisb work.

AII his[ory is wri[ten bo fight for a
political line. The pro-revisionisb
hisbories present a cerLain (narrow) pic-
ture of the economic struggle of bhe
'30s in order to glorify econohism; the
fanatical anti-communist social demo-
crat,s (such as Irving Howe and Lewis
Coser, and Theodore Draper, whose
books are standard bourgeois bexts on
the period) paint a picbure of some
perfectly good trade unionism ruined

by "Stalinisi" zealots who insisted on
tainting it with politics on "orders
from Moscow." The history we have
written here is written io root ouL econ-
omism, not praise it.

Any nosbalgic at0achment bo [he po-
litical lines of bhis period, because of
the breadth of the motion among bhe
workers or because some of the leaders
of [he struggle called themselves
communists, complebely misses the
point of studying history. It is not an
accident thab almost every opportunisl
line to emerge within the revolutionary
movement boday wrapped it,self in the
mantle of one period or another of [he
"old" CPUSA. This includes lhe
Mensheviks who split from the RCP in
January 1978. Of course, these par-
ticular opportunists consider the CP of
1929-1935 a little too "left"-ihey base
bhemselves on the CP's more openlY
righiist periods.'r However, ihe "left"
economism so characteristic of the CP
in the early Depression has been taken
up lock, stock and barrel by some to-
d"y (the Communist Workers Party,
for exampleT), and it remains a devia-
tion quite suited io the present period,
especially since it is so able bo disguise
ibself wibh revolubionary phraseology.

The CP lost its bearings right at the
moment of its greatest opportuniiy.
For us, in the 1980s, the practical rele-
vance of these hisborical lessons is ob-
vious.

II. CP'S INTERNAL
STRUGGLE,

PREPARING FOR
CRISIS

For a full year before ihe stock
market crash, the Communist Parby
raced againsb bime [o shake up iLs own
ranks and prepare to play a revolu-
tionary role in bhe turmoil it knew was
coming.

Seven years of "peaceful
prosperity," with its accompanying
reaction and repression, had cut away
ab the broad influence the Party had
won in ihe posb WWl upsurge and ihe
early 1920s. Its numbers shrank to a

few thousand members, concentraLed
especially among foreign-born workers,
who, because of their involvement in
bhe revolutionary movemenis of
Europe, tended bo have a much higher
political level ihan many native-born
workers. These losses were inevitable,
to one degree or another, during such a
period of ebb. But within the Party
there arose a sirong righbis[ tendency
that, lhrived on and in iurn fed an in-
tense demoralizaiion.

By 1928, this more and more openly



revisionist lrend became concentrated
in ihe line of Jay Lovesbone (Parby
head since 1927) and his supporlers.
'Iheir consistenb line had been to em-
phasize ihird party coalitions with
various reformers, social democrabs,
farm populists and trade unionists. As
bhese forces, one by one, merged into
the political campaigns of bourgeois
politicians, like Wisconsin Senator
Roberb LaFollette's presidential bid,
the Loves[oneites fought within the
Party to have Communisbs follow
these "progressives" into the clammy
waters of the American "mainstream."

"Our big demonstrations and mass
meetings are altogether boo much con-
fined to evenbs [hat appeal only bo bhe
revolubionary and more progressive
worker who, afber all, is bhe excepbion
in the American working class. . the
practically unsophisticated masses of
American workers cannot be reached
by these mass meetings and mass
demonsbrations. They can only be
reached by discussions of problems
and issues which they undersband and
recognize. Capitalism, unfortunabely,
is not yeb an issue wibh them, nor is it a
problem of theirs."

But surrounded by ihe signs of
rapidly approaching crisis, with the
clear analysis of the Communist Inier-
na[ional that sbabiliza[ion was coming
to an end, bhe Lovestone leadership of
the CP and all lhat they represented
sbood out more and more siarkly as an
obstacle to seizing the opportunities
arlslng.

In 1928, the Communist Interna-
tional launched an inbernational strug-
gle against those determined to stick
their heads in bhe sand and igrore whab
was coming. Il wrote that the "presenb
stabilization period is growing into a

period of gigantic cataclysms."t'
A political confronbation was brew-

ing as the iwo lines sharpened up,
driven by events. The three major
Lovestoneites (Gitlow, Lovesbone and
Pepper) produced a thesis of "Ameri-
can Excepiionalism," a smug, agnosbic
rejection of Marxism-Leninism. They
announced [he "Hooverian Age," "an
epoch of affluence and magnificence, of
peace and prosperiby. "rri "A power-
ful technical revolution is [aking place
in lhe United States, a tremendous ra-
iionalization, an increase in bhe forces
of production, which in its effects can
be compared to a second industrial re-
volution."r'

The struggle broke out and raged
over the question of whether crisis was
coming, and ulbimabely whebher there
was a possibility of revolution in the
United Stabes. When Lovesbone and

his closest, supporters were expelled,*
the Parby had consolidabed itself
around a new line that, bouched every
area of its work, on the Black national
question, on the question of crisis and
the laws of capibalism-and whab con-
cerns us in this article-a new view of
political work in the working class and
the trade unions, bhe line of "revolu-
tionary unions."

Throughout 1929, this political two-
line struggle within the Party was
paralleled by a campaign to creaLe a
mass revolutionary organization to
lead the upsurge of the masses that in-
tensified crisis and impoverishmenI
would bring. September l, 1929, two
mon[hs before lhe crash on Wall
Sireet, bhe Trade Union Unity League,
a federation of "revolutionary trade
unions," was gavelled into exisience at
its Cleveland convenbion.

The very facb that bhis sbruggle book
place, that communists anbicipated the
crisis and fought to prepare their own
ranks, is testimony to the science of
Marxism, and puts the lie bo bhe scrib-
blings of bourgeois economisIs and his-
torians who declare that the crash was
unforeseen and unforeseeable. At the
same bime, the new line of the Party
showed the powerful weaknesses in un-
derstanding [hab accompanied its re-
newed revolutionary spirit. And bhese
were weaknesses that were going bo

have a powerful influence on the abili[y
of the CP io carry bhrough with its
plans bo build a revolutionary move-
ment.

Changes in Trade Union
Line-from TUEL to TUUL

Like every other aspect of the CP's
polibical line, the trade union strategy
of the Party was in sharp crisis as the
Roaring '20s prosperity drew to a
close. Since 1922, ihe Party had
basically followed a policy of concen-
brating on lhe economic shruggles in-
volving the esbablished trade unions,

* Loves.tone's expulsion in 1929 was
preceded by the poliLical struggle with a
tiny clot, of Trotskyites, whose dishonest in-
trigue scarcely took the form of a major line
struggle. In any case, they are incidental Lo
the events we are analyzing here.

ln passing iL is inieresting to note lhat,
Lhe Lovestoneites degenerated completely
into renegades, stool pigeons, CIA agenbs
and general professional anti-communists.
Aft,er years of political intrigue within the
American trade union movement, Love-
stone became the CIA's favorite operative
within the labor movement, especially in-
ternaLionally. He was involved in arranging
union credentials for CIA agenLs bound for
LaLin America, and other unsavory service
to imperialism.

seeking to build a national movement
of left-wing caucuses-"the militani
minori[y"-wibhin bhem, bo
amalgamate them into industrial
unions, and radicalize Lhe working
class by seizing lhe leadership of the
unions and taking them to the left.
This was the policy of "boring from
within," closely associated with
William Z. Fosier, a leading member of
the CP and the leader of its trade union
work for years. Fos[er's policies were
based on the assumption [hab winning
leadership of the majority of workers
by leading [heir economic struggles
was the necessary steP toward anY
polibical movement.

"tt may be accepted as an axiom bhab

whoever controls the lrade unions is
able to diciate the general policies'
economic, political and otherwise of the
whole working class. " ' '

And further, according to Foster, this
process had to go ihrough established
trade union channels because aP-
proaching the workers directly and
politically would inevitably produce re-
jection. As Foster later explained it

"the old brade unions had t,he vital ad-
vantage of speaking bhe same language
as ihe broad masses in resPecb of
religion, patriotism and general Ameri-
can tradibions while the dual unionist
revolutionaries were usually anti-
religious, anti-patriotic, and altogether
scornful of American tradibions in
general.

"The basic advanlage of boring from
within as a method over dual unionism
was tha[ the miliiants, by being inside
the old unions, negated altogebher the
adverse affects of several of the above
sbrong mass opinions and predilecbions
and grea[ly modified ihose of the rest;
with the general resulb that the
mili[ants had a be[ter approach to the
workers and were thus enabled to win
to their side large and ever decisive
masses of them for policies of class
slruggle. " |"

The Trade Union Educational
League (TUEL), founded by Fosber
before he joined the ParbY, was
adopted by the new-born Communist
Party in 1922 Lo be ibs major weapon in
bhe triumphant march through the
unions.

"Our main strategy was bo revolu-
tionize these [AFL craftl unions by giv'
ing them Communist leadershiP
(through organized minorities, and
such official posbs as we could
conquer), by amalgamating bhem into
industrial unions, and aside from par-
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TUUL
bial support of exisbing independen[
Inon-AFLI unions in unorganized in-
dusbries, by organizing the unorganiz-
ed masses into the old ones. The TUEL
naLional center directed this general
minori[y movemenb and challenged the
AP of L bureaucrats for leadership of
Lhe masses."' I

It didn't work Lhab way. By 1923, the
very "progressive" brade union of-
ficials thal lhe Party planned to unite
with in a "lefb-progressive bloc" were
pabching up their differences with the
main body of bhe union bureaucracy
and helping bo launch a massive expul-
sion campaign against Communists.
'Ihe union sLrucLure did nob move to
the left, bub insLead dove headlong into
a frenzy of wheeling and dealing, bribe-
baking, "labor" banking and infamous
new schemes bo help speed-up bhe
workdrs. Where bhe Party had suc-
cessfully won some leadership of the
economic struggle, in the coal mines
and garmenb induslry, the influence
did not lead to secure positions within
the union strucbure, but to massive
and violent expulsion fights.

MosL important of all, from a com-
munist poinl of view, the policy did not
lead to Lhe polilical radicalization of
bhe working class.

Although Fosber bitterly fought the
LovesLone facbion for control of ihe
Parby, and ultimately opposed their re-
jection of the line of the Communist In-
ternational, his line on trade union

lwork was based on a similar view of
lstraighr, sLeady work around the day-
Ito-day concerns of Lhe masses. When
Lhe line was pub into practice ib meb
wiLh failure, and when sbruggle broke
oub ib did not follow bhe plan and lead
bo radicalization of bhe masses through
union posilions for the "militant
minority." Conditions had changed,
the economic struggle died down dur-
ing the '20s, and with ib bhe willingness
of union officials lo allow bhemselves
to be dragged inbo confrontation with
ihe employers evaporated.

'Ihree industries did provide the
Comrnunists wi[h a mass base: tex-
tiles, coal and the garmenL industry.
All three of these industries missed bhe
"golden glow" of prosperity. For
various reasons, vicious price wars,
layoffs and wage cutting swept them
years before bhe overall Depression
itself broke out. Because of the intensi-
ty of the oppression, the rapid im-
poverishment and the man-killing
speedup, and because there was a large
percentage of immigrant workers con-
centrated there, the Communisls won
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massive influence. But ins[ead of seiz-
ing control from the well-enbrenched
hacks, they were expelled, often tak-
ing thousands of workers wibh them.

In 1928, under pressure from Lhe
Communisb International and from
stark reality, the CP broke with "bor-
i.rg from within" and sbarted to
organize independent unions. In
Sepbember, 1928, the National Miners
Union (NMU) was formed oub of ihe
militants of the crushed 1927 miners'
strike bo "Save our union." With that
defeab [he AFl-affiliated United Mine
Workers had been broken organiza-
tionally ihroughout the coalfields and
ibs treachery had earned bhe hatred of
the more active and advanced workers.
The NMU vowed bo replace ib with
miliLant "class slruggle" industrial
unionism. Similarly bhe National Tex-
bile Workers Union was formed at the
same time, out of bhe ashes of the
sbrike of 26,000 cot[on mill workers in
New Bedford, Mass. In December,
1928, the revolutionary fur workers,
their organization inlacL after years of
bitter and bloody slruggle in the New
York garment district (where the AFL
hacks had driven oul 12,000 mem-
bers-bhe whole New Yoik member-
ship), unibed obher expelled and mili-
banl garmeni workers around them-
selves and their Communist leaders t<r
form the Needle 'Irades Industrial
Union. These were bhe first results of
bhe new line of the Communist Party in
the trade unions, and the signs that Lhe
Communists were breaking with
religious awe for the eslablished labor
in sti tution s.

Dual Unionism

Convenbional wisdom among social
democrats, revisionists, bourgeois
historians and even some genuine com-
munists is bhab the Communist Party,
driven by frustration, flipped into an
infanIile, sberile and sectarian
ultra-"left" binge in the late twenties,
and recovered its senses barely in lime
lo make its historic contribu[ion to bhe
American working class: the building
of the industrial unions in basic in-
dustry and bhe passage of unemploy-
ment insurance.

By forming dual unions (unions
aparb from and sometimes paralleling
the existing AFL craft unions), this
story has it, the Communists violated
sacred principles and cut themselves
off from the "mainsbream of American
labor." Gloriously pure bub inevitably
rejected.

Foster, despite bhe fact thab he led
the Party's practical union work of this
period, and even gave ib critical en-

dorsements in his la[er histories,'" is
undoubtedly a major source of the
"dual union" taboo. After all it was
Fosber himself whose main contribu-
Lion bo t,he theology of American revi-
sionism was thaL dual unionism was
the U.S. revolutionary movemenl's
original sin: "Dual unionism has
poisoned lhe very springs of progress
in the American labor movement, and
is largely responsible for ils present
sorry plight." "'

In his view even lhe mosb hidebound
craft unions resLricted to skilled (and
usually whibe) workers had, as Foster
put it, an inherenbly "working class
charac[er under bheir veneer of bour-
geois ideology and reactionary leader-
ship "'' The very idea of forming
"dual unions" conjures up the image of
"splitting the working class" if you
succeed, and sberile isolation if you
don'b.

'Ihis ignores the facL that lhe work-
ing class was (and is) already split, inLo
a polibically backward labor arisbo-
cracy, and the broader masses of or-
dinary workers, among whom i[ was
(and is) extremely imporbanb to build
up a revolutionary political pole, in op-
posiLion to the reactionary outlook ac-
tively promoted by the bourgeoisie's
representatives in the unions whose
social base comes from Lhis labor
aristocracy. This certainly does not
mean thaL bhe bask of communisbs was
(or is) bo smash the existing unions, or
to seb up special economic org,aniz.a-
tions for the most advanced workers.
BUL the criticism of dual unionism
leveled againsb the TUUL thal has
been sbandard gospel about bhis period
really amounts to Lhe viewpoinL of bhe
labor arislocracy and those like AFL
head Samuel Gompers (Lhe George
Meany of his day) who claim that they
are ihe "legitimate" spokesmen of the
whole working class.

Any concrebe analysis of bhe objec-
tive conditions in the working class at
thab time shows thab by the time the
crisis got going, the AFL was so
isolated from bhe profound turmoil
among the industrial workers bhab to
try to center political work inside of i[1
would violate ihe basic principle ofl
uni[ing with the masses. I

Throughout the '20s, the AFL
shrank sbeadily, and was more and
more exclusively based on [he most
skilled workers, and focused on the
babtle for privileges over the masses.
The few industrial unions within the
Federabion were hardest hit. Some, like
the brewery workers and bhe seaman's
union, simply folded. The United Mine
Workers, the largest and mosb influen-
tial union in the U.S., disintegrated
under the combined assaulb of the pro-



found overproduction crisis in coal
(starting in 1922]. and the gruesomely
reactionary policies of the John L.
Lewis clique. In 1920, bhe AFL had en-
compassed 19.4% oI the working class,
and in major struggles was actually a
vehicle for leading the broad masses,
including thq.unskilled. By 1930, the
AFL barely'bpoke foi' loqo of ihe
workers, even by its own figures.

Great, sections of American industry
were virbually untouched by union
organization, including most of steel,
auto, electrical equipment,, rubber, ce-
ment, textiles, chemicals, food, oil and
non-ferrous mining. Where unions did
exist they were usually so corrupt and
conservabive that they were worse
than useless, even to the workers who
belonged to them, and were propped up
as an insLrumenC of bhe employers. It is
typical that the AFL opposed
unemployment insurance far into the
Depression on the grounds that lhe
"dole" undermined the individual ini-
biative that "made America great"!

Fortune magazine reported the ob-
vious: "The Federation has been suf-
fering from pernicious anaemia,
sociological myopia, and hardening of
the arteries. "'^ Wherever struggle
broke oub, new unions sprang up,
organized by those expelled from the
AFL, including "non-political"
unionists, socialists and various
defeated bureaucrats, all compebing for
the leadership of the masses. Com-
munists were not the only ones forced
to give up neat little plans for "boring
from within."

But in facb, Lhere is a very serious
error associated with dual unionism,
and that is syndicalism, a [endency
which has hisLorically been deeply
rooted in the U.S. revolutionary move-
ment, including the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) at Lhe
beginning of the cenbury. Syndicalism
sees bhe task of transforming owner-
ship of the means of production from
the hands of bhe capitalists bo the
workers as principally an economic
question, neglecting the key role of the
state and state power, of political
revolution, in this transformation.
Usually this means organizing the
working class to fight for socialism on
an economic basis-shop by shop and
industry by industry-and neglecting
[he political organization of the
workers, bheir organization to carry
ouL revolubionary political struggle
and eventually political insumec-
iion-a line that often involves under-
estimating or even denying the need
for the political party of the working
class as its highest form of organiza-
tion. In the old IWW, it even book the
form of a stand against such political

struggle as the fight against the first
world war, and calling on the workers
to concentrate instead on building up
the battles againsi their employers.

For bhe CP in the period we are talk-
ing about here, this syndicalism shows
itself clearly in the very idea of
"revolutionary unionism," as though
industrial unions which can only be
organized on a shop-by-shop and
industry-by-industry basis were bhe
basic revoluiionary organization of the
working class. This is bied to the CP's
economist line of unfolding political
work mainly around the struggle over
wages and working conditions. Whab
was wrong with the CP's line was nol
so much the "dual" as the "unionism."

Gastonia

In bhe spring of 1928, in the small
North Carolina mill town of GasLonia,
'the new CP-led bextile union got its
baptism of fire. The sbruggle in
Gastonia was a first glimpse of coming
changes in fhe consciousness and ac-
tivity of even the more backward sec-
bions of the working class. And it broke
oul at the climax of bhe two-line strug-
gle wiih the Lovestoneiies within the
Party including the sharp inbernal
debate over how to conduct political
work in bhe working class upsurges.

The bourgeoisie was proud of the po-
litical backwardness of the Southern
whibe workers. They were religious, ra-
cist, filled wibh the ignorant backward-
ness of rural life, and held up as ex-
amples of why revolution was only bhe
un-American scheme of foreigners.
When they rebelled under Communisb
leadership it was a political sbabement
Lhat electrified the whole couniry, and
inevitably brought, oui the most deter'
mined hatred of the oppressors.

Year after year of inbensifying ex-
ploibation, a workday of eleven and
twelve hours, the nerve-wracking work
of tending several looms at once, and
the constant "strelch-out" increasing
the work load on each worker, all Lhe ef'
fects of the intensified competition and
crisis within the texbile industry
brought, the workers Lo the limits of
human endurance. Every institution in
the company bowns sbood against
ihem. Even the preachers were
notorious for teaching that the Bible
opposed bathing, in order to excuse the
company housing without indoor
plumbing. Within days of being con-
tacted by the National Textile Workers
Union, bhe workers felt they had what
they had needed for years, a leading
center with experience in fighting the
oppressors, and the promise of outside
relief to keep their families alive when

the wages stopped. Coniact between
the union and a few active workers,
two speeches to crowds of workers
from the Loray Mills, and the strike
was on.

Right from bhe start, ihe bourgeoisie
tried to redbait Lhe strikers and divide
bhe workers from ihe Communists. The
Gastonia Gazette ran a full page ad
"paid for by the Citizens of Gasbon
County," declaring:

"The strike at the Loray is something
more than merely a few men striking
for better wages. Ii was nob in-
augurated for that purpose. li was
st,arted simply for the purpose of over-
throwing this Government and
destroying property and to kill, kill,
kill.",!'

A federal mediaior at the scene an-
nounced that a setilement was in-
conceivable until "the workers divorce
themselves from their communistic
leaders." In its presenb form ii was
"not a strike, bui a revolt."

The strike was a sharp challenge to
bhe whole heavy hand of class rule in
the South. Nominally the demands of
the strikers were simply the means to
life itself. They demanded a weekly
wage of $20, a forty-hour week, no
more piece rate, betber living condi-
tions in the company housing, union
recognition. The mill superintendenL
replied, "You realize that if we should
comply wibh them, it would mean that
we would virtually give you the plant."
All the local pillars of society were
mobilized against them: the press, the
NaIional Guard, sheriffs, the
nightriders called "The Commibtee of
100," all aimed at stomping out bhe
spark that bhreatened to ignibe the
SouLhern working class and spread
throughoub the counbry.

The strikers were almost immediate'
ly evicted from their company housing
and forced bo live in tents piLched in
the mud. Facing beatings and gunfire
almosi consbantly, they organized arm-
ed self-defense. When bhe lawmen and
thugs fired, they fired back. When the
local police chief led a drunken charge
on bhe union hall, he was blown awaY'
These strikers knew the odds bhey
were up againsb, but bhey considered
their lives intolerable and were deter-
mined to change things no matier
what. This is whab made their struggle
a manifesto that threw cold fear into
the hearts of the bourgeoisie and
broughb supporb for their fight from
across the South and throughout the
country.

Workers came from every Southern
staie. By foot, horse and ramshackle
car they came to suppori the struggle.
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In surrounding mill towns, every twist
and turn of the strike was watched in-
tensely. Advanced forces eagerly made
contac[ with bhe union and bhe Party
and repeated abbempts were made to
turn the s[rike into a general strike of
the mills in bhe area.

Calls went out to the Nabional Guard
bo mutiny and join the strikers:

"Workers in lhe Nabional Guard: we,
ihe striking workers, are your bro-
thers. Our fight is your fight. Help us
win bhe strike Refuse [o shoot or
bayonet your fabhers or bro[hers
Fight with your class, the striking
workers. "3"

In bhe few shori months [he strike
lasted, before it was crushed in a
bloody wave of lynch-mob terror, a
political battle raged among the Com-
munisbs about how to conduct lhe
strike. II paralleled [he strike itself in
intensiby and bitterness.

The question was whether or not and
how bhe strike should be "politicized,"
as ib was then said, and one of [he
sharpest ways this came down was
over the issue of whether or not the
strikers should take up the "race ques-
tion." All bub a few of the workers were
white, as a result of Jim Crow practices
by the owners. The CP slrike leaders
opposed baking up the question of Jim
Crow at all, fearing that it might divide
the white slrikers and undermine some
of ihe support the strike was receiving
from the community.

Fred Beal, the main CP sbrike
organizer, recounls wi[h scorn in his
autobiography, how another comrade

"brought orders from bhe Cominlern
and from the Central Commibbee that I
emphasize the Negro Question. I ex-
plained that there had been only lwo
Negroes working in the mill and that,
they had fled when the strike sbarted.
But, Weisbord argued bhat this situa-
bion involved other things bhan a mere
strike.

"'I['s not just a skirmish. We must
prepare the workers for the coming
revolution. We must look ahead and
smash all feelings of inequality,' he in-
sisbed.

"I failed to understand how it was
possible bo bring inio the sbrike the
question of Negro rights when there
were no Negroes involved."''

semifeudal oppression of .Black people
(even ihough many sharecroppers were

white). In fact, the huge supply of labor
available to the mill owners, including
the many sharecroppers who had work-
ed in the mill a[ one time or another in
[he past, was a bremendous obstacle to
the strikers. True, the strike could be
waged without any reference to Black
people at all-but it was a fantasy to
say that the sit,uabion of the s[rikers
had nothing to do with the oppression
of Black people. Certainly bhere was a
basis bo "politicize" the sbrike in bhis
sense.

In nearby Bessemer City, the line of
trying to spread the slruggle from
Gasionia into a general sbrike in the
Southern textile industry-a line also
opposed by the open rightists within
the Party-began bo become a reality.
The workers sbruck one of the few mills
that employed both Black and whiie.
At a union meeting, bhe whiles re-
quested that a Jim Crow wire be
stre[ched between the workers. The
Communist organizer of the meeting,
George Pershing, strung it up. The
Black workers left the meeting and
never came back; and the sbrike
crumbled until it consisted of just a
few blacklisted workers pickeLing a
humming factory."

Even more telling was that when the
nalional CP leadership sent a leading
Party member, Otto Hall, to roob oul
this betrayal of the new "Negro pro-
gram of the Union, the RILU, the
Parby and the CI,*" he capitulated too.l
To the disgusL of the Parby center, he
suggesbed that the Black workers be
organized inbo a separate organization
so that the issue of the wire would nob
come up. Hall was Black and this was
not a case of being infected with the
prevalent racism. Rabher it was a case
of giving in to what seemed mosl
"praciical"-after all, if ib's only a
union bhat you're afler, why go up
against segregaiion, which wasn'b
even really an issue at stake in bhis im-
mediate battle?="

Even afber the s[rike was crushed,
lhe two lines were carried right inlo the
kangaroo courtroom where l5 strikers
and leaders were railroaded on murder
charges, in connecbion with the
shooting of bhe police chief. Some Com-
munisis simply protested bheir in-
nocence, even though lhe Party's line
was bo proclaim the fight of self-
defense. One comrade, Edith Miller of
the Young Communist League, spit in
the face of the anti-communist
hysteria, openly declaring bhat revolu-

* The RILU was the Red International of
l,abor Unions, the internat,ional organiza-
tion of revolutionary and communisL.led
unions, and the CI is the CommunisL Int.er-
nalional.

tion was the agenda of the working
class, and when challenged on the
question, boldly defended abheism
from the witness stand.

The problem was ihai bhe two lines
thal were in conlenbion within the CP
over how Lo conduct this slrike were
both wrong, although one was clearly
counler-revolutionary. The open
righiisbs, including most of the on-Lhe-
spot leadership of the strike who were
associabed with the Lovesbone faction
(and who lefb the Party shorbly afLer),
foughb toobh and nail for the line bhat
"the struggle in Gas[onia was Lo win
the sbrike for ibs immediabe benefibs
and not for forming Soviebs," as Fred
Beal, Ihe main CP organizer, laber
wrote.:l

Instead of seeing Lhe sLrike as a
"school of war," as Lenin had said, "a
school in which bhe workers learn to
make war on Lheir enemies for lhe
liberabion of ihe whole people," the
obher line saw this sbrike as though it
were the war itself, as though this
struggle (or a spreading of it) could
lead in a straight line Lo revolution.

CP strike leader AlberL Weisbord
declared at a strike meeLing:

"This strike is the first shob in a baLble
which will be heard around Lhe world.
It will prove as important in Lransfor-
ming [he social and political life of this
country as [he Civil War iLself."'-'

Here Weisbord compleLely identifies
the strike wibh insurrecbion, as Lhough
they were bhe same thing. But this
blurring over of disbinclions, which is,
in the final analysis, rightisl, was
presented in a very "lefb" form. While
Beal, the open righbisL, was lrying Lo

talk bhe workers out of carrying guns
(apparently he lhought bhis sirike was
looking too much like an insurrection),
bhe "left" line was claiming bhat
because of the guns it already u)as an
insurrecLion.

As a na[ionally distributed CP pam'
phlet summing up ihe Gastonia sbrike
said:

"The struggle in Gastonia has reached
a far higher slage-that of armed
struggle [thislfurnishesirrefubable
proof of the process by which the inner
contradictions of capitalism in lhe im-
perialist period bring on economic
struggles which speedily bake on a
political character."="

True, especially because of condi-
tions in Gastonia, bhe strike did raise
sharp poli[ical issues-bhis is why il
slood out so clearly lhab the openly
rightist line was wrong. Bub the fact
that lhe sbrikers took up guns against
the law did nob in and of itself mean
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TUUL
thal they were acquiring a revolu-
tionary Marxisl outlook, bhab they were
waging a consciously political sLruggle
or a struggle over someLhing more Lhan
the Lerms of the sale of Lheir labor
power.

In fact, when the CP did try lo bring
Marxism bo bhis sbrike, it was badly in-
fected with the economism and syndi-
calism bhal appeared in such a "left"
form in bhe Party's declarabions. The
Young Communist League was bhe
main open face of bhe Party during bhe
st,rike. In a speech bhal drove the open
righrist Fred Beal up ihe wall, the YCL

TIIE WORKERS' ANSWER! By Fred Ellis
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As tt turned outr..aationatizationtt (speed.up, layolls and
other capitallst attempts to get out of the crlsis) didntt
automatically spread to revolutionary polltlcs among the
workers. Underestimation ol the task of eommunlsts to
translorm the consciousness ol the masses iswhat theCPts
llne durlng the earty Depression had in common with all
economlsm.
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representative gave lhe following an-
nouncemenb ab a press conference
when he arrived in Gastonia:

"I am here for bhe purpose of organi-
zing the Young CommunisL Workers'
[,eague. The principle view of bhe Com-
munisls is control of lhe counLry by the
workers. Under Communist control Lhe
Loray Mill and every oLher mill would
be operated by a general commitlee
made up of one represenbaLive worker
from each deparLmenb, and they would
elecb a manager who would be responsi-
ble to this general commibLee.""

At this poinb, Beal cut the YCL
representative off and told him that
from now on only he, Beal, would speak
Lo lhe press; he considered the speech a
provocation. Bu[ the real problem is
not that it upped bhe ante as far as bhe

mill owners were concerned. The mill
owners, faced with deadly competition,
were of the opinion that if they gave in
even around wages and working condi-
Lions they'd go broke, which was
almosi as bad as communisb revolu-
[ion. The real problem is thab Lhis
speech is sucker-baibing-an altempt
bo "sell" socialism lo Lhe workers on
ihe basis that this is how Lhey can
sabisfy their economic demands. It
reeks of syndicalism, and is at boLLom
a lhoroughly reformisL attempb Lo

make lhe goal of revolution seem "con'
crebe" [o ihe workers, as though con-
brol of bhe Loray Mills was what bhey
had been seeking all their lives.

The combinAbion of open righLism by
bhe CPers involved in Lhe strike on a
day-to-day level wilh the empty bom-
bast heaped on from outside formed a

unity-both aspecbs meanb that the CP
was doing libtle bo acbually divert [his
spontaneous battle into a conscious
part of bhe revolubionary struggle.
That's why the same man, George Per-
shing, who made lhe brash YCL slaie-
menL quoted above on his firsL day in
bown, was also the man who laLer
slrung up the Jim Crow wire at
Bessemer City. The general rhetoric
abouI revolubion quickly melLed in the
heal of practical work.

III. "LEFT''
ECONOMISM

At the Labor Day, 1929 convention
in Cleveland that founded the TUUL,
CP spokesman William Dunne de-
clared:

"The main objective of the RILU, the
overthrow of capitalism, requires for
its attainment organizabion of the

RATIONAil-tEAf #



workers in disciplined battalions
around a program which meets the dai-
ly needs of the masses."'*

For this purpose they set out to build
an organizaiion that would win wide-
spread influence among the workers by
focusing on bhe burning economic
needs of bhe masses, unionize them,
and bhen be the arena for increasing
"the class consciousness of the masses
on the basis of their experience in these
struggles." This they saw as the first
and central step to bake on bhe road to
revolution:

"The building of the TUUL, the
development of bhe new unions into
organizations of sbruggle for the daily
demands of the workers, especially in
the basic industries, is a prerequisite
for turning our Party in[o a mass Par-
[y, capable of leading bhe workers in
their sbruggles againsb capitalism."="

So naturally, following this line, the
convention of the "revolubionary
unions" spent lhe major parl of bhe
meebing broken down inbo 16 differenl
industrial caucuses developing a pro-
gram of immediabe economic struggle
for each branch of industry, and
cementing the organizational ties that
were hopefully to be bhe basis of
massive unions [hab would soon sweep
America.

Down to the smallest de[ails, bhe
new organization was built along union
lines-local bodies were going to be
Trade Union Unity Councils, pa[[erned
after the cenbral labor bodies of ihe
crafl unions.

Here was a rival center of union
organizabion that was going to fashion
itself into the perfecb vehicle for the
coming upsurge of the workers. "The
heart of [he convention was the sbrug-
gle against capibalist rabionalization
and all its evil consequences of speed-
up, unemployment, accidents, occupa-
tional sickness, low wages, etc.""" Any
worker who accepted t,he "basic pro-
gram of class sbruggle" was welcome.
And the eniire thrust of the organiza-
tion made it clear ihab this "class
struggle" was simply the opposite of
traditional "class collaboration"; it
meant "a militant slrike policy":tr plus
a general orienbation that the bosses
and the workers had nothing in com-
mon-a notion that does not at all
overstep the bounds of trade unionism.

At the end of the three-day conven-
tion, a rousing plenum "enthusiastical-
ly" passed a series of resolutions and
slogans that were inbended bo inject
revolutionary politics: "Build bhe
Trade Union Unity League! Fighb
Against Imperialisb War! Defend the

Soviei Union! Fight Against Capitalist
Rationalizalion! Organize the
Unorganized! For the 7-Hour Day,
5-Day Week! For Social Insurance! For
Full Racial, Social and Political Equali-
by for Negroes! Organize Youth and
Women! Defeab bhe Misleaders of
Labor! For World Trade Union
Unity1""'

An eclectic mixture of slogans tack-
ed onbo the end of a convention over-
whelmingly immersed in laying plans
for massive unionization drives. This
was what the CP saw as the first step
in combining the immediabe economic
demands of the workers wibh the major
polibical quesbions ihat faced the class.

On the one hand, bhe slogans book a
stand against the oppression of Black
people and called atbention to the
urgent political question of a new im-
perialist war aimed al the Soviet
Union; on bhe obher, the whole move-
menb was so consumed with its central
focus on alleviating the escalating im-
poverishment bhrough militant
unionization strikes, that even the
most baldly utopian and reformist
slogans like the "7-Hour Day" slipped
in as a major "rallying cry."

What was the plan behind this "revo-
lubionary unionism" and how was it go-
ing bo enable the CommunisL Party to
lead an uprising to overthrow the
sysbem and the government? In short,
what was supposed to be "revolu-
tionary" about this unionism?

To undersband this, we have to get a
picture of what the CP thought was go-
ing on in the world, and how they
thought workers became revolution-
ary. In a nutshell, they thought thab
capitalism was so rotien ripe, that the
Depression was going to be so pro-
found and long lasbing, thab the
masses were plunging into such pro-
found impoverishment bhat every
demand for the very means of life
would challenge the system itself. As
the CP summed it up a few years later:
"Fight For Bread Is A Fight AgainsL
Capitalism."""

From the sbruggles against the ef-
fects of the crisis, out of ihe crying
needs of workers driven to slarvation
by unemployment and wage cuts,
would come ever greater explosions
and bhe approach of revolutionary con-
sciousness and the revolution itself.

As the CP portrayed its smoobh ride
to power:

"The revolutionary way out of the
crisis begins with t,he fight for
unemployment insurance, against
wage cuts, for wage increases, for relief
to the farmers-through demonstra-
tions, strikes, general strikes, leading
up to the seizure of power, to the

destruction of capitalism by a revolu-
bionary workers' government.""'

There was one libtle problem with
bhis [heory. It was based on idealism,
not on the actual laws of developmenb
of society. As we shall see in a moment,
the result of [his was that bhe CP got
stuck, completely bogged down in a
long fruibless battle to complebe [he
first stage-winning bhe majority of
bhe workers to its leadership in the
economic struggle.

Bub firsb, we have bo examine exacily
what is wrong with this whole plan for
revolution theoretically, bheir view of
crisis, and their view of consciousness.

Crisis and Consciousness

The CP's view of crisis was bhab
capitalism, in the era of imperialism,
was so moribund that it was impossi
ble to mainbain even the most bem-
porary prosperity wibhout constantly
increasing bhe absolute impoverish-
ment of the masses. The misery and
desperation of the masses could only
mount until they were driven to deliver
the final blows io bhe system.

"Any recovery, therefore, thab may be
regisbered from the present economic
crisis can, al most, be only uery partial
and bemporary in character. Ii must
soon be followed by another crash still
more far-reaching and devastating to
the capitalist system.""-

Overall, bhe system was seen to be in
a permanent tailspin. What bhey over-
looked was exactly bhe possibility of a
world war affecting capitalism the way

Although hindsight makes ib easy to
criticize the CP's conception that a
revolubionary situation would quickly
develop in the U.S., such a develop-
ment was not inconceivable ab the time
this analysis was made, and of course
revolubionary situations did develop in
other countries during bhis period of
capitalist crisis. Nor was the CP's
analysis based on the assumption t'hab
economic crisis alone would give rise to
a revolubionary situation, since the CP
specifically pointed out that the world
was moving toward war, either among
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grasp the need for reuolution and
socialism was preserued.

It is exlremely telling that bhe same
month that the TUUL was founded,
Lhe Daily Worker reprinted prominent-
Iy a bheoretical ariicle written by CP
founder C.E. Ruthenberg in 1923, ex'
pounding the economist bheory of con'
sciousness:

"[The CP rejecied the] ggelhqd-d"Ep-
pg4g1!9.. thal is..Lhat we should pre-
s-6"flT6- Lhe working class our indict-
ment of the capibalist system, facts
aboub the exploibation of bhe working
class, the theory of surplus value, bhe

class struggle and bhe materialist con'
cepbion of hisbory, and by publishing
books, newspapers, pamphlets on the

the
Ysis
rder

ii'iril{ffil *

the imperialist powers or between bhe

imperialist powers and socialism, or
some combination of bhe two (which is
in fact wha[ happened), and that the
revoluEionary situabion would most
Iikely arise in conjuncbion with bhis
development.

What the CP bhoughb was mosi like-
ly was revolution in Germany, combin-
ed with attacks on this revolution and
the USSR and an inter-imperialist war
between the U.S. and Britain. Again,
this isn'i how things developed, but it
isn't so far off the mark-World War 2

did develop as a combination of inter-
imperialisi rivalry and a war io defend
socialism, and did give rise bo revolu'
tion in many countries. What is really
insane about the CP's line is that they
paid no attention bo its practical conse-
quences-here they correctly predicbed
that the world was about bo enter a tur-
bulent, period of war and revoluLion,
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and they still made the economic sLrug'
gle the "center of gravily" of bheir
work, as bhough the economic crisis
and the economic sbruggle were bhe

most revolutionary elements in the
situation.""

In the course of the struggle against
Lovestone's "American exceptional-
ism," the CP had flipped from classic
right economism lo a new, "lefb" form
of the same economism. Whereas
before [hey held that the working class
was too backward for communist
politics and had lo be spoon-fed
bhrough a long period of economic
struggle where it would learn its
precious "lessons" by summing up
"the experience of hard knocks," now
that severe crisis was coming, the CP
simply assumed that ihe same idealisb
process was going to be lelescoped into
a few stormy years. The same underly-
ing theory of how the masses come to

slrownr a newspaperts main task to "train the



and the way in which the evils of [his
system can be abolished"'

To rely on [hat melhod would mean
"we could wait for another million
years and there would be no Pro-
letarian revolution nor a dictatorship
of the working class," Rubhenberg
wrote. The method the CP adopled was
"quite a differeni method."

l"The policy of the CommunisL Par[y is
Ito associale it,self with ihe workers in
it,he everyday struggle. Communists
fight with the wage workers and
faimers in support of bhe demands
which they make of the caPilalisls
because it is in these s[ruggles and
through lhese struggles [haL the
workers learn the character of the
capit,alist sysbem, and Lhere is
developed the will to Power of lhe
workers, the determination bo triumph
over the enemy who exPloits and oP-
nroqqa< i hpm

| .iruggles of Lhe

I mosl favorable con-

i ning Lhe influence
I tpCnmmunist.Par-

trp@

t"-..- .----. -he Communisl Par'
f$i[tv. tte workers learn by experience Lhe$5ty. tt. workers learn by experience Lhe

lc-haracter of the capitalist sysLem.

I They learn by their experience in the
I struggle lhat ihe government under
the capibalisL sYstem is merelY an

agency of the capibalist for maintain-
ing bhe sysLem of exploiiation. They
learn this not through iheoretical
presenlation and proof of the facbs, but
through the hard knocks of iheir ex-
perience with the capilalisls, and wibh
ihe governmenl which suPPorLs ihe
capibalisl system.""7

qyslgrr!-a struggle the workers cannot
wagEunless they are brained bhrough
agitation (as well as taking up strug-
gles around questions that bring out
the need for revolution). Lenin's view
was whaL Rubhenberg was caricatur-
ing-bhat the principal role of commu-

in What Is To Be Done, and the line
Ruthenberg puts forward is an almosb
word-for-word repebition of ihe line
Lenin atiacks.

Lenin made it unmisbakablY clear
(to anyone who cared to read him), and
the experience of ihe Russian
Bolshevik Party certainly confirmed
his line, that bhqllqsk-o:lanqlnuni!]!q is:

Srl1dlye1s ("class against, class," as

nists is bo bransform the consciousness
of the workers and the masses, Lo

"create public opinion," as Mao laber
put it, so thab when the conditions for
revolution are ripe, the working class

Withoutl
ontaneousl
can be nol
ing power.l

What Ruthenberg does distorb is Lhe

central role of
tion-especially

-i6[-mean simpl
the exploitation of the working class,
the bheory of surplus value" ebc., as

bhough it amounted to Passing oul
economic charts and free coPies of
Capital al factory gates' Speaking of
the absolubely central importance of
organizing political exPosures
(especially [hrough a newspaper, nob
just "agitating at meetings"), Lenin
rips up the economist theory of "rais-
ing the activily of the workers"
through "political agitation on an
economic basis" (exactly whaL RuLhen-
berg is calling for), and declares:

"The consciousness of the masses of
the workers cannoL be genuine class
consciousness, unless'the workers
learn to observe from concrete, and
above all from toPical (current),
political facts and evenLs, euery oLher
social class and all [he manifestaiions
of bhe intelleciual, ethical and polibical
life of these classes; unless they learn
to apply in praciice the materialist
analysis and bhe materialisL esbimabe
of all aspects of the life and aclivity of
all classes, s[rata and groups of the
popula[ion. Those who concenbrabe the
altention, observabion and con-
sciousness of the working class ex-

clusively, or even mainly, upon itself
alone are not Social-Democrabs; for its
self-realization is indissolubly bound
up not only with a fullY clear
theoreiical-it would be even more Lrue

to say not so much with a theoretical,
as with d pracbical undersbanding, of
the relationships bebween all the
various classes of modern sociely, ac-

This basic, underlYing economist
theory (that l'economic struggle is the
most widely applicable means of draw-
ing the masses into political move-
ment") was never rooted out. Indeed,
although i[ took a differeni form from
before, it was the guiding line of the

CP's work during bhe whole period we

are discussing (as well, of course, as

after, although again in a differenL
form).

Suddenly here, in 1929, was a crisis
thal promised an endless si'ccession of
hard knocks. Whab could an economist
expect except a rapid, auLomatic and
widespread "radicalizaLion"? The
masses were going directlY into a

revolutionary mood.

"A sure radicalizalion is being broughL
about by 30 to 40 cents a day wages for
Kentucky miners, $3.50 wages for a

70-hour week for SouLhern texbile
workers, and similar conditions in
obher indus[ries. StarvaLion wages are
destroying the capibalisiic illusions of
American workers and25 cenL wheat is
making poor farmers their allies."""

Whereas before, revolubionary agiLa'
tion was premature because the
workers hadn'L yei comPlebed the
sLage of economic sLruggle, now it was
unnecessary because the masses were
already revolu[ionary. The role of Lhe

communists was now simply Lo race to
cabch up with lhe masses, win Lhe

leadership of bhe majorily of workers
in their ineviiable resistance bo lhe
crisis, cemenL organizaLional conLrol,
and hold on tight bhrough the siorms
teading Lo revolution itself.

Social'Fascism

The very same LheoreLical error thab
made the CP think that it did not have
Lo diuert bhe economic struggle from
its sponlaneous course, led bo tremen-
dously overesbimaLing the ease with
which bhe Parly would win bhe leader-
ship of the sLruggle for unions and
relief. Afler all, if capitalism is in such
desperate straits that it cannob granL
any concessions, and at everY burn
must answer struggle with "fasciza'
tion," and if every struggle for reforms
quickly reveals bhe sLruggle for revolu-
lion lurking right below lhe surface-
what will the reformists do in bhe class
slruggle? The very facl bhai lhey are
commilted opponenbs of revolution
will force lhem into the open camp of
Lhe bourgeoisie even before actual
revolution eruPts. All non-
revolubionary forces would be forced
by their very nature Lo aLLack anY
struggle the masses waged for
unionization, or relief, or bread.

"II is no accidenb bhab whenever a big
sbrike movement breaks oub, bhe capi-
balisb press shrieks thab it is due bo Com-
munisl influence, and the A.F. of L. and
Socialist Parby leaders wail bhaL Lhe

masses have got beyond bheir conLrol."

rp di v e4 Lhe _WqrLgrs-fu!q_th9--spp4-
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" I0 is true that all sLruggles for daily
bread, for milk for children, againsb
evicbions, for unemploymenI relief and
insurance, for wage increases, for the
right to organize and sLrike, etc., are
directly connected up with bhe ques-
Lion of revolu[ion. Those who are
againsl the revoluLion, who wanl to
mainbain bhe capiLalisL system, are
prepared lo sacrifice lhese struggles of
the workers in order to help the
capitalists preserve lheir profits.

"Only Lhose can courageously lead
and stubbornly organize the fight for
[he immediate inberests of the toiling
masses, who know thaL these things
must be won even though ib means the
desbrucbion of capitalist profits, and
who draw the necessary conclusion
that the workers and farmers must
consciously prepare bo overihrow
capibalism." "'

In obher words, reformism is dead,
the very profundily of the crisis killed
it. The committed leaders of social
democracy, frightened and repelled by
bhe revolubionary nabure of the fight
for reforms, would flock to Lhe defense
of profits. Social democrats, in the U.S.
and internationally, had become social-
fascists, a wing of bourgeois terror. On-
ly Communists could lead the milibanl
fight for reforms, because only Com-
munists stood for revolution. The
working class had become a clear field.

To bhe exten[ that the CP in this
period branded these reactionaries as
agenbs of capitalism, we have no quar-
rel. And countless examples, like the
bloody suppression of the workers of
Berlin in 1929 by the "socialist" police
chief Zorgiebel, prove that bhese right-
wing socialists were certainly capable
of viciously, even lerroristically de-
fending capitalism.

The problem is Lhat the whole situa-
tion was far more complex bhan bhe
CP's simple view of a downhill fall,
where bhe choice is "eilher fascism or
social revolution." Overall, there was
still a role for social democrats to play
as reformists, confusing the masses by
spreading countless pipedreams and
schemes about how to alter bhe system
here or there and make things better.
There was still plenty of room for the
social democrats of many kinds to
slither around among the oppressed
spreading their poison. That was sbill
their principal role.

In fact, the theory of "social-
fascism" principally led the CP in a
rightist direction, just like the whole
"left" economist line did overall. If
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reformists were going to expose
bhemselves decisively through their
fascist attacks on reform struggles,
then libble more was needed to win
leadership from bhem than being ihe
mosb milibanb and consistent defenders
of the economic needs of [he masses.
What should have been a fierce
political and ideological s[ruggle over
how capitalism works and whaL it
takes io get rid of bhe system, simply
became a competibion between which
polibical brend could best lead the
everyday sbruggles. Contrary to
economisb gospel, reformisbs are often
skilled at leading struggles iactically
withou[ "selling [hem oub"-the prob-
lem is they leave things at that.

At the same time, communists, who
represent the overall and long-range in-
berests of the working class, fighl for
these inberests in the day-to-day ba[-
tles as well, which sometimes means
that the fight for victory in bhese bat-
[les is subordinated to ihe working
class's higher interes[s. Given [his, lhe
only way communisls can successfully
compete head to head with reformists
within the limiLs of the trade-union
sbruggle is by becoming ,reformists
themselves-and even there, the old,
original, proven reformisbs often have
bhe advantage.

IV. POLITICAL
WORK

Agitation and Propaganda

In practice, because the working-
class movement was still in an overall
ebb (1929-1933 saw a deep lull in
sbrikes overall), despite very sharp out-
breaks within i[ and a mood of tense
anticipabion on [he parb of bhe broad
working class, the Party found iiself in
a position where the great volume of its
work was agitation after all. But this
was not sltig]il:(-Mer.Iist _eeitaiiqr

"which not only fans every spark o
discontent and arouses indignation at
every outrage, but knits togebher all
these oubrages inbo a cohereni picture,
tracing each to its source, and probes
beneabh the surface, scieniifically
analyzing the development of events

Instead, what bhe CP focused on, in
its leaflets, Lhe Daily Worher and iis
spoken agitation, was economic ex-
posures combined with calls to action.

by means of capitalism's inherenb lawsi

Since lhe line was thaL people learn on-l ..
l.y in the course of struggle andl "
especially the day-bo-day struggle, this
agitabion concentrabed on sparking
some acbion. The many bhousands of
CP'ers, locked into brade-union work,
beat bheir heads against the walls try'
ing to find just the right economic ex-
posure and demands to unleash the
fury of lhe masses and create the
school of "hard knocks" for conscious-
ness-rarslng.

This was tied lo some of the most
hackneyed and wooden "propaganda"
imaginable. Actually, there was nob all
thab much genuine communisb propa-
ganda-Marxisl maberial (wrilten or
spoken) which examines things in an
all-sided way and weaves various
even[s and elements together [o create
an overall picture. Rather, bhe main
thing was "propagaLion of lhe ulbimaLe
program of the ParLy," as it was said,
which often sunk to the level of simply
saying: it's bad here, ib's noL like lhat
in Russia. Foster's book, Touard a

Souiet Americo. wriiten to serve as bhe

main propaganda piece when Foster
ran for Presiden[ in the 1932 elecbion,
contains a long secbion on Soviet
Russia which is unbearably boring, far
more boring Ihan a few quobes can cap-
Iure.

This is because what it atbempls lo
do is paint a pie-in-[he'sky piclure of
the USSR, through a step'by-step com-
parison of conditions in bhe USSR and
the U.S. on an economic basis. Endless
statisbics , on bhe consbruction of
railroads, tractors, hydroeleclric
planbs and so on. Wages in the U.S.
and bhe USSR. Health care in the U.S.
and the USSR. Crisis here, uninter-
rupted prosperity lhere. Of course,
bhese stabisbics did represent the
tremendous advances the Sovieb work-
ing class was making in socialist con-
sbruction, and did paint a sharp con-
trasb bebween conditions in the two
sys[ems. Bub really, whab bhey amount
bo is an effort bo say lo the U.S.
workers: look, bhe workers really have
it good in Russia. 'Ihere is no abbempt
to inspire bhe workers wibh the pro'
spects of emancipation and lhe
transformation of class society. In
facb, according bo this view, classes
and class slruggle did nob exist in bhe

USSR and everything was just a mat'
ter of higher and higher development.
No wonder this seemed so strange and
utopian to many who read it (and bhe

many more who skipped the rest after
the firs[ few pages). In facb, lhis whole
secbion is a bypical example of an
economist (and petty-bourgeois) view
of socialism.

With this kind of "propaganda," no
wonder it seemed like a distraction and
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even an obstacle Lo bhe CP'ers doing
Lhe ParLy's mass work. More and
more the summaLion was thal such
work was a liblle "left," but really
Lhere was nothing very left about it. IL
seemed "absLract" and "alien"
because ib was noL connected bo realiby
as only Marxism could connecb it, and
because it was done in the absence of
communisl agibation, which, as Lenin
said, draws workers inbo the poinb of
view of Marxism "from living ex-
amples and from exposures, following
hot upon lhe heels of what is going on
around us These comprehensive
political exposures are an essential and
fundamentaL condibion for [raining the
masses in revolutionary activiby." ''
General, superficial dogma pasted onbo
economist work which leaves bhe

workers untrained in polibics doesn't
educabe anybody.

"Left" Economism Adjusted
Rightward

The coal fields had long represenbed
the great hope of the TUUL for a major
breakthrough in basic industry. The
miners were one section with a forty-
year history of industrial unionism. By
the late twenbies, the capitalist crisis
and the cynical bebrayal by the Lewis
machine had totally wrecked bhe once
dominant UMWA.

Union menbership had dropped from
hundreds of thousands to lens of
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lhousands. And every sbep ofretreat in
bhe '20s had been a bloody babble,
where miners, oflen led by Com-
munists, fiercely fought for their very
Iives. John L. Lewis, president of the
UMWA, was righteously hated by the
veterans of the mine wars. And the
chances were excellenb for the
emergence of a new union led by
revolution aries.

Miners were literally starving. Un-
employment in bhe coal fields was
tremendous, the resulb both of
mechanizaLion and of the overall
slump. In 1923 there had been 704,800
miners working. A decade later only
406,300 were Ieft. 300,000 families had
been driven out.

In 7922, wages had been ,$0.84 an
hour. In bhe Depression, bhey dropped
to an average of $0.54 and as low as
$0.28 in Pennsylvania. The ions of coal
were ofben measured in at 2,800 or
even 3,000 pounds, further cuibing bhe
wages of the miners.

In 1931, 40,000 miners slruck in bhe
Pittsburgh coal fields under the leader-
ship of the TUUL Na[ional Miners
Union. A magnificent rank-and-file
organizabion was built under brutal
conditions. Midway inbo the strike, lhe
nabional Parby leadership summed up
Lhab the Communists direcbly involved
were so engrossed in building the
sbrike in and of itself bhat they had fail-
ed to build the ParLy organizabion
among the workers, and aclually had
dissolved the local Party apparabus in-
bo [he sbrike organizaLion. They also
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had failed to build the NMU, which,
since it was known as a "red" union,
was closely associated with Lhe ParLy.
After this criticism. miners were drawn
in[o bhe Hunger Marches in Pitbsburgh
and Washington, D.C., the struggle
around bhe ScotLsboro case, and "Red
Day" marches warning bhe im-
perialists not to invade Lhe Soviel
Union. But after the strike was crush-
ed, little lasting organizabion remain'
ed, most parbicularly little ParbY
organization This and similar disap-
poinbments bhroughoul lhe ParbY's
work broughi the whole line inbo ques-

tion.
In many ways the struggle over how

to sum up t,he 1931 miners'sbrike
paralleled bhe inner-Party struggle
over Gastonia. But this time it was
resolved in a more openly rightward
direction. The official sum-up (ac0ual-

ly writben by the Execu[ive CommilLee
of bhe Communist Inierna[ional, bui
adopted by the U.S. Party) criticized
bhe line of liquidaling the Party, but, in
con[radiction io the line of building
Party campaigns and the Party in its
own right during the sbrike, puL for-
ward the following view of how Lo

bring oul and build the ParlY:

"Il was nob made clear thab a separa-
bion and coun[erposing of these bwo
tasks [i.e. winning the strike on bhe one
hand, and building the PartY on the
other-RCPI or the emphasis of bhe one
at the expense of the obher, conceals
within itself the danger of a political

Is this caftoon training the workers to be, as Lenln saidr "a trlbune of thc peoplertt
..abte to explain to all and everyone the world-histoaic signlflcance ol the proletar.
iatts struggte for emancipationrtt and put themselves at the head ol the masses in the
struggle to overthrow capitalism? Or is it training the workers in the point ol view

' that what the Communist Party is all about is something for eyerybodyr a coalition
of setf-interests, while the workerst place is in the economie sttuggte?
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one-sidedness or devialion. A lack of
clarity remained as io whal was to be
characterized as the main object LhaL
bhe Communists were to pursue in the
slrike sbruggle: bhat if one wants io
state the main object in one word, and
in doing so avoid the danger of one-
sidedness, bhen neither the simple win-
ning of the maberial results which are
contained in t,he strike demands nor
the mere ulilizabion of the strike for the
strengthening of the Party organiza-
[ion, should be designated as bhe main
object, but that, on t,he conlrary, ihe
reuolutionization of the strihing
worhers should be bhe main object. The
most important thing is that the Com-
munisbs strive, through t,heir agitation
as well as through their entire par-
ticipation in the sbrike, bo give the
broad masses of the strikers ihe ex-
perience and t,he firm conviction iha0
the Communists haue ad.uocated or
carried through correct strihe tactics
and strihe leadership. It is, however,
impossible to instill this conviction in-
to bhe masses of sbriking workers if the
Communisbs do not exer[ all t,heir
energy in bhe struggle against the
employers so as to win Lhe slrike.r"

Officially, "revolutionizaLion" re-
mains the objecb. But what does it
mean in practice? It means subor-
dinating everything, including the
agibation of the Communists, to giving
the tactical leadership that carries the
immediate sbruggle through to victory.
The economist understanding of the
relationship between consciousness
and struggle, step by step led io the
subordination of politics to economics,
while in name "combining" the two.

In practice, the Party conceded the
obvious fac[ bhat revolution was not
aboub to spring full blown from bhe
unionizabion demands of the workers.
Bub the resolution of the problem was
nol a determined struggle to find the
ways to develop that revolubionary mo-
tion. Insbead the Party went down that
well known path of trailing whatever
rua.s springing from those struggles. If
the upsurge was not coming as quickly
as expec[ed, more abtention was need-
ed bo the "little questions."

Parby shop papers, a major Com.
munisb activiby in [he working class,
started to be replaced more and more
by union shop papers. Even bhese drop-
ped more and more of the political pro-
gram of the TUUL and focused on the
most particular questions possible.
And bhose shop papers t,hat remained
nominally "Party" were bogged down
with questions like oil on the shop
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floor.rl
In fact, the working class was not a

clear field for the Communisbs, and
every struggle swarmed wiCh forces
eager to lead. It is not surprising that
the very label of "red" became an
obsiacle in this competiiion to see who
would lead the broadest masses. With
economism in command, whab the
Communists summed up from their
own school of hard knocks was wrong.
The words "revolutionary" and "class
struggle" became devalued and meant
little more than "militant." And more
importantly, the struggle over whether
to hide the face of the Party was resolv-
ed by changing iL-lhe CP more and
more put itself forward as bhe home of
the best fighters, the party of militanb
resistance.

Here you have the greatesb crisis in
world history grinding on, a time of in-
tense political turmoil, class forces
throughout the world colliding in
events thal are affect,ing the course of
history: massive collectivization of
agriculLure in bhe Soviet Union,
upheavals in Cuba and Nicaragua, red
base areas fighting for Lheir lives in Chi-
na, whole sirata of the American popu-
laLion ruined and thrown into turmoil as
never before, as well as rising counler-
revolution in Italy, Germany and so

mel
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In an arbicle entitled "The Fight
Against, Sectarianism in the NMU,"
ihe CP wrote:

"Our local [TUULI unions lead a life
of their own entirely separate and
apart from the life of the masses. They
are so engrossed in their own internal
problems and the general campaigns
and problems of the revolutionary
movement that they have no time to
deal with bhe problems facing the
miners wiih whom they are in contact.
Mine local meetings, insLead of
discussing the burning needs and
demands of the miners in that par-
ticular mine and the actual organiza-
tion and leadership of a local struggle
around such demands, are taken up
with interminable discussions on the
Communisb Party election campaign,
the campaign against the Dies Bill, the
state of the local International Labor
Defense orgauizations, etc., etc."

While claiming that the political
campaigns are important, bhe author
gels down to his basic point:

"The trouble is thab they are wrongly
introduced, they are not considered in

relation to the problems of the masses
of miners in the midst of which the
local works. Each campaign is ireated
as something separa[e and apart from
other campaigns and is not used to fur-
ther the cenbral task of the local
union-bhe organizabion of the miners
in its mine for struggle against the coal
operators' offensive. Miners join our
union primarily to defeab wage culs
and win better condibions. When they
find out that the local organization
relegates such matbers bo second place
they leave the union." ''

There was partial truth to bhis-the
workers recruited on an economic basis
expected simple [rade unionism. After
all, bhat is whab they signed up for.

Political campaigns and bhe workeis
were separaLed more and more, so as not
to disrupt the trade union work with
"absbract" questions from outside bhe
direci experience of the masses. In the
CPUSA internal journal Party
Organizer there are insbrucLions on
how to inbimabely connect the political
issues of bhe day lo whalever is drift-
ing around on bhe plant floor. Want to
discuss bhe fascisb seizure of power in
Germany? Start wilh bhe way the boss
pushes guys around in your depart-
ment. Wanb bo discuss t,he oppression
of Black people under capibalism?
Then talk aboub how workers in the
same shop must stick together or else.
What bo explain how socialism
represents a qualitalively higher form
of human society? Then bone up on bhe
comparison bebween how your shop-
mates live and the conditions wi[hin
the same branch of industry in the
USSR. I"

Since economism, basically, assumes
bhat workers don't care about anything
that doesn'b bouch bhem personally,
and don't aspire to anything more [han
a full belly and a secure, peaceful life,
even bhe line of the CP in this period
where it was expecting revolubion any
minute, led to political work thab view-
ed bhe world through the grimy win-
dows of the factory. And in the final
analysis, these politics are polibics that
tail and reinforce the bourgeois view of
"what's in it for me"-they are not fill-
ed with the revolutionary sweep of a
class struggling for the emancipation
of all.

Millions were awakening to struggle,
lumbering in[o acbion based on a glim-
mer of bhe class antagonism in society,
eagerly looking bo undersband more.
And the revolutionary work of the Par-
ty among workers gob more and more
vulgarized to fighting bhe bosses,
building bhe unions, following the Par-
[y, and someday we'll have ib made like
the Russian workers (i.e., lots of .



goulash).

Economism and Reformism

The sharp contradiction be[ween
"revolutionary" in the Party's line of
finding a "revolutionary way oui of the
crisis" and the reformist conbenb of
this line shows itself in the 1932
Presidential carnpaign.

On the one hand you have the book
Toward a Souiet America" which is a
monument bo the fiery tone the Party
was capable of at, that time. Certainly
it is nothing like its later geritol-
reformism. In this book Foster exposes
and denounces capitalism. The church
and religion are lambasted as the
opiate of the people. The Boy Scouts
are shown bo be a training ground for
milibarism and fascism. There is even a
section calling for "racial amalgama-
tion"! This work iargets "the idiocy of
the capibalist system, its planlessness,
its antiquabed moral codes, its warp
and woof of exploitabion," and loudly
proclaims lhe goal of a "Unibed Soviet
States of America."rT

On the other hand there is lhe line
the campaign actually took oub across
bhe country, as exemplified in Foster's
Chicago speech, the high point of the
campaign. Herc bhe reformism thaL lies
side by side with general phrases about
revolulion in l'oster's book now slands
naked. After listing the effecbs of bhe
crisis, the oppression of ihe masses,
and the prospects for more of the same,
Foster gets down to his point: "Can bhe
A.F. of L. leaders and the Socialisb Par-
ty be relied on io obtain relief?" The
answer, of course, is "No!" Only a
"united struggle against starvation"
can provide relief. "If the poor wish to
have their voices heard, then they
must elecb bheir own direct represen-
tatives and go to Washington them-
selves." "Solidifying their ranks,
building bheir committees everywhere,
[the masses-RCP] can face Congress,
lhe Senate, and the President with an
irresistible force that will achieve
resulbs. "

And what are these "results"?
Foster runs down an extensive pro-
gram that lists every concern of the op-
pressed people in the U.S. an end to
the attacks on wages , immediate
relief . "All relief and insurance to be
financed by taxes on wealth and
capitalist income. . . " "Unconditional
equality for Negroes" . . "Againsb the
new robber war. Stop the manufacture
and shipment of munitions. All war
funds for the unemployed,"

And how far reaching will these
results be?

"It is clear to us that the workers

will find ways and means of putbing
such a program into effect if [all the
workers-RCP| will join boge[her in
common struggle irrespective to which
political party they adhere, they can
win these demands." llll

And what is bhe difference between
the Communist Party and all the
others? Communists believe in mass
pressure from below bo win reforms,
these others wanb you to rely on ihe
cour[s, eleciions and good will.

Revolution? Well, the speech has an
awkward aside thab quickly mentions
thab somehow these struggles will give
the workers "organization, con-
sciousness, power, to achieve the
decisive way out of the misery of
capitalism."r^ But after they win all
these reforms through mass pressure,
we can only ask Foster why bhey would
want to.

On the one hand, fire and brimsbone
in the textbook, a broken capitalism
compared inch by inch bo a young
vibrant Soviet Union, and the open call
to desiroy the old society. But, on the
other hand, on the campaign trail, the
strict focus is on what is "winnable"
under capitalism, throu,gh coalitions
for mass pressure, coupled with the
most grotesque reformist exaggeration
of whal capitalism in crisis can be
forced to concede.

This is a stark example of why the
RCP has characterized "left"
economism as revolubionary propagan-
da loosely tacked onto the reformisb
politics arising out of the economic
struggle.

(tt is only one example among many.
'lhe struggle against unemploymenL
cenLered nol on exposing the naiure of
the capibalist system and unemploy-
ment as a built-in feaLure, bu[ ins[ead
mobilizing millions Lo march for the
Workers Unemployment and Social In-
surance Ilill [H.R. 75981 is also rich in ex-
amples, but is outside the scope of this
article.)

In pracbice, because of its line on
winnable struggles for palpable
demands, bhe CP undermined all its
own attempts lo raise revolutionary
consciousness by conducting political
campaigns simply as the miliiant fight
for reforms. Crisis was por[rayed as
simply a "policy" of the rich;
unemployment as a brick for cutbing
wages which [he capitalists could
eliminate by "allocation of all war
funds, a capital levy, increased taxes
upon the rich, eic.""'Throughout this
period, the very hunger and misery
that the Depression brought were
" Hoover's wage-cut, starve-the-
unemployed murderous policy."-" The
CP put a face on the enemy and in the

process obscured his [rue feabures. No
wonder millions of workers (including
many advanced, in fact, including
many Communisbs) were noL prepared
to resist FDR's demagogY!

Training the Advanced

For hundreds of Lhousands bhe

oubrages of the Depression were the
last sbraw. They stepped forward from
the sbart inbo inbense acbivity. The
ranks of the radical workers inspired
by and rallied around bhe flag of the
Russian Revolution were joined by
new forces awakened to political life by
the desperate posit,ion of the class.
Many thousands came forward who
wanbed bo learn, eaget to transform
bhemselves, to become insiruments of
bhe struggle. And bhey rallied around
the CPUSA, because it was the most
revolutionary organizaLion in Lhe work-
ing class.

Most of the struggles the CPUSA
led in [he early bhirties were actions of
this advanced seclion of the class,
preparing the conditions for massive
upsurge. The movement they crealed
called to the millions to awaken and
sbruggle, and that movemenl was a

training ground, an intense schooling
for the advanced secbion of the
workers. In a very real sense, bhe train-
ing given in lhab school would have a

profound effect on the direcbion thal
the working class as a whole would
travel.

Whal role did economism give the
advanced to play?

The Party is going lo couple up to
the broadest masses by leading the
economic struggle, like a locomotive
backing into a [rain of cars. Once [he
lies are firm and tight, and once the
movement is big enough and bad
enough, bhe Party will lead its train on
the road to its final goal of revolubion
and meat-and-poiatoes communism.
The consciousness of the masses is notf
the crucial thing, their molion is. The I

advanced? They are the couplings ofl

ture of bhe Party.
The model for a communist worker

was actually not even a trade union
secretary. The Communisl ParbY
upheld Ehe "Jimmy Higginses," the
working class workhorses, basing their
"effecbive" work on prolebarian in-
stinct, basic class hatred, and
boundless loyalty for the cause and bhe

Party. Untrained bhemselves, theY
were unable to struggle with the broad
masses to spread genuine class con'
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scrousness.

Since consciousness was Lo come
from the hard knocks of the immediate
st,ruggle, and since Communist leader'
ship would be won by leading that
struggle io vicbory, political controver-
sy that mighL alienaLe even ihe more
backward was an obstacle to the
political development of Lhe working
class. This passage from the semi-auto
biographical novel Home is the Sailor,
shows how the workers were lrained to
reduce their politics bo whaiever was
palalable, even Lo the mos[ backward:

"Harl had a lot of screwy ideas about
Communists. As a Catholic, he
lhought bhey were against religion and
he meant to fight for his faibh.

"'Go to it, bud,' Billy told him. 'No
one's trying to iake lhe communion
ouL of our mouth. I've been a member
of the Communist Party for over a year
now and no one has even asked me
what church I belong to, if any. The on-
ly thing the Communists are against
are preachers who use religion to cover
up atiacks on the people's righbs. Like
this guy Coughlin who shoots off his
mouth up in Detroib. He's no[hing but
a would-be Hitler. Ib isn't.against
religion to fight him, it's just an[i-
fascist. "'-'

'fhere was never quite a view that it
required a leap in understanding to
become a genuine communist, a leap in
grasping the laws of society, of
dedicating one's life to Lhe realization
of classless society, of applying bhe
science of revolution Lo bhe conditions
of the present.

This is bhe image porfiayedin Home is
the Sailnr, describing the end of the
"left" economist period:

"Having joined the Party, Billy divid-
ed his time between bhe waterfronb
union hall and the Communisb head-
quarbers. Actually bhere was small dif-
ference then in the work of a party
member and an active member of bhe
MWIU [lhe TUUL seamen's unionl,
except, lhal as a Commutrisb he found
Lhat he was expec[ed to plunge inbo
whatever work was at hand to do. A
union member could take things a little
easier occasionally avoiding
assignmenbs for sbreet meetings,
leaflet distribu[ion and the like.""]

It is nabural thab this lin€ would pro-
duce a recruitment policy that was
basically bhe old social-democratic
met,hod of "self-enrollment." A Party
member was anyone who signed a card;
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and bhere had to be periodic campaigns
to figure out who all was actually in the
Party, bo geb them to pay dues, to come
lo meetings, even campaigns io geL
Parby members to subscribe to the Dai'
ly Worher!

l,enin, roasbing the economists of his
day in What Is To Be Done?, points
out bhaL the historic basks that the
working class faces demand that the
advanced worker be trained, not as a
trade union secrebary, but as

" a tribune of the people, able bo react to
every manifestabion of byranny and op'
pression, no matter where ib takes
place, no matber what sbratum or class
of people it affects; he musb be able bo

generalize all these manifestations to
produce a single picture of police
violence and capitalist exploibabion; he

must be able to take advantage of
every eveni, howeuer small" in order io
explain his Socialisiic convictions and
his democrabic demands bo oll, in order
to explain Eo all and everyone the world
historic significance of the prole-
tariab's slruggle for emancipat'on."i:r

The CP in this period didn'b train
anyone to be such a tribune. It brained
people [o be hacks and reformists, it
" brained" the life oub of the
revolubionary-minded workers who
were atbracled to it,

This produced a problem the CP
itself ofben poinbed to: despibe huge
numbers of workers flowing thrqugh it,
the Parby had trouble keeping ihese
people. At the same [ime, because of
bhe line in which it was braining bhe ad-
vanced, including its own members, it
was creating a social base for furbher
moves rightward. Large seclions of bhe

Pariy had only the vaguest ideaof any
final goal. This created favorable con'
ditions for those Parby leaders who
wanbed to drop revolubion.

V. DROPPING THE
..LEFT'' IN

..LEFT'' ECONOMISM
In 1932-33, the lowesb point of the

Depression was reached. All the ben-
sions in society strained at their limits.
Something was giving way bhe pow-
erful forces that had kept the main
body of employed workers relatively
quiet, bhe fear, the hope that "prosperi-
ty is right around the corner," the lack
of organization, were dissolving in a
new determinabion to fight their way
out. Every political force in the coun-
[ry sensed the workers were going [o
rise. And ihey prepared.

For four years, the TUUL had boldly
and doggedly fanned any resistance

among the workers. On paper, they
still expected the upsurge to challenge
the system ibself. In 1934, they still
described themselves as working in "a
time when bhe revolulionary crisis is
ripening.' '" '

At bhe very same time, in pracbice,
the CP had already come far down the
road of dropping iheir polibical work,
to focus more on whaL actually arises
spontaneously-simple trade unionism
and reformism. In the economic strug-
gle, bhe line of building "revolutionary
unions" had given way Lo building "in-
dependent unions," i.e. indusirial
unions neither AFL nor 'IUUL, with
no overt polibical conbenI beyond
militancy. [n a sense, bhis itself evolv-
ed. spontaneou.s/y, since it was definite'
ly nob the way the plan of bhe Party
was supposed to unfold. Throughout
the country, in auto, in steel, strong
union locals formed under Party
leadership; the very locals ihat com-
munists builb repeatedly voted not to
affiliate with the openly pro-
communisb, openly revolutionary
TUUL.

Given the mood of the majority of
workers, and given, secondarily, bhal
bhe CP had done so little to divert bhe
workers' movement from its spon-
taneous course, bhere is noihing sur-
prising about [his. But for the CP, this
is nob how they had planned ih bheir
idealist schemes simply did not corres-
pond wit,h the acbual processes of socie-
Ly. Faced with bhis development, they
themselves were diverbed from bhe
course they had set. Since bhey wor-
shipped spontaneiby, of course they
bowed to ib.

Togebher with the locals formed by
socialdemocrals and "non-political"
unionists the new CP locals became a

major "independent" trend bhal grew
up parallel to ihe TUUL unions'
Despi[e the intentions of the Party,
despite the plan they laid out for bhe
economic movement to give rise to
revolutionary politics, the actual laws
of development asserted themselves.

In 1933, bhe main body of the work-
ing class began bo move. 'Ihe number
of strikers tripled over the previous
year. Although the Parby had nob built
any stable national unions, it had cores
oforganizers in every industry, trained
bhrough repeated sbruggles, ready and
waiting for [he ice bo break.

But again the world refused to con-
form to the idealist "lefb" economist
script. The working class was not a

clear field where the masses moved
smoo[hly from one level to ihe next. In
fact, by 1933, the class was crawling
with every imaginable stripe of refor-
mist hustler. Several mass movements
had already grown under anti-
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my encampment of veterans in
Washington whose naive flag-waving
had been answered with sabres and
gunfire, Coxey's Army of bhe
unemployed, social-democratic leagues
and unions, and so on. Above all, the
bourgeoisie was far more flexible and
resourceful than bhe CP had ever im-
agined. The capiialisbs were ceriainly
more aware bhan Lhe CP that the fight
for bread was not, in and of itself, a
fight for power, and bhey bent every ef-
fort bo limit the struggle of bhe work'
ing class to every imaginable varialion
of the s[ruggle for immediate relief.
Franklin D. Roosevelt brought in a

profound change in capi[alist tacbics.
Sysbematic moves were afoob [o co-opt
the discontent of the masses, to trade
concessions for con[rol of bhe move-
menb. Major anbi-communist forces,
especially the secLion of the AFL
bureaucracy headed by Lewis, were
marshalled bo march ab the head of the
masses and to steer them inbo the
waiting arms of lhe bourgeoisie. The
crime of bhe reformists was noi fun-
damentally, as imagined by the CP,
thab they always and everywhere were
forced [o "sell out" Lhe masses, and
crush their economic struggles, bub bo

contain Lhem politically within the con-
fines of wage-slavery.

The CP found itself in a franiic com-
petition over who could most quickly
dominate the movement organiza-
tionally.

The Disappearanee of the
National Miners Union and

the Rebirth of
John L. Lewis

In the spring of 1933 the dam finally
broke in the coal fields. And this Lime
bhe miners were able to consolida[e
their organizaEion. They came for-
ward in their thousands. A decade of
retreat gave way to a charge. In mass
meetings, in conventions, in sbrikes,
the miners organized. Within months,
90Vo of [he miners were unionized! Ar-
mies of armed workers swept up
countless river valleys in the coalfields
carrying lhe struggle to new camps
and regions. 128,000 joined in Penn-
sylvania. 160,000 in West Virginia.
The South organized quickly. Rallies
were held as far away as Raton, New
Mexico. UMW official John Brophy
wrobe: the miners " organized
themselves."

But the union bhat emerged with a
national conbracb covering 340,000
bituminous miners was the Unibed
Mine Workers, notorious as one of [he
most politically reactionary and cor-

rupb unions of all.
The CP had been oubflanked by a

top-level decision of the bourgeoisie.
Realizing bhab nothing could stop the
movement, bhey had resolved to con-
trol it. UMWA organizers fanned
bhroughout lhe coalfields. Companies
rushed to deal wibh the very union that
they had mercilessly crushed only five
years before. Ariicle 7a of the Nalional
Recovery Act gave lhe bourgeoisie's
qualified blessing to bhe organization
of [he workers in company unions and
proven reacbionary unions.

Even NMU organizers jumped on
the UMW bandwagon. Finally, the CP
recognized lhe obvious, and bhe NMU
was officially dissolved.

The CPUSA, which had planned bo

win unchallenged leadership of lhe
mass struggle by its proven miliLancy,
found i[self in s[iff competition with
non-revolubionary forces for the leader-
ship of bhese sbruggles. And the logic
of iis economisb line led it even furbher
down the road toward shedding its
revoluLionary program.

way bhaL communisls could expecb lo{
have decisive political leadership overJ
rhe bulk of the Lrade unions, sincel
lhese organizations, by definition, in-i
clude advanced, inbermediale andi
backward workers. Bul Lhe CP didn'tl
see ib bha[ way. Because lhey believed
bhat leadership of the unions was a
prerequisibe for revolution, they judg-
ed ihe success or failure of their work
by how well bhey had seized Lhe leader-
ship of lhe unions. This was also linked
bo iheir line that economic crisis would
auLomabically revolulionize the work-
ers. The quesbion bhat posed ibself
especially starkly to bhem when bhe
working class as a whole began to go
inbo motion was-why weren't they
leading it? And lhis queslion of Ieader-
ship was vulgarized, so that instead of
being a question of bhe Parby's leader-
ship of the advanced and bheir polibical
Lraining to put themselves ab the head
of millions when a revolutionary silua-
tion did emerge, and the broad in'
fluence of the Party in political life
even though it might be'conbroversial
and not immediately followed by
millions, it was reduced Lo-why
wasn't [he ParLy at the heads of bhe

organizalion of the masses in their
millions? This is why bhe line of
"fighting secbarianism" came more
and more to bhe center stage. The Par-
ty began bo consider it a liability that
they were direcbly leading only a sec-

tion of [he masses-those bhat tended

to be relalively advanced and mosl
open bo radical change-and began Lo

speak of "breaking oul" of this mass
base by tailoring iLself Lo Lhe atLiLudes
and prejudices of the working class in
its majorily.

In bhe summer of 1933 lhe ParLy call-
ed for an emergency meeLing. 'I'hree
hundred leading Party cadre gathered
in New York for "an extraordinary
ParLy Conference." 'l'here was an acuLe
crisis in ihe Party's whole work. 'fhe
upsurge was starting and from Lhe

beginning iL was obvious that bhe Par-
by was nob leading it. They surveyed
the TUUL and summed up ils obvious
weaknesses.

This is how lhe CP appraised their
influence in the 1933 miners' sLrike:

"[The Communis[ Party and the NMUI
play an insignificani role in Lhese mass
sbrikes. We are almosL compleLely
isolaled from Lhe masses of miners and
cannoL even speak ab bheir meebings,
pickel lines, and other gaLherings."
lThe NMU, flagship of the TUUL fleeL,
did nobl "have one single well'
functioning mass local of the
employed. Since the 1931 strike Lhe

Parly never appeared before Lhe
miners as a polilical organiza'
Lion Lhe Daily Worher and currenl
liberaLure were noL known even to Par-
ty membership."-'

In the railroads, years of resoluLions
calling for an organizabional break-
bhrough had yielded nolhing, Lhe in-
dustry "remains largely-well, we
might call it 'unexplored lerriLory.' "
'Ihe National Tex[ile Workers Union
had the same membership (1,000) that
it had claimed in 1929, and was in 1933
"afler a long period of passivily, begin-
ning to parlicipate again, [o some ex-
benL, in strikes." The Marine Workers
Indusbrial Union was leading occa-
sional sbruggles, here and there, did
some considerable work among Lhe

unemployed on the waterfronls, but
was basically still an organizing com-
mibtee. SLeel, supposedly a major con'
cenbration, was dead. And bhe TUUL
Auto Workers Industrial Union had a

declining membership in DetroiL
although there were some break-
throughs being made outside Motor
City.

For the Party overall, Lhe concenbra-
iion on economic sLruggle had led to a

drop in bhe circula[ion of. Lhe Daily
Worher. The rapidity of the turnover
among new recruils was shown bY
pointing oub bhab several thousand
members had been recruited in the firsL
half of 1933, and in Lhe same period Lhe

overall membership of the Parby had
declined.'"
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Given the whole logic of Lhe CP's

polibics at bhis point, their mobion, and
the level of bhe polilical sLruggle within
the Party, it is nob surprising whaL bhe
outcome of bhe "Exbraordinary Con-
ference" was. In an "Open LetLer" lo
the membership they laid out the ob-
vious situaLion and called for a re-
newed and intense struggle to seize bhe
fronb of bhe economic sLruggle. War
was declared on "political formalism"
and "sectarianism"-meaning political
work thal mighb get in the way of be-
ing the besb fighters and organizers of
the day-to-day struggle and, related [o
Lhat, there was to be a struggle againsb
"righL errors," meaning, in this case,
mainly defeatism over whebher the CP
could really win leadership of the spon-
taneous struggle.

The Upsurge and the CP's
Capitulation-

Or, Who Diverted Whom?

During World War l, the cenbrisis of
Lhe Second In[ernational justified their
political capitulation io iheir own
bourgeoisie with the words, "Hopes for
a revolulion have proven illusory, and
iL is not bhe business of a Marxist bo
fight for illusions." This same spirit
now filled the CPUSA. For four years
they had awailed the sponbaneous
revolutionary turn of the working
class. They had fought to catch up and
lead every sponbaneous outbreak. And
now as bhe storm broke, and struggle
swept through American industry in
1934, '35, and '36, the CPUSA watched
the qt_ruggle slip into the hands of their
sworn enemies, those hidebound trade
unions thab "lefb" economism had
sworn would never lead anything ever
again. The CPUSA was by now far
more solidly commitied to tailing spon-
taneiLy and leading economic strikes
bhan they were to their own political in-
dependance. From lg34 on, it was a
greased slide to the right.

This is nob the article to describe in
debail the struggles of the upsurge
itself. It is difficult to sketch them in a
few quick lines. By 1934 aboub a
million and a half workers were swept
inbo lhe battle. Major s[rikes broke out
in the brucking industry, in auto parts,
in the mines and in [exLiles. The strug-
gle of the longshoremen of San Fran-
cisco in 1934 mushroomed inbo a major
General Strike as the entire working
class of bhe west coast entered into a
test of strength with the bourgeoisie.
In bhe years thab followed there were
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the giant battles of rubber, steel-
the stronghold of b-he open shop-
auto (wibh the famous Flinl sibdown
strike), and countless other branches of
industry. The pent up anger, the op-
pression, ihe repeated assaulbs [hat
[he Depression had created called in[o
being the most exbensive movement of
the American working class.

From 1934 on the CPUSA was clear-
ly engaged in a process of negobiating a
merger of its TUUL forces with bhe
other currents that were rising for in-
dusbrial unionization. The major ques-
bion was how much organizational in-
fluence the Party would have within
thaI movemenb.

In 1934, the TUUL issued a call for
creabing a federation of independenL
unions which would be formed along
indusbrial lines, and which the TUUL
would merge into. I[ was an offer bo

completely drop any idea at all of com-
bining economics and polilics in ex-
change for basic leadership of the in-
dusbrial union movement. There were
no takers.

Afber years of equating the unioniza-
tion of indusbry with the road to a new
society, they were sbaring at a siiua-
tion where they might be isolated or
even kept out of the unions tha[ were
actually forming. Outflanked, political-
ly unarmed, the CPUSA capibulabed.
In 1935, the TUUL was dissolved, and
its active core rejoined bhe AFL as in-
dividuals.

Shortly afler, bhe AFL bureaucracy
split in two, and John L. Lewis led bhe
formation of the Committee for In-
dustrial Organization [o serve as ihe
center for the unionization of basic in-
dusbry. Lewis had fifteen years of ex-
perience thaL proved there was nothing
inherently anti-capitalisi about in-
dustrial unionism. He set oub to
reproduce on a national scale his feat of
leading and containing the miners
struggle. With the obvious blessing of
bhe top levels of the bourgeoisie, the
CIO captured unquestionable control
of the movement. Organizationally
they needed to absorb the base lhat the
CP had built, they needed the skilled
and dedicabed organizers, and they
wan[ed to avoid a noisy fight with the
LefC that mighl disrupt the single-
minded concentrabion of the workers
on unionization. The CIO bemporarily
reversed bhe long-standing policy of
simply expelling and isolating Com-
munists. But politically they set the
stiffest possible berms for the CP's par-
ticipation, cgmplete subordinabion.

In ihese swirling waters of bhis
movement, the CPUSA got pulled
down by the undertow. They were the
foob soldiers of the war, its fines[ front
line organizers. They were driven to

white-hot activiby, and Communisls
were among the 88 workers murdered
by the bourgeoisie in its frantic efforts
bo beat the movemenb down. But the
bourgeoisie was using dual tac-
[ics-repress all you can and co-opb
what you can'b repress. The CP pro-
vided bhe organizers, but they did
not lead. Lewis summed up bhe rela-
tionship coldly: "Who gets the bird,
the hunter or the dog?" Politically,
Lewis and the pro-capibalist forces he
led were undoubtedly the hunter and
hisbory shows how completely they
bagged the game.

In a sense, the CP summed itself up
with its epitaph to the murdered Com-
munisb, Morris Langer. Langer, a
worker since bhe age ol 12, had become
a Communisb. He joined the revolu-
bionary party of his class to dedicabe
his life bo the destrucbion of class socie-
by. In 1932 he led several bloody bat-
tles bo organize the cloth-dying sweat-
shops in New Jersey and was brutally
assassinated by gangsbers there who
planbed a bomb in his car. His funeral,
attended by ten bhousand workers,
became a powerful demonstration of
class hatred againsb this sys[em. But
his epibaph wri0ben at that time by his
comrades showed Lhe way the vision of
the workers was narrowed by
economism. Under Langer's picture in
their hall they wrote, "We will
remember Morris Langer by building a
greaber union.""t

VI. SUMMATION
The myth of bhe thirties as a "high

point" turns reality complebely upside
down. The decade opens wi[h tremen-
dous possibililies, a section of the class
eager to dive inio revolutionary work
and [ear [he system down. And it
closes with lhe working class over-
whelmingly, almost unanimously,
cemen[ed into [he reactionary, im-
perialist "New Deal" coalition. Waves
of revolulionary-minded workers were
molded inbo libble more bhan militant
union organizers. A whole generation
of workers saw the class struggle as lit-
tle more bhan a fight to bebter the sale
of their labor power.

Thousands who had yearned for
revolution were left high and dry by
events, disillusioned, frustrated and
confused. A few, who clung to their
union posibions, became some of ihe
most cynically dishonest demagogues
of the "labor movement."

The 1930's left behind a working
class that had been given a political
lobotomy. Considering that, the con-
cessions around unionization and
social insurance were a cheap deal for
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"in such work, as in all work, com-
munists must nob limit themselves bo

bhe confines of the Lrade unions or
reduce bheir political line to bhe level of
spontaneous Irade-unionist slruggle
(nor still less to ihe explicitly bourgeois
politics of the trade union hacks). In-
stead bhey musb carrY out strictlY
Marxist agitabion and propaganda and
all-around revolutionary work bo raise
bhe workers' sights io the broad and
decisive quesbions in society and lhe
fundamental political s[ruggle for
socialism, reaching its highest form in

bhe armed struggle for bhe seizure of
power. " t'

For various reasons it is fairlY
unlikely that an actual revolubionary
situalion would have emerged in [he
1930s even if bhere had been a

lhoroughly revolulionarY ParbY.
Evenbs refuted bhe bheories about a

permanenb economic decline, and lhe
U.S. *at able bo emerge from World
War 2 sufficienLly str6ngbhened to en-
joy another period of sbablilizabion, a

period of "prosperiby" and reaction' Ii
did not develop that [he bourgeoisie
could no longer rule in bhe old way (the

the old way any longer. However, il is
not inconceiuable Lhat bhings could
have gone obherwise, especially if they
had gone differentlY in some other
counbries as well. The point is that bhe

course evenls followed was very much
influenced by the subjecbive fac-
bor-the line lhe CP followed and pro-
paga[ed among the masses'- 

A revoluLionary secbion of lhe work-
ing class would have had a iremendous
efiecb on bhe last several decades,

especially the 1960s. Even if all bhab re-
'miined of the CP loday were a revolu'
tionary legacy-and nob a revisionisl
one-bhe strengbh of ihe revolutionary
movement would be quite different go'

the CP was not
corrupbed and
ion from Lhe

beginning thab gives Lhe whole ex'
peii"n"" ibs urgent significance. .A
ievolubionary Party, rooled among lhe
workers, had a bremendous opporluni
ly to iransform lhe political landscape
of bhe U.S., and lheY lhrew it awaY.

The source of bhe problem' ultimabely,
did not lie in objective conditions oub'

side bhe Party, including bhe overall
trends in [he inLernational communisL
movement, bub mosb fundamenballY
r,he inability of Lhe Communis[ ParLy
to ihoroughly defeat ihe reformisb and
economisl lines thab ib was born with
and which were continuously recrea[ed
and enforced bY ihe Pressures of
bourgeois society ibself.

The CP began the decade as a revolu-
tionary party which mainly carried oub
a wrong line, a line noi based on the ac-

tual laws of society. Ib ended up being
bransformed, droPPing its goal of
revolubion and evenbually becoming
thoroughly counterrevolubionary.

In the CP of the earlY DePression
there is little to emulate, but much lo
learn from. These are mistakes which

we, the revolutionaries of the 1980s,
cannoc afford Lo repeat.
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